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ABSTRACT 

Sovereignty is an often maligned concept in the late twentieth cennuy, generally 

due to a perception that giobdisation is rendering the territorial borders of states 

irrelevant Claims such as these often take for granted what sovereignty means. and 

because of this, fail to recognise its continued importance in international politics. and to 

the organisation of politics in general. An examination of traditionai theories of 

sovereignty in international relations provides some important insights, namely that 

sovereignty needs to be seen as an abstract socid priaciple; one that requires common 

undeatandings. When this insight is taken M e r ,  to conceive of the realm of 

international politics as a social realm, and therefore a realm that provides for the 

existence of intersubjective social institutions, sovereignty can be seen in a different light. 

Sovereignty can be concepnialised as a dynamic institution which exists due to the 

practices of states, consisting of the constitutive principle of exclusive temtoriality and 

the various regulative d e s  which surround this d e  to help to shape actors' expectations. 

When seen as such, it becomes apparent that this constitutive principle is not under attack 

due to globalisation, which really entails a shift in the regulative d e s  of sovereignty, not 

threatening the essentiai, constitutive dimension of sovereignty, exclusive tenitoridity. 

Such a conceptualisation, therefore, provides a better way to conceive sovereignty, one 

which can encompass both continuity and change; a transformational and a reproductive 

Iogic. 
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There's a feeling about that cause-and-effect may have been taken as far as 
it wiii go. That for science to carry on at di, it must look for a Less n m w ,  
a less . . . sterile set of  assumptions. The next gteat brealahrough rnay 
corne when we have the courage to junk causeand-effect entirely, and 
sflke off at some other angle. 

Thomas Pynchon, Grmity S Ruinbow 

Social life is essentiaily practicd. Ail the mysteries which mislead theory 
into mysticism h d  their rational solution in human practice and the 
comprehension of this practice. 

Kad Marx, Theses on Feuerbach 

Thought achieves more in the world thau practice; for, once the reaim of 
the imagination has ken revolutionized, reality cannot resist. 

G. W. F. Hegel 



INTRODUCTION 

The contention that the sovereign territorial state is in a perïod of deciine due to 

the advent of globalisïng processes that seem to undermine its authority is given great 

prominence in contemporary discourse. The question is, how are we to mess such 

claims? Claims regarding the status of sovereignty in international poiitics are usuaily 

made without an investigation of sovereignty itseff ( o h  because the idea of what 

sovereignty enta& is taken for granteci, or is not seen as a nuitful pursuit). However, too 

ofien, these daims are put forward without thought towards how this taking-for-granted 

of the conception of sovereignty affects the outcome of these claims. Sovereignty is 

genedy seen in a very basic manner that has been uncontesteci in the realm of 

International Relations mtil very recently- Sovereignty needs to be re-examined in order 

to be able to deal with these cunent daims regarding the sovereign state. 

The thesis examines such cunent challenges to the sovereign state, and 

demonstrates that the conceptions of sate sovereignty which they utilise in their analyses 

are inadequate for a satisfactory examination of the issues at hand. Through an analysis of 

sovereignty through the approach of integetative social science, which puts stress on the 

intersubjectivness of meaning and a comsponding stress on the importance of social 

pnctice in the construction of s h e d  meanings, sovereignty can be seen in a different 

light; as a nom that exists and changes thn>ugh the practices of the actors in the 

international system. Such an approach puts an emphasis on the importance of 

concepnialishg the international system as a social structure, and the importance of d e s  

and noms that enable meaningfbi action within that structure. Sovereignty, it will be 

argueci, is constituted through the practices of actors, and is best seen as the constitutive 



nom of exclusive temtonality, wfiich necessarily relies on the existence of surrounding 

d e s  to enable states to act- It is sovereignty as exclusive territoriality that plays the 

central role in intemationai politics, in that it is the organisational nomi of intemational 

politics, and the surrounding d e s  concem the scope of authority c l a h  that exclusive 

temtorial units can d e .  When conceptuaiised in this manner, the question conceming 

the demise of the sovereign state does not primarily concem what kinds of activity the 

sovereign state bas exclusive controi or authority over, which is what is stressed by much 

of this literature, but whether or not exclusive temtoriality is a disappearing mode of 

political organisation. 

To accomplish such an analysis, the argument is broken up into four parts. The 

literature dealing with the debate conceming globalisation and the sovereign state is first 

examined. This analysis emphasises that though a number of d .erent  areas are covered. 

specificaiiy the debates smounding the globalisation of ecowrnics. the increased 

interdependence of states, and transnational social movernents, the manner in which 

sovereignty is conceptualised is coustant throughout these analyses. It is specifically, 

though not always expiicitly, conceptuaiised as concerning the freedom of action of 

states, and the ways in which globalisation, broadly defhed diminishes such fieedom, 

therefore dunioishing sovereignty. 

nie second part offers an alternative way of  conceptualising sovereignty by 

analysing the ways in which traditional theones of international relations bave utilised 

this foundational concept. It is argued that theorists such as Morgenthau, Waltz, Bull and 

James dl strongly contest the idea of sovereignty as fieedom of action, and aU irnply that 



it a c W y  concems something more fundamental: that sovereign~ is a social principle 

which provides the precondition for international politics to exist at all. 

The third part provides a critique of the traditional theones, and primarily deals 

with the ontologicai problems such theories present when trying to deai with a 

hdamentally social concept such as sovereignty. A fnimework that allows for 

intersubjective concepts, and emphasises the importance of the shared d e s  and noms 

that constitute social structures, as weii as allowing for the role that agents in such 

structures have in creating structures through practice, is presented With such a 

theoretical fiamework in place, sovereignty is then fit into this framework through the use 

of the idea of a social institution, as a set of constitutive and regdative rules that provide 

meaning for agents. Sovereignty is placed in this institutional structure by outiining the 

content of such des;  that the constitutive nom for sovereignty is exclusive territoriality, 

which also is surrounded by regdative d e s  which shapes agents expectations. The 

concepnialisation of sovereignty as an institution provides sovereignty with a more 

dynamic nature, in that it c m  be conceptuaüsed as the foundational principle of 

international politics, while also encompassing change. Therefore sovereignty is imbued 

with both a reproductive and a tramfornational logic. 

The fourth part re-examines the content of the globalisation debate ihrough the 

framewock of sovereignty as an institution. Through a specinc analysis of one of the most 

prominent aspects of this debate, the influence of the world economy on the sovereign 

state, it is demonstrated that when examined through an institutionalist framework, 

sovereignty can st i l i  be seen to play an important role in world politics. This is 

specificaily demonstrated by showing the changes in regdatory niles that have 



accompanied a shift towards a globalised economy, and how the exclusive temtoriality of 

states remains the most important mode of politicai organisation. 

Such an examination provides several insights. There is, first of aii, the obvious 

resuit in providing a better understanding of sovereignty. As noteci, the thesis contends 

that in d y s i n g  claims conceming sovereignw one must examine the ways these claims 

effect the status of exclusive temtoriality. Ofien, exclusive temitoriaiity is not threatened 

as an organising principle by changes conceming the scope of authonty that exclusive 

temtorial uni& are endowed with. Indeed such changes are usually indicative of a larger 

change in social practice: that states have deveioped new regdatory d e s  conceniing the 

issues at hand, and have shifted their normative expectations of each others behaviour. 

In addition to such an irnproved analysis, an analysis which ernphasises the 

importance of the fuudamentally social nature of intemationai politics also bas ùiteresting 

ramifications for its fiinire study. When the international system is viewed as a social 

structure which consists of institutionalised sets of noms that both constrain and exist 

through the practices of agents, a better way of undemanding continuity and change in 

international politics is found, that provides an improvement to the study of international 

politics. 



GLOBALISATION AND THE "DECLINE OF SOVEREIGNTY": 
SOVEREIGNTY AS FREEDOM OF ACTiON 

The modem world is often seen as king in a state of profound transformation. 

The contention that sovereign states are no longer as important as they once were - in 

varying degrees of emphasis - is ubiquitous. This claim is described quite well by Waiker 

and Mendlovitz: "partly empirical in character, it draws on the interpretation of observed 

trends and new politicai practices. Partiy specdative also, it has become a vehicle of 

aspiration and hope as weii as a warning of new dangers."' As this remark demonstrates. 

this "claim" is really a number of dflerent kinds of claims, ranghg fiom assertions about 

the gap between current theones of international relations and the actuai realities of 

contemporary Me, to extremely normative ones about the desirability of the current 

system of sovereign states. 

Claims about the decline of the sovereign state, and the concept of sovereignty 

more generdy, are most ofien made (and most effectively made) in the context of the 

concept of "globalisation," whether or not this is, in facf the actual appellation used by 

those expressing this view. 'bGlobalisation" is a fkquently used concept in international 

relations that denotes a number of different ideas. Most broadly, it is meant to express a 

certain view of the world; a world that is expandhg beyond the narrow confines of 

sovereign nation-states, linkiog economies, cultures and communities in an aitogether 

new and novel manner. As EUUas states, globalisation is Wie process by which ever 



larger proportions of the world's population become aware of the ciifferences in culture. 

style of life, afnuence, and other mat ter^.'^^ Globaiisation is also more than this. for it also 

refea to the processes in which certain spheres of activity or certain groups or actoa 

move beyond the nation-saite in some manner. 

Waters provides a usefid denniton of globaiisation: "A social process in which 

the comtraints of geography on social und cuitwal arrangements recede and in which 

people become increasingly awme that they me receding.." This dennition is of value 

due to its inclusion of many factors that are a part of globalisation (far to ofien just 

discussed in relation to the "global economy"), without necessarily stating its precise 

causes, which are open to debate: Globaiisation shouid be seen as a social phenornena 

that is characterised by new relationships between individuais that makes bordea no 

longer relevant. It must be stressed that this does aot necessitate a process where the 

world becomes homogeneous, and in fact, is oflen conceptualised as a situation where as 

people corne closer together, conflict and Merence become even more emphasised and 

important? As Sjolander summarises, "in essence, globalkation needs to be seen as an 

I R B. J. Walker and Saul Mendlovitz, "Interrogating State Sovereignty," in Conrendhg 
Sovereigntitw Redef;ning Polirical Community, ed, R B. J. Walker and S. H. Mendlovitz (Boulder, CO: 
Lynne Rienner, 1990), 1, 

' David J. EUWis Beyond SoveMgnty: Tenimy and PoliticaI Econoniy in the TwenlyFim 
Century (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 27. 

3 

4 
Malcolm Waters, Globalkafion (London: Routledge, 1995), 3. 
There are some intereStiLIg c o ~ ~ o n s  between the concept of globalisation and the concept of 

"postrnodemity" (especially in its co~otation of a new historicai epoch). This idea, though not explicitly 
stated, is mapped out most intercstïngly by David Harvey and Fredric Jarneson. See. David Harvey, The 
Condirion of Posnnodernity: An Enqui'y into the Origins of Cultural Change (Oxford: Basil BlackwelI, 
1990); and Fredric Jarneson, "Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitdïsm," New Left Review 
146 (1 984): 53-92, 

This is where a dinuletion bmmrn uglobalim", essentially an ideological position that 
advocates a move towards a world govemment of some sort. and globalisation should be made. 
Globalisation is used to indicate new kinds of authority relationships that are not based on the rnodel of the 



economic, politicai, social, and ideological phenornenon which caries with it 

unanticipated, ofien conüadictory and polarizing con~equencesl" 

Globalisation, when conceived in a broad mamer? includes a number of different 

trends discussed in International Relations; moa importantly, the phewmenal changes in 

international political economy, the increasing interdependence among nations, the rise of 

importance of non-state actors, the p w i n g  importance of transnational social 

movements, and other types of "flows" acmss borders. Al1 of these globalising trends are 

also ones which are put in the context of posing some sort of challenge to the sovereign 

state. 

To gain some insight into the dynamics of the modem international system. these 

claims need to be examined more closely, in order to determiw their accuracy or 

usefulness. The concept of sovereignty is generaily not examined by proponents of such 

claims, and when so, not in much depth. Since sovereignty itself is ofien the issue at 

hand its conceptuaiisation seems to be of utmoa importance. When the 

conceptualisations of sovereignty utilwd by the proponents of these kinds of claims - 

primarily fiom the areas of international political economy, complex hterdependency 

theory, and examinations of transnational social movements - are examineci, it can be 

seen that sovereignty i s  generally conceived in a manner that indicates that it means 

"complete autonomy" or "freedom of actiony'. The question then becomes whether or not 

this is a useful or accurate way of conceptualising sovereignty. 

sovereign nate, whereas globalism, advocates a move towards a world government that is still finnly 
entrenched in the idea of the sovereign state, with the ultimate authority merely placed at a higher level. 

6 Claire Turcme Sjolander, "The Rhetoric of Globalkation: What's in a Wor(l)d?" International 
Journal 5 1 ( 1996): 604. 



Sovereignty and the World Economy 

The field of international political economy is where the greatest number of 

daims about the decihe of the sovereign state emmte hm. It is also the area where the 

effects of globalisation are most glaringiy obvious. Markets, production, finance, and 

tirms have become global, capable of movhg and existing between states without much 

diffculty or cost. A typical example of such a claim is provided by Held aad McGrew: 

The internationalisation of production, finance and exchange is 
unquestionably erodhg the capacity of the individuai Liberai democratic 
state to control its own economic fiinire. At the very least, there appears to 
be a diminution of state autowmy, and a disjuncture between the notion of 
a sovereign state directing its own fuaue and the dynamics of the 
contemporary worid economy' 

Technolog.ica1 innovations are usually seen as the heart of this. As Thomson and Krasner 

state, '?he basic c d  sequence is as follows: technoiogical change Ieads to increased 

economic flows, which erodes state control."* 

Often, claims about the effects of the international political economy on world 

politics are put in the context of old theories of intemationai relations being inadequate 

for d y s i n g  the contemporary world. For example, Cox states: "the old Westphaiian 

concept of a system of sovereign states is no longer an adequate way of concepnialising 

world politics.'" These types of claims have much in common witb ones that directly 

7 David Held and Anthony McGrew, "Globalization and the LiberaI Democratic State," 
Goverment and Opposition 2 (1993): 270-71. Quoted in: Mary B. Geske, "Sovereignty and Citizenship in 
Contemporary US Foreign Economic Policy," AIternrrives 2 1 (1 996): 195. 

' lanice Thomson and Stephen D. h n e r ,  ''Global Transactions and the Consolidation of 
Sovereignîy," in Global Changes and Theoretical Chaffenges: Appmaches to World Politicsfor the /99Us7 
ed. Ernst-Otto Czempiel and James N. Rosenau (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1 196. 

9 Robert Cox, "Global Remcturing: Making Sense of the Changing International Political 
Economy," in Political Economy and the Changing Giobal Order, ed. Richard Stubbs and Geoffiey R. D. 
Underhill (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, I994), 52. 



refer to sovereignty, which indicates that they are both ref&g to a similar phenornena: 

the globalisation of economics has obvious effects on the capacities of state actions. 

One of the first "challenges" to the sovereign state in the sphere of economics was 

seen in the multinational corporation (MNC). As Giipin states, "some consider these 

powerfbi corporations to be a boon to rnankinâ, superceding the nation-state, difising 

technotogy and economic gmwth to developing corntries, and interlocking national 

economies into an expanding and beneficiai interdependen~e-"'~ MNCs are, quite 

basicaliy, fhms that own and manage economic units in two or more countries." 

Vernon's provocatively titied Sovereignty at ~ u y ' ~  was one of the f ï s t  detaiied studies of 

this phenornenon, and examines the muftinationai corporation and its effect on the 

sovereign -te, specincaiiy in the context of US muitinatioaals. 

Vernon's basic argument is that MNCs effectively create a ''better" way of selling 

goods and services for corporations, but they sit uneasily on the structure of long- 

established political and - social insàtutions. They straddle borders and link assets fkom 

different national jurisdictions, and possibly undersnine the capacity of the nation to work 

for the welfare of the people.'3 Vernon declares that "suddenly, it seems that sovereign 

states are feeling d e & '  and that "national sovereignty is drained of meaning."14 

10 Robert Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1987), 23 1. 

" Ibid, 
l2 Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay: The Multinational Spread of US. Enterpriser (New 

York: Basic Books, 197 1). 
'' Ibid., 7. 
14 Ibid., 3. 



The moa important concem to sovereign states regardhg MNCs are the effects on 

national economics in temrs of economic control." Some of these concerns include the 

ability of MNCs to be more sensitive to changes in local economics especially in tems of 

production sites and curr~ncy crises, the comspondiag ability to be more flexible in 

being abk to resist these problems, and the abüity to resist regulatory nets of the country 

they are in if the wül to do so is present.16 As Vernon States, "the existence of options [for 

MNCs], irrespective of whether or how options are exercised, is disconcerting to some 

countries, especially for those that are accustomed to a sense of control."" 

Vernon does not explicitly define what he meam by sovereignty. It is quite 

obvious, however, that sovereignty is implied to mean some notion of particular 

capabilities over which the state bas control, or, that the state is free to act in its interest. 

Vernon's argument suggests that the interests and responsibilities of nations have lost 

geographical tidiness, that MNCs have substantiai economic power and are "not 
C 

accountable to any public authonty that matches it in geographical reach and that 

represents the aggregate interests of ai i  the states the enterprise effects."'* The result is. as 

he suggests in an update to his original work, that "govemments are becoming reconciled 

to a modified concept of sovereignty in the economic field."19 

A m e r  challenge to the sovereign state is seen in the changing nature of 

production, both in tenns of the markets for which goods are being produced, and where 

they are king produced. The globalisation of production is a consequence of structurai 

I5 Ibid-, 167. 
'' Ibid., 168. 
" Ibid., 170. 
'' Ibid., 249. 



changes that a e c t  global economics. ln this area, the biggest change is due to 

technological factors. The accelerated rate in which products can be made is combïned 

with the fact diat these processes and products have shorter We-spans. In addition. the 

costs of researching and designing new technologies has risen. The result, as Shange 

States, '5s that ail sorts of finns that were until recently comfortably eosconced in their 

home markets have been forced, whether they like t or not, to seek additional markets 

abroad to gain the profits necessary to amortise their investments in time to stay up with 

the cornpetition when the next technologid advance cornes Furthemore, 

drastic reductions in the cost of communications technology has also added to the ease of 

this transition. 

Structural changes have accelerated the shift fiom economies of scaie to 

economies of flexibility. This new mode1 of production is based on a core-penphery 

mucnire of production, as Cox describes it, %th a relatively small core of relatively 

permanent employees handling hance, research and development, technological 

organisation, and innovation, and a periphety consisting of dependent components of the 

production process.'51 The major ciifference is that the periphery, where products are 

actually produced, can be shifted as is necessary: "periphery components can be called 

into existence when they are needed by the core and disposed of when they are not.'" 

Gilpin s w i s  up this point by stating, 'me multinational corporation and international 

19 Raymond Vernon, "Sovereignty at Bay: Twenty Years AAer," Miflennium 20 ( 1  99 1 ): 193. 
20 Susan Strange, "Rethinking Structural Change in the International Political Economy: States, 

Finns, and Diplomacy," in Political Economy und the Chonging Global Order, ed. Richard Stubbs and 
Geoffrey R D. UnderhiIl (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1994), 104. 

" Co& 47. 
Ibid, 



production reflect a world in which capital and techwlogy have become increasingly 

mobile while labour has temained relatively imm~bile . '~  

As mggesteci by Strange above, not only has structurai change af3ected the way 

goods are produced, but also how markets are formed. As Toffler States, “bis new system 

takes us a giant step beyond mass production toward increasing customization, beyond 

mass marketing and distribution towards niches and micro-marketing, beyond the 

monolithic corporation to new forms of organization, beyond the nation-state to 

operations that are both local and This new kind of marketing therefore no 

i~nger places stress on local or nationai markets, but aims at different aiches that do not 

necessarily fit into a tidy territorial logic. As Strange states, there is a "changed balance 

between f h  working only for a local or domestic market and those working for a global 

market and in part producing in counbies other than their original home base-"'' 

The glo baiisation of production quite O bviously changes the relationship between 

firms and the sovereign state. As Cox states, the rest~cRiring of production has "made 

business iess controllable by any single state a~thority.'~~ Or, for another perspective, as 

Stopford and Strange put it, "states' positive power to hamess internai resources is 

decidedly constrained when they try to influence where and how international production 

takes place. They find they can not direct, they can only bargain.'" 

* Gilpïn, 261. 
Alvin Toffler, Powershg: Knowfedge, Weufth, and Violence af the Edge of the 21sr Cen~uty 

(New York: Bantam, 1991), 24. 
* Srrange, 104. 

cox, 47. 
27 John Stopford and Susan Strange, RNd States, Rival Firnc Cornpetition f w  Worfù Marker 

Shures (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 1 ), 14. 



Strange indicates that another major structural change afEecting world politics and 

economics is the Liberaiisation of international finance." The libemlisation of fuiaace has 

led to a dynamic global financiai market that is essentiaily fke of control of the -te. yet 

has profound effects on national economies. Since international finance is a symbolic. 

information based economy, it is prunarily dealt with electronically. Drucker has noted 

that due to huge advance in communications techwlogy, the "'control of information by 

the govemment is no longer possible."lg Governments can no longer control capital flows 

across national boundaries. Wriston has nicely summed up this problem: "Money goes 

where it is wanted and stays where it is weii treated, and that's aiI she wrote. This annoys 

govenunents to no end. This huge pool of money is destabalizing. It can move instantly. 

and it d ~ e s . " ~ ~  As Toffler states, the globalisation of hance  "shifrs power away fkom the 

cenaal banks and individual nations, undemiining s ~ v e r e i ~ n t ~ . ' ~ '  

nie giobalisation of economics has had profound effects on the sovereign nation- 

state and its capacities. Though it is obvious that most cornmentators do not see the 

eradication of the sovereign nation-state as the result of the giobaiisation of economics, it 

is obvious that some effect upon the state and its powers has k e n  the result. The most 

moderate view is that there is a sort of balaace required between the two. As Cox states, 

'.some authors have envisaged the rise of the interdependence principle as implying a 

corresponding deche of the temtoriai principle, but the notion of a reciprocal interactive 

Strange, 105. 
" Peter F. h c k e r ,  The New Reuliiios (New York: Harper and Row, 1989). 258. 
'O Walter Wriston, "The F w e  of Money [Interview]." Wied  4.1 O (October 1996): 20 1 .  
" Toffler. 4 18. 



relationship of the two principles is closer to re&ty.'>32 Heilbroner sums up this new 

relationship quite succinctly: 

what ernerges nom this increashgiy globiilized pattern of production is a 
challenge to the traditionai relationship between the economy and the 
state. The globaiked market system stretches beyond the political 
authority of any single government. Faced with a network of connections 
that escape their powers of meiiiance of regdation, national 
govemments become increasingly unable to cope with the problems that 
&se fiom the intnision of the global economy into their territ~nes.'~ 

AU of the ideas discussed above explicitly or implicitly describe the siate as being 

changed in some hdamental way with the state sovereignty diminished in some manner. 

Camilleri provides a summary of this view: 

there is an increasing divergence between the territonal constraints on the 
-te and the international mobiüty of capia. As a consequence, large 
corporations have become less-dependent on thc state for a wide variety of 
economk fùnctions. On the other han& national govemments now operate 
within a globai environment that severely limits their powers of 
information, regdation, and taxation, functions diat are presumably central 
to the exercise of state sovereignty? 

Another view of this kind is provided by Wriston: "The nation-state is not about to 

disappear- But the old concept of sovereignty, as govemmental acts that cannot be 

reviewed by any other authority, is no longer  ali id.'^^ Sovereignty is equated with the 

ability of States to act in a cenain manaer, to be, in effect, completely autonomous acton, 

and it is this conceptualisation that is consistent, albeit implicit, in this body of literature. 

Sovereignty and Interdependence 

32 cox, 54. 
I3 Rokrt Heilbroner, Twenty-First Ceruury Capitalh (Concord, ON: Anansi, 1992). 60. 
34 Joseph A. Camilleri, "Rethiaking Sovereignty ia a Shruiking, Fragmented World," in 

Contending Sovereignfies: Redejining Politiccf Cornmunity, ed R B. I. Waker and S. H. Mendlovitz 
(Boulder, CO: Lynne Riemer, 1 WO), 27. 
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interdependence, like globalisation, is a term that is used to cover a broad range of 

ideas. It is also seen as a consequence of the forces of giobalisatioa Primarily, however. 

it focuses on the ways sovereign nation-states are coiistraiaed by their ties to other nates. 

In this sense, it obviously shares much with the literature above, and ïndeed its primary 

focus is on economics. However, it often remaias much more state-centric in its analyses 

than the ideas offered in the previous section. In this sense then, it is ofien much more 

explicit about the effects of globalisation on state sovereignty. 

Complex interdependency theory, as put forward by Keohane and Nye. is an 

attempt to put a more accurate theory behind the idea of globalisation? Keohane and 

Nye seek to fhd a theory that coherently deals with the idea of interdependence, which 

they claim is a fairly imprecisely used term to describe a commonly held view of modem 

international politi~s.37 Keohane and Nye defie interdependence in world politics as 

something that ''refers to situations characterised by reciprocal effects among countries or 

acton in different ~ountnes."~* Their perspective implies that states do not aiways benefit 

from increased ties with other states. Interdependence will always involve costs, "since 

interdependence restricts a u t ~ n o r n ~ . " ~ ~  The idea of costs involved with interdependence 

is analysed by postulating a more nuanced idea of power. in interdependence, power has a 

twofold characteristic: vulnerability and sensitivity. Seositivity refers to the degrees of 

responsiveness that are possible wîthin a given policy fhmework. Vulnerability is the 

36 Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and Interdependence: World Politics in 

Tramition (Boston: Littie, Brown, 1977). 
37 Ibid, 4. 
38 Ibid., 8. 
39 Ibid., 9. 



availability and costiiness of alternatives - the abifity to mnove oneself nom a given 

framework?' 

Keohane and Nye do not ptesuppose that the world is in a complete aate of 

complex interdependence. They are creating a mode1 for examlliing a cenain condition of 

world politics that is sometimes present. This mode1 is contrasted with realism, which 

they daim is inadequate for d y s i n g  these kind of situations: "the assumptions of 

political reaiists . . . are often an inadequate basis for analysing the politics of 

interdependence! 

There are three main characteristics of complex interdependence: the existence of 

multiple channels which connect societies - interstate, aansgovemmentai, transitionai: the 

absence of hierarchy among issues where, unlike reaiism, military security does not 

dominate the agenda; and that military force is not used when complex interdependence 

prevails? In ternis of the present analysis, the most important of these ideas are the first 

two - the existence of multiple channets and the absence of a hierarchy of issues. 

The existence of multiple channels describes a fairly standard observation about 

modern international politics; that "the participation of large and dynamic organisations. 

not controlled by governrnents, has become a normal part of foreign as well as domestic 

re~ations.'"~ This idea is important to the sovereign nate in terms of how States are linked 

together. As Keohane and Nye put it: Wese actors are important not ody because of their 

Ibid., 13. 
" Ibid., 23. 

Ibid., 24-25. 
Ibid., 26. 



activities in pursuit of their own interests, but dso because they act as transmission beits. 

making govemment policies in various co&es more sensitive to one another-'* 

The absence of a "hierarchy of issues" is a h  quite important to a 

conceptualisation of state sovereignty. When many issues of importance to a state are 

seen as tied up with one another, and. ikrthermore, when domestic issues are also foreign 

policy issues, it "iilustrates how govemments' policies, even those considered merely 

domestic, impinge on one another.'" The implication is that states are conshained 

domestically by 'Yoreignyy policy decisions of their own, and by those of other states. 

Though Keohane and Nye rarely mention the idea of sovereignty, the fact that 

they are using the traditional realist modei (characterised as seeing unitary rationai actors 

as the basis for world politics) as a foi1 for their theory irnplies that they see the sovereign 

state as undergoing some sort of change under the condition of complex interdependence. 

When they state that "interdependence Iimits autonomyfl and that to analyse the range 

of choice avaiiable to states under complex interdependence, "one would have to analyse 

the effect of contemporary pattems of interdependence on state autonomy,y4"7 they are 

making a specific claim about the nature of the state: that interdependence takes away the 

autonomy of the sovereign state. 

Rosecrance takes the idea of interdependence M e r  to suggest that there is 

actually a choice states make between two competing conceptions of international 

Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
46 Ibid., 9. 
47 Ibid., 223. 



po litics: an interdependent aading world and a codictual military-political w o r ~ d . ~ ~  

Rosecrance begins with the idea that the sovereign state is no longer interesting: The 

notion of the state as a sovereign unit, dependent in the final amiysis ody on itself. has 

largely capMed inteiiectuai f8shion. But today, no state can aspire to the degree of 

independence such concepts have ent~iiled.'"~ Rosecrance develops a mode1 quite similar 

to Keohane and Nye's, in that he coneasts two models of world politics; a vaguely realist 

one, which he refers to as the rniiitaty-politicai world; and the trading world, which is 

based on interdependence. 

h the military-political world, nations are ananged in ternis of power fkom 

strongest to weakest States in this world are homogeneous in fom. They do not perfonn 

a variety of fbctions, they al1 seek territoriaiiy based objectives. Because of this striving 

for power thmugh temtory, states often corne into codict, and therefore, there is a 

continual recourse toward ~ a r . ~ '  As described by Rosecrance; "military-poli tical and 

territorial states are homogeneous compeàng coutries. Each seeks to secure hegemony 

and seek self-su&ciency fiom foreign control.'" ' 
The trading world is charactensed by states that are organised according to 

function. As Rosecrance states, "they recognise that the attempt to provide every service 

and Mfil every fûnction of statehood on an independent and autonomous basis is 

extremely inefficient, and they prefer a situation which provides for specialisation and 

48 Richard Rosecrance, The Rire of the Trodig Stute: Commerce and Conquest in the Modern 
Wurid (New Y o k  Basic Books, 1986). 
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division of labour among nations.' Objectives of states may be similar. but the 

outcornes will be diffennt: "each may seek to improve its position, but because nations 

supply different services and pducts  ..... they corne to depend upon each other.'" 

interdependency also means tûat nations no longer compete miiitariiy. War intempts 

mde, and thetefore is to be avoided: "Trading states tecognise that they can do better 

through internai economic development sustained by a world-wide market for their goods 

and services than by trying to conquer and assimiiate large tracts of 

These two "worlds" are ideal types. He discusses the fact that they are never really 

completely present; one is usually emphasised over the other. He sees two main versions: 

a world where states put war before eade, in that they see trade as a palliative measure in 

between the wars that decide the fate of the nation; and states that put trade before war 

but see military force as a necessary option to avoid invasion? 

Though he does not see the possibility of these two worlds as existing in a pure 

form, he definitely pnvileges the idea of the trading world (obviously because of its 

postulated lack of conflict and higher standard of living) - and in some ways, sees it as the 

only possible ftture. For example, he states that "modem technology, trmsportation. 

communication, and international sources of energy bring nations into greater contact. 

They can not avoid interaction and are required to deal with one another." This implies 

that interdependence is growing, and that states wiîi have to deal with i t  As he M e r  

'* Ibid., 24. 
s3 Ibid- 
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states: 'Turther increases in interdependence WU probably have the effect of raising the 

costs of war and diminishiag the barrie15 to t~ade."*~ 

W e  Keohane and Nye are less than expiicit about nate sovereignty in their 

analysis, Rosecrance is clear. Sovereign states are part of the military-political world and 

are independent autonomous actors. As he states: 

the Westphalian conceptions that each separate nations should be 
sovereign and independent - while they continue to have televance and 
application in the field of internationai law - are disastrous if taken literally 
by statesmen or their publics. For nations to act as if they were totally 
sovereign means that each nation should strive to control; of the whote 
world - a totally malign and anachronistic notion? 

The sovereign state is an autonomous agent, acting only in its own interest, unrestrained. 

interdependence is a product of giobalisation; the effect on sovereign states of 

transnational forces which must be taken into account when making policy. M a t  mainly 

differentiates this iiterature fkom the Iiterature on globalisation in international political 

economy is that the state, though constrained, is stili seen as the primary actor in 

international politics. Other actoa gain importance, especiaîly economic acton. however. 

the focus is still on the policies of state. 

As has been indicated, sovereignty, as conceptualised by theorists of 

interdependence, is equated with total autonomy or fieedorn of action. Where 

interdependence is present, the sovereign nate is seen as undergoing a fundamental 

change. It cm no longer act on its own and is constrained to some extent by the actions 

and decisions of others. This daim is nicely summed up by Rosecrance: "it bas continued 

to capture the imagination of statesmen and peoples long after the temtorial state retained 

" Ibid., 32. 



sovereignty in any effective sense. That conception, of each state-unit acting iike a linle 

atom self-sutncient and autonomous, is beüed by recent historyYJ8 

Sovereignty and Transnational Social Movemcnts 

Transnational social movements are movements that somehow de@ the normal 

temtorial logic of sociality. This can range nom something as simple as a community that 

exists across borders, to poiitical movements that are global in scope (e.g. environmental 

movements), to other movements or 'Viows" acmss borders. The common feature. 

howeveq has to do with the sovereign state. The types of effects these movements are 

seen to have on sovereignty aiso cover a broad spectnim: nom sovereign states being 

seen as undesirable, in that new foms of community exist, or that more just political 

systems codd exist with theü eradication, to the more radical claim that the existence of 

transnational social movements undermines the idea diat the system of sovereign states is 

an accurate way of conceptualishg international politics. 

There is a fairly long history of disparaging the sovereign state as an immoral 

conception in itseKs9 However, in the context of globalisation, the normative dimension 

of arguments conceming the sovereign state is a bit more subtle. This becomes not a cal1 

for the destruction of the sovereign state as an immoral entity, but the realisation that 

something better could exist beyond the state, or with some changes in the state itself. 

Falk has long been associated with the pursuit of more humane approaches to 

lbid., 42. 
" Ibid., 190. 
" Sec, for exarnple, F. H. Hinsley, Sovereigq (London: C. A. Watts and Co., 1966), chap. 6.  



poveman~e760 and has also commented on the importance of transnational social 

movements in this pursuit. Faik notes that there are thrre distinct h d s  of movements 

which pose a challenge to the state, which he refers to as "evasions of sovereignty': 

evasions across boundaries; evasions within boundaries; and evasions beyond 

boundaries? These different kinds of evasions are not necessarily in opposition to the 

state, but are distinct fkom i t  They are important because they are "transnational and 

international luikages that build up a body of practice and engender new patterns of 

loydty.'" 

Evasions across boundaries are transnational in character, and evade sovereignty 

in the sense that they challenge the idea of temtorial loyalty: "in a planetary context al1 

people everywhere have a right to seek out any government to act for peace, justice, and 

environmental quality.'"3 Evasions within bouudarïes con& of acts by citizens against 

the govemment - in ternis of changing policy or a cal1 for a broader revision of official 

policy. As Falk States, these evasions "respond to the cal1 of a global ethos. and 

cucumvent to some degree control over civil society by the  tat te."^ Evasions beyond 

boundaries corne in two forrns: behavîolual patterns that exist beyond the reach of the 

state as well as the delegation of some of the state authority to international organisations 

or  institution^.^^ 

" For a ment example, see Richard Falk On Humane Governance: T o w d  o New Globol 
Politics (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1 995). 

6' Richard Faik, "Evasions of Sovereignty," in Conrerrding Smereignties: Redefining Politicai 
CornmuMy, ed. R. B. J. Walker and S. H- Mendlovitz (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1990), 70. 
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Another claim of this type is put fonvard by Bateson, in the context of an 

*-emergi.ng global civilisati~n.'~ Bateson sees the forces of giobalisation as creating a 

growing sense of awarwess of the common dangers people face. As people gain cross- 

cultural commonaities in their systems of meaning, they aiso gain a common civilisation. 

based on the smaii commonalties they sbare. As Bateson states: "a viable form of world 

order mut be pieced together from ody panially shared systems of meaning, crosshg 

over individual cultural diversity.'"' The type of world order that could be pieced together 

fiom these fhgmented commonalties could not possibly be anything Iike the sovereign 

state (for example, a world govemment, which would share with the sovereign state a 

centralised source of authority). As Bateson sums up, this approach 

wouid suggest that changes in patterns and possibilities of communication 
are creating a new civilisation - a pattern of commonality not expressed as 
sovereignty - and that the emergence of the states system was in fact a way 
of compensating for a paucity of interaction between, and even within, the 
emerging states, a level far short of the level we have today. We must 
question the assumption that the ideas that are most widespread today are 
the most useful or represent the deepea trutho8 

These two authors provide an adequate exarnple of the normative dimension of 

transnational social rnovements and the sovereign state. It c m  be seen that, in both cases. 

sovereignty is primarily associated with the idea of authority. in Faik's case, it concems 

the legitimacy of authority in light of transnational social movements. As Falk states: "in 

order to rernain effective, the state must give way to a varieiy of such alternative ordering 

frameworks; the more willingiy and forcefiilly it does so, the more its Legitimate sphere of 

" Mary Catherine Bateson, "Beyond Sovereignty: An Emerghg Global Civilization," in 
Contending Sovereignties: Red$ning PolitrCal Community, ed. R B. .J. Walker and S. H. Mendloviu 
(Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1990), 145-1 58. 
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authority can be sustainedl" Bateson discusses authority in a different context: that 

sovereignty represents centraLisecl, unambiguous authority, which can not be sustained in 

the modem worid: "sovereignty - in the sense of an uaambiguous locus of power and 

authority as the bais of social 

The idea that the actual concepnialisation of world politics as "international" 

relations is misguided has been implicit in many of the above arguments. However. it has 

been taken even furthet within the context of transnational social movements. This idea is 

taken fûrthest by proponents of postmodern theory, which primarily examine the 

problems of creating borders and boundaries betweea anything. 

Campbell has focused on this gap between "reality" and theones of international 

relations, and comments that "international relations must address the basic question of 

whether it is adequate as a mode of understanding global life given the increasing 

intemption of accelerated and non-territorial contingencies upon our political 

horizons."" The increased amount of '~ows", in the modem world contests borders and 

put the state into question. The problern is that traditiondy, international relations theory 

has focused on a spatial analysis that has pnvileged geo-politics and has been overly 

focused on the state, even when "non-state" actors are brought in? 

This focus on the state as the central actor, even when other actors are introduced, 

is characteristic of the bbsovereignty problematic" in which theorists of international 

a Ibid., 157. 
69 Fallc, "Evasions," 76, 
70 Bateson, 15 1-52. 
" David Campbell, "Political Prosaics, Transversal Politics, and the Anarchical World," in 
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relations are enmeshed This c'pmblematic" is charactensed by three ideas: that there is a 

centre stage nom which most relationships can be govemed (Le. a supreme centrai 

authoïrty); that the site of power can oniy be occupied by one source of authority; and that 

the presiding source of authority has to be easily recogm-sable." These characteristics of 

the "'sovereignty problematic" are quite simiiar to those expressed by Doty. who 

postdates that theories of intemationai relations are stuck in a '?emtorial trap"; a specific 

spatial imagery that affects the way that world politics is comprehended. Doty puts forth 

three assumptioiis associated with this %apYy: that states are fixed units of sovereign 

space; that the domestic/hternational dichotomy is umproblematic; and that states are 

spatial containers of s~cieties."'~ What is emphasised by both these authors is that the 

sovereignty pmblematic entails the idea of inaccuracy of a single authoritative power 

existing within an enclosed temtory. 

Doty bases her argument on an empirical case of a "flow," of iilegal immigration. 

Her cenaal argument is that state responses to üîegal immigration denve fiom dynamics 

which theories of intemationai relations cannot comprehend?* This is put in the context 

of the assumptions discussed above, and implies that illegal immigration cannot be 

understood by the dynamics of the sovereign state. As Doty states, "in an increasing era 

of globdisation, in which movements of money, goods, senices, and human beings are 

subject to dynamics not controlled by the sovereign state, these assumptions are also 

" Ibid- 
TJ ibid., 18. 
74 Roxanne Lynn Doty, "The Double-Writing of Statecrafk Exploring State Responses to Illegal 

Immigration," Alternatives 2 1 (1 995): 172. 
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"destabilises the authonty of the sovereign state."" Evexyday world-wide, thousands of 

people de& the state's power to control theù movement and this fact highlights the 

contingency of the state's authonty and contd  over its spatiai domain?'* 

Ashley also provides a sunilar position in his reading of what he refen to as the 

"kmrchy problematique."7g He starts h m  the premise that traditional theorists of 

international relations take "the fact of anarchy", and its opposite concept, sovereignty, as 

a foundational truth. As he states, "they start fiom the premise that the world is to be 

understood not only in terms of the absence of a central agency of d e  but also in terms 

of the presence of a multiplicity of suttes, each understood as a sovereign entity presiding 

over its respective national society and making decisions in the interests there~f-"~' 

Ashley prirnarily focuses on a main problem of this characterisation of sovereignty (and 

anarchy), similar to Campbell and Doty, that this simply does not represent world politics 

accurately, in that states are not the sovereign presences that theorists c1a.h them to be. 

Ashley notes that this becomes particularly obvious when transnational actors are added 

to state-cenhic theones, because this threatens to undo the most important of the key 

principles of the "anarchy problematique: "the representation of the state as a well- 

bounded ratiomi unity and agency of reasoning action having at any moment its own 

identifiable interests and authoritatively controllhg some significant set of social 

76 ibid., 1 72-73. 
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re~ources."~' As Ashley fhther asserts: "thanks to this discourse's incorporation of the 

sovereign voices of nonstate actors, any attempt even to depict the state as  a sovereip 

identity in its own right is îmmediately reveded for what it is - one among any number of 

possible representatiors, ail e q d y  arbitrary and each wntable ody through the 

manifedy political exclusion of others-'" 

Campbell, Doty and Ashley ai l  have a quite similar concepnialisation of 

sovereignty - it means an autonomous actor, temtonaiiy enclosed with absolute authority. 

it should be noted that the idea of sovereignty is seen as king part of the discourse of 

international relations, in that it is an interpretation of the world that fiames h w  we look 

at the world. This is why theu discussions of sovereignty are used in the context of a 

critique: they want to show that realities of modem Me tend to undemine or problematise 

this vision of sovereignty. The idea of the autonomous territorially enclosed actor just 

does not hold - flows of people, ideas, and money, for example, subvert and contest 

bounded space - the dichotomy of inside and outside is contested by these movements." 

Kuehls provides an example that combines most of the above concerns with an 

explicitiy normative concern about environmental ethics with a conception that 

ecopolitics is a flow that cannot be explaùied by the '%emtorial trap." Kuehls deals with a 

specific transnational social movement, ecopolitics, fkom the perspective that ecopolitics 

1(1 Ibid., 248. 
" Ibid,, 251. 
" One important aspect of the debate coimming sovereignty that is refined by postmodem 

thinkm is the idea of sovereignty as implying a certain kind of spatial organisation. As Doty states: 
"globalisarion implies the negation of boundaries suggesting a realm of activity where borders have 
increasingly littie or no meaning." "Flows," as Doty m e r  states, "irnply a fluid and deterritoriaIized 
understanding of space." Doty, 178. 



defies the logic of the sovereign state, occupies its own space and is in need of an ethic." 

KuehIs notes that sovereign temtonal space fails to confain ecopolitics: "The ecology of 

rainforest flows across die broader h e s  of the sovereign territorial space of Brazil, 

perhaps extendhg the 'temtory' of the raidorest in ways that coafound the discome of 

~overeignty-"~~ 

Kuehls compares ecopolitics with the globalisation of capital that has k e n  

discussed above. Capital "exists withui the liaes of sovereign temtory while exceeàïng 

these luies in multiple directions, thus dernonstrating the Limîts of sovereignty to fix, 

code, regulate, control its territo~y.'~~~ He contends that both capital and ecopolitics 

occupy a smooth space as opposed to the striated space of state. Greenpeace is used as an 

example of an organisation that exists outside of the stnated space of the state: -*It 

operates in a space that b l m  the distinction between matters of public and private. 

national and international s i ~ ~ a n c e . " ~ ~  

Kuehis views sovereignty in a quite simiiar manner to those above. It is equated 

with the absolute authority or autonomy of the state. As he asserts: "if sovereignty is mle 

over a specific temtory, but the physicai effects of political decisions made in one 

sovereign temtory spi11 over into other sovereign temtories, is not the sovereignty of 

these various territories s~bverted."~' 

Thomas Kuehls, Beyond Sovereign Territoty: The Space of Ecopolitics (Minmapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), xvii, 
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The above authors aii conceive of sovereignty in a M a r  manner; namely it is the 

idea of a bounded space with one authority contained within ït, and sovereignty 

essentiaiiy manifests itself through the power of the state to control movements over its 

borders. Though there are obvious Merences between those who see transnational social 

movements as a means to move beyond the nation state for the promotion of a new order. 

and those that are just engaghg in a critique of how we coacepaialise the world, their 

conceptions of sovereignty are the same: sovereignty means fkedom of action. 

Conclusion 

Globalisation is definitely an important phenornenon in international politics. Its 

effect on the sovereign state is definitely an issue of great import for understanding the 

contemporary world. Those who discuss the idea of globaiisation often posit, implicitly or 

explicitly, that it does have a powerfbl effect on the sovereign state. What is interening. 

and necessary, is to see how this diverse group of authors concepnialise sovereignty since 

sovereignty is the issue at hand, and thetefore its conceptuaiisation is of utrnost 

importance. 

Sovereignty itseif is a notonously arnbiguous concept, one which, until recently 

had not received much attention in the field of International Relations, even though it is 

one of the foudations of the state, the prirnary unit of anaiysis. It is in this context that 

Waiker has refened to sovereignty as "an essentid uncontested concept."89 in the context 

of globalisation, sovereignty is generally seen as the idea of the state as an autonomous 

actor, with absolute authority in the domestic realm, and fiee to act in the international 



realm. The effect of giobalisation on the sovereiga state is generaiiy seen as either taking 

away some of the state's authority, authority over a certain area of decision-making or. as 

untenable in this kind of envitonment. 

The commonality between aii of the discussions above is quite interesting. NI of 

the above scholars posit, in some manner, that the existence of phenornena which the 

state cannot maintain an absolute control over, undermine state sovereignty in some 

fashion. Globaüsation primarily concems the erosion of the importance of borders, and 

consequently, any type of phenornenon, or 'Yiow", that c m  permeate the state is seen as 

contributing to its demise. This is an expiicit concephialisation of sovereignty as an 

inviolable realm of control. Sovereignty implies that States have the fieedom to do what 

ever they want intemationally, and have complete control over al1 activities within (and 

consequently leavhg or entering) their borders- The question becomes whether or not this 

is an accurate way of describing sovereignty, and therefore must lead to examination of 

alternative conceptuaiisations. 

89 R B. J. Waker, "Sovereignty, Identity, Community," in Contending Sovereigntiesr Redejining 

Political Communiry, ed. R B. J. Walker and S. H. Mendlovitz (Boulder, CO: Lynne Riemer, 1990), 159. 



TRADITIONALISTS AND SOVEREIGNTY: SOVEREIGNTY AS LEGAL 
CONDITION FOR THE POSSIBILKY OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

Sovereignty is an important fouudational concept for traditional conceptions of 

international politics. This is due to the fact that the primary focus is on the activity of 

States; the sovereign state is the most important actor in the international system. 

Sovereignty itself therefore ofien has a crucial place in the works of many theorists. As 

was demonstrated in the previous chapter, those who see state sovereignty as being 

eroded in some fashion by the forces of giobaiisation tend either not to discuss explicitly 

or elaborate upon the concept of sovereignty, or tend to engage in a criticism of what they 

perceive this traditional position to be, which often seems to be an oversimpMed straw 

position, primarily employed in order to make some polemical point. 

Traditional approaches to international relations take sovereignty quite seriously, 

as it is a concept that is a fïrst principle of the international system. Therefore, it is 

important to understand the ways in which these approaches conceptdise sovereignty. in 

order to see if they will help to iliumhate some of the problems that seem to arise with 

the way the critics conceptualise sovereignty. An anaiysis of the history of the concept, 

which developed specifically out of political theory, provides a starting point, as it helps 

to cl* where the concept amse nom, as weii as the persistent problems it has 

encountered. An exmination of Morgenthau and Waltz will demonstrate some of the 

traditional ways in which sovereignty has been concepaiaüsed in international relations 

theory, with fûrther sophistication provided by Buil and James. An examination of these 

theorists' insights into sovereignty wili enable a cornparison to the views of those in the 



previous chaptft, dcmonstrahg w n ~ ~ y  tbat much ofwûat comm~lltaton have said 

about the ünk bewccn sovereignty anci globoüaston is unfoullclad, due to a profound 

miscon-on of50vereignty M. 

A Brief Birtory of Savacigity 

The modem conception of 5ovttclCgnty ddoped out of the neeû for a way of 

reorganising the situation tba had ddoped in Medievai h p e  wah the dmlopmcnt of 

a new fom of political orgauisation. The gndual concentdon of political powa in 

reggional kingdoms created a need for a new lDnd of political authocity to replace the 

former, wbich was bucd on the ovaiipping bierarchies of auth~zity.~ The concept of 

sovereignty was t h d o r e  concephisüsed in respanse to a new polaicai reality that had 

developed: the cemnlised state. As Hinslgr ranirkq "in a word, the ori* and bistory of 

the concept of sovereignty are closeiy Iinked with the nature, the origin and the history of 

the  tat te."^' 

Sovereignty, in Hinsley's ciassic definition, is: "anal and sbsoiute politicai 

authority in the plitical community. . . . and no nnal and absohrte authority exists 

e~sewhere."~ Sovereignty in mterna!ional dations theory has often relieci on this 

seemingiy straightEorwIud defdion, bowmm, without the idca tlirt there is r gnat d d  

of substance tbat must k addd More it makes any sense at JI. Simply stateâ, the tenn 

authority is even huda to d e b  than s0vdgnî.y itsei$ and much of the debate 



c o n c e d g  sovereignty revolves around the issue of authority itself. This becomes quite 

apparent when one looks at the historicai development of the concept of sovereignty. 

Onuf bas noted that sovereignty as known today has corne down to us through a 

number of conceptual antecedents, one of which can be traced back to the Roman 

empire?3 The concept of Rnpenu~ is typically tramlated as bbsupreme administrative 

power", "rule", and "dominion"; it aiso meant "empirey' (as in imperium populi Romani. 

*'the Roman people's ~ r n ~ l l ~ " ) ?  As Hinsley notes, this concept is definitely important in 

the formulation of the modem conception of sovereignty, but was not in fact the same, as 

it did not "denote a political and temtoriai commutlity govemed by Rome. It was a power 

to d e  which was conferred by the Roman people on its highest of fi ci al^."^' As the 

Roman Empire developed (specificdy in the second century CE), the Emperor came to 

be the sole holder of imperium; a reflection of the fact that absoiute power was now held 

by the Emperor. As Hinsley States, "the central doctrine in relation to the Emperor's 

position was . . . that he was above the law; and by the Law was now meant the codes, 

customs, and constitution of the Society itself. These are the essential elements in the 

theory of s~verei~nty."~~ 

After the fa11 of the Roman Empire, Europe was divided into different overlapping 

hierarchies of authority, and eventuaily dominated overall by Christianity. It was not until 

the end of this period, when the situation started to become less stable, that a new 

conception of organising politid authority was necessary. Machiavelli is ofien seen as a 

93 Nicholas Oauf. "Sovereignty: ûutline of a Conceptual Hktory," Alternatives 16 (1991): 435. 
Ibid. 

9s Hinsley, 37. 
% Ibid., 41. 



progenitor of the concept of sovereignty (though it must be stressed that he did not have 

an idea of sovereignty himself), since it was he who 6m developed the idea of statecrafk. 

Also, as Onuf notes, the two other important conceptuai antecedents came out of the 

republican tradition fimm which MachiaveUi was Wfiting: nra~estaic, meaning the awe- 

inspiring fomality and dignity of came political arrangement, which was related to the 

Medieval idea of the Great Chain of Being; and the notion of 'wpuiar sovereignty". the 

idea that miers must be responsible to the body poiitic in some mariner?' Though often 

criticised for promoting a doctrine that cded for the d e r  to essentially do whatever he 

wanted, Machiaveiii was actually proposing a theory which united the d e r  with the 

community in the body politic. The seemingiy arbitrary and immoral acts that Machiavelli 

was promoting for the prince, as Hinsley States, ''were justifieci in the interests of the body 

politic which was made up of the prince and the community together-'"* 

Bodin's Sb Books of the Repblic, published in 1576, some 60 years afier The 

Prince, is usually seen as the hrst modem articulation of sovereignty. Though the idea of 

supreme authority was present in Roman times, as s h o w  above, it is essential to the 

concept of sovereignty that the d e r  have a particular relation to the community, which 

the Romans were lacking. Bodin worked w i t b  the context of civil and religious wan in 

France, and desired to sornehow b ~ g  hannony back to the politicai community. He 

succeeded by utiiising the approach Machiavelli had started, but by rejectuig his 

solution.* Bodin agreed with Machiavelli that the only way to r e m  order was to 

postdate some sort of absolute authority in the political realrn; one that was itself above 

Onuf, 435. 
98 Hinsley, 1 11. 



the law (that is positive law, and not necessarily divine law). Bodin differed, however. in 

that he saw that the body politic was composed of both d e r  and d e d .  therefore creating 

a sense of obligation on both sides of the equati~n. '~~ This idea of the integration is 

essential, for it stresses the idea of the d e r  as king legitimate as weil as king restrained 

to a certain degree. Though the idea of restraint was seen by some as a contradiction. it 

was essential to Bodin in distinguishing the absolute authority of the sovereign fiom a 

doctrine of mere absolutism. As Hinsely States, "at a time when it had become imperative 

that the conflict between ders and d e d  shouid be terminateci, he tealised . . . that the 

coaflict would be solved only if it was possible both to establish the existence of a 

necessarily unrestncted &g power and to distinguish diis pwer fiom an absolutism 

that was fiee to disregard all d e s  and regulati~ns."'~~ 

With the publication of Leviathatz in 1651. Hobbes clarified most of the 

theoreticai difiiculties that Bodin had encountered; primarily the contradiction that 

sovereignty codd be legitimised in a contract between ï h e  people" and &'the prince". 

Hobbes saw this notion as contradictory, in that there could be no contractuai bais for 

putthg limits on the sovereign pwer.'" Hobbes solves this by stating that the sovereign 

absorbs the WU of the people through a covenant which creates the sovereign for the sole 

purpose of protecting their lives - the covenant is thus between the people to grant their 

will to the sovereign, or, as Hobbes puts it, '90 codene ai i  their power and strength upon 

one Man, or upon one Assembly of men, that may reduce aii their Wills, by pluraiity of 

99 Ibid., 120. 
'00 W. J. Stankiewicz, "in Defense of Soveceignty: A Critique and an Interpretation," in In Defenre 

of Sovereignîy, ed. W. J. Stankiewkz (London: Mord University Press, 1969), t 5, 
'O1 Hinsley, 125. 



voices, unto one ~ ü 1 . " ' ~ ~  With this formulation., people make a covenant with each other 

in order to pmtect their own iives, and once made, the only mai obligation the d e r  has is 

to presenre the lives of the people, to stop the war ofaii against all.'04 

Leviathan not ody clarifieci the position of sovereignty, it firmly established the 

concept as centrai in European political thought, not that everyow agreed with it. There 

were two main points that contïnued to be debated after Hobbes: a renewed argument 

concerning the location of sovereignty, ir. in the people, der, or abstract state; and also 

arguments conceming the legitimate scope of state p ~ w e r . ~ ~ ~  It was not until Rousseau's 

On Social Connuct was published in 1756, that Hobbes' formulation was reformulated in 

an adequate manner, Le. it was not diluted, nor did it hnn into a pure absolutist theory. 

Rousseau revived Hobbes' thesis, but changed one element: he made it field the 

exclusive and omnipotent authority in the people or community. As Hinsley states, 

"uniike Hobbes he equated the state with the body politic of the people that was formed 

by the social contract between associated individuais, reducing government, the ruiership, 

to a mere commission."L06 This formulation fimdarnentally changes the two points 

descnbed above: the location of sovereignty is now in ''the people", and the scope of 

authority is now determined by the people, in an abstract sense. As Rousseau states, '?he 

sovereign, formed solely by the private individuah who compose it, neither has nor can 

have any interest con- to theirs; consequently, the sovereign power has no need to 

give a guarantee to the subjects, because it is impossible for the body to h m  ail its 

'Or Ibid., 14243. 
'O3 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. C. B. Macpherson (London: Penguin, l968), 227. 
[OJ Hinsley, 143. 
'Os Ibid., 145-49. 



rnember~."'~' Though sovereignty had continued to be r e foda ted  in various ways since 

Rousseau, his statement is basically the last word on the issue: it carinot be outd~ne. '~~ 

Immanuel Kant provides another important addition in the development of 

sovereignty, for it was nom Kant that the notion of sovereignty that is in practicai use 

toady was derived. Kant agreed with Rousseau's notion of popular sovereignty, but he 

saw that the practical needs of the community entailed that the popdm will be absorbed 

into a Legislative body. As Reiss notes, for Kant, "sovereignty resides or onginates in the 

people which ought to possess legislative power. However, a monarch couid possess it as 

a representative of the people in a derivative f ~ n n . " ' ~  Kant was concerned primarily with 

the state's legal basis, and fiom this investigation declared that the oniy legal fonn of 

state was a constitutionai one. Kant thought, as Hinsley states, men "must substitue for 

the theoretical sovereignty of the people and the actuai sovereignty of the executive state 

the sovereignty of a notionai state which was equivalent to the law or even law of 

rea~on.'"'~ This is the path the concept of sovereignty has taken ever since. 

This brief history of soveieignty has so f x  focused on what is usuaily referred to 

as the internai aspect of sovereignty, in order to demonstrate some of the difficulties 

surroundhg the concept. These diniculties primarily revolve around two concems: the 

location of sovereign authority; and the scope or limit of sovereign authority. However. in 

international relations, the focus on sovereignty is generally on the consequences of 

'O" Ibid., 153. 
'O' Jean-Jacques Rousseau, On Social Conmct, in Roussem'J Pditicul Wri,ngs, cd. Alan Riner 

and Julia Conway Bondanella, trans. Julia Conway Bonâanella (New York: Norton, 1988), 94. 
lus Hinsley, 154. 
'O9 Ham Reiss, "Introduction," ui K m ' s  Poiiticai Writings, e d  Hans Reiss, a ~ s .  H. B. Nisbet, 

2nd enlarged edition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 24-25. 



sovereignty extemally, essentiaiiy the problem of how politically autonomous 

comunities relate to one another- As Kratochwii sums up, 

the term was origindiy developed as a const~ct for justifjkg intemal 
hierarchy. In opposition to the prhiieges and fkedoms of feudal society, a 
suprexne authority was created in the person who was "absolveci" fiom ail 
internai laws, though subject to naturai law. Sovereignty thus ended the 
"anarchy" of medieval society by m a h g  aii members "subjects" to a 
centrai authority. But, "sovereignty", conceived as exclusive intemal d e  
made is also necessary to conceive of the relatiomhips among "persons of 
sovereign autbority."' ' ' 
Though these "intemal" concems are of importance, in the relations between 

states, the idea of sovereignty is made much simpler, as the problem just becomes the 

logicd coroiiary to internal exclusivity, that of no ovemding authority extemally. As 

Hinsley states, "in the international context the theory of sovereignty had never implied 

more than the c l a h  to independence-that it has only denied that there exists above the 

community a supreme power of the kind which, within the community, it has been its 

purpose to sustain."' l2 

"Extemal sovereignty", became problematic when relations between states started 

to develop in a manner that made this an issue."3 Discussions of the extemai dimension 

"O Hinsley, 156. 
"' Friedrich Kratochwil, Rulos. Nornr and Deckionr: On the Conditions ofPrroticai and Legaf 

Reasoning in International Refationr and Domestic Afairs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
l989), 25 1-52. 

"' Hhley, 158. 
Il3 Bartelson points out mat one mua be careful in uansposing a thomughly modem notion of the 

divide behveen "internai" and "extemal" back on the pas& as he klievcs most histories of sovereignty that 
focus on international relations have done- Concepts should be made contextual to some degree, that one 
mus try to understand the spcific political and discursive environment within which a concept is utilised. 
or be guiity of a rather implausibly ahistorical argument With this concem in mind, it is still possible and 
necessary to examine the developmcnt of the traditions of the Uextemal" component of sovereignty, if only 
because those in the field of international relations often contextuali themselves into the fhmework of 
such a tradition. Bartelson's criticism has much to do with the poststruchiralist historiographical: approach 
he utilises, but his warnings should not be taken lightly, as he dcmonstrates quite ably that sovereignty has 



have, for the most part, revolved mund the very practical issue of how to regulate 

relations between communities that are politicaiiy independent. Though these different 

approaches have differed tbrwghout this period of development, they corne in three main 

groupings which rely on how inter-state relations themselves are conceived. Bull 

describes these t b e  categones as Hobbesian, Kantian, and htian."* 

Thc Hobbesian notion is, quite basically, biat there is no adequate basis for 

maintaining relations between states, as sovereignty logicaliy entails that there is no over- 

arching authority above states, and consequently, states are left in a moral and political 

vacuum. In this view, the only moral or legal goals which can be pursued are those of the 

state i t s e ~ ' ' ~  This tradition is generally considered to be the predecessor of the realist 

tradition in international relations 

The Kantian view maintains that there is a dedication to other human beings that 

transcends the particular conununities they belong to. In the Kantian view, as Bull states, 

%e dominant theme of international relatio m... is only apparently the relatiomhip among 

states, and is really the relationship among ai l  men in the community of mankind - which 

exists potentially, even if it does not exist achially, and which when it cornes dong will 

sweep the system of states into hbo." "6 

The Groaîian tradition is basically a compromise between the two. It entails that 

there is an obvious and necessary social bond between sovereign states, but bat their 

implied different ideas of "intemal" and ''extemain at different times. See Jens Bartelson, A Geneuloy of 
Sovereignty (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pfcss, 1995), especially chap. I and 2. 

Il4 Hedley Bull, The Anarchicai Society: A S .  oforder in Worid PoIitics, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1995), 23. Of course, these broad categories were derived 6.om a nwnber of  
different positions that developed over the centuries. For a full acount see: Hinsley, chap. 5; and Bartelson, 
chaps. 4-6. 



relations are not and cmot always be peaceful. As Bull points out, ''the particular 

international activi~ which, on the Grotian view, best typifies international activity as a 

whole is neither war between m e s ,  nor horizontal conflict cutting across the boundaries 

of states, but trade - or, more generdy, economic and social intercourse between one 

country anci anotberfW1 " 

Externd sovereignty has most generdy been concepnialised as the problem of 

compebg sovereign states, fiom wbatever perspective one takes, to somehow behave 

properly. Due to this, the primary focus has been on the action and practise of states. and 

therefore has ken most generally discussed in t e m s  of law. The focus on law in the 

international realm in ternis of sovereignty is interesthg, because it is precisely there that 

Morgenthau. in his classic analysis of international poiitics, focuses his attention. 

TraditionaIists and Sovereignty 

Morgenthau is seen as one of the founders of reaiïsm in international relations' 

with his focus on describing an empiricdy based theory of international politics that 

examines the relations of states in tenns of interest and power."8 Morgenthau's theory is 

usually seen as the exemplar of the Hobbesian tradition, with it focus on political reality: 

as he states, '?&s king Ulherently a world of opposing interests and confïict among them, 

mord principles cati never be fully realised, but must at best be approximated through the 

Ibid., 24. 
'16 Ibid. 
"' Ibid.. 25. 
'" For & basic outline of Morgenthauvs theory, see: Ham Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations, 

5th ed. (New York: Knopf, 1978), chap. 1. 



ever temporary balancing of interests and the ever precarious settlement of contlict~.""~ 

î h i s  is W e r  refîected in his conception of morality and c o d t  on suite action. that 

there is an "ineluctable tension between the moral command and the requirements of 

w 120 successful political action. Basically, Morgenthau believed that states must act in 

order to survive, which may or may not be in touch with the abstract, universai moral 

principles; "interest defined in tenns of power" is the key to examining international 

poLitics.'2' 

Morgenthau is a is0  one of the few scholars who devote a large portion of their 

major work to the concept of sovereignty. Morgenthau believed that sovereignty was a 

much misunderstwd principle, at least in his the,  mody because too much focus was 

placed on the fact that sovereigaty did much to undermine a strong notion of international 

law. Instead he focues on its important role in maintahhg the international system. As he 

states, "despite the brilliant efforts of a few outstanding scholars, there is much confusion 

about the meaning of the terni, and about what is and what is not compatible with the 

sovereignty of a particular nation. 9,122 

Morgenthau goes on to discuss sovereignty specificaily in this context, to attempt 

to show how sovereignty fits into the framework of internationai law, and also, to show in 

what way sovereignty is affected by international law. He explicitly defines sovereignty 

as '?he supreme legal authority of the nation to give and enforce the law within a certain 

temtory and, in consequence, independence fiom the authority of any other nation and 

"9 Ibid., 3. 
I2O Ibid., 10. 
12' Ibid., 5. 
'" Ibid., 307. 



equality with it under international ~ a w . " ' ~  Soveteignty therefore makes the idea of 

international law problematic, for to have it exist in any strong sense wodd obviously 

undermine the legal authority of the *te. As he sfates, the rules of international law *-are. 

as a matter of principle, binding only upon this who have consulted to them."'" 

He goes on h m  this rather obvious point to demonstrate something quite 

important, that there are d e s  of internationai law that do not owe their existence to 

consent. They are the pre-condition of the existence of a multi-state system. As he states: 

Rules of this h d  are binding upon al i  states, regardless of their consent. . 
. . Their binding force does not affect the sovereignty of the individual 
nations. Indeed, it makes sovereignty as a legal concept possible. For 
without the mutual respect for the temtorial jurisdiction of the individuai 
nation, and without the legai enforcement of that respect, international law 
and a state system based upon it could obviously not e ~ i s t ' ~ '  

Though it is not exactiy clear how sovereignty itself as a legai principle 6ts into this (i.e. 

is the principle of sovereignty a guiding legal principle of the same sort, or is it only made 

possible as a consequence of some other p~ciple), however, it i s  made ciear that there 

are cornmon principles of the internationai system that must be respecteci, or else it wodd 

not exist at dl. 

Morgenthau believes that sovereignty should be seen as synonymous with the 

concepts of independence. equaiity, and unanimity. Independence, as he states, "signifies 

the exclusion of any other nation."'26 The sovereign state is independent in terms of 

managing its own intemal and extemai afEairs. Equality also flows fiom the idea of 

supreme authority, in that, "if ali nations bave supreme authonty within their territones, 

'* Ibid., 3 L3. 
'" Ibid.. 308. 
'* Ibid., 308-309. 



none can be subordinated to any other in the excicise of that auth~rit~."'~' The legai 

equality of sovereign states is merely a logicai coroiiary to the p ~ c i p l e  of sovereignty. 

Unanirnity refers to the principle that ali  nations have an equal say in the intemational 

community, regardles of population, size, or power. This is a coroîlary of equaiity, if al1 

nations are equal, then aii  nations have unanimitytYt2' From this, it is obvious that 

sovereignty, for Morgenthm, is a very legafistic concept, which not oniy means that a 

sovereign state is autonomous, but also that sovereignty requires certain obligations, 

particuiarly in terms of respecthg others' sovereignty. For example, as he states: "it is 

important to recognise not ody the absence, in common intemational law. of any 

limitations upon foreign policies of individuai nations, but the positive duty, imposes on 

al1 nations by common intemtiod law, not to interfere in the conduct of the foreign 

&kirs of al1 other 

Having shown what sovereignty is, he goes on to demonstrate what sovereignty is 

not, in order to clear up some of the misunderstandings often associated with it. 

Sovereignty is not the &dom nom legd restraint, in that legal restraints which affect the 

fieedom of action of a state do not necessady affect its sovereignty. As Morgenthau 

states, "it is not the quatltity of legai restraints that affects sovereignty, but their quality. A 

nation can take upon itseif any quantity of legal restraints and still remain sovereign, 

'26 Ibid., 3 10. 
"' Ibid. 
ln Ibid., 3 1 1. 
'" Ibid., 3 10. 



provided those legal restraints do not affect its quality as the supreme lawgiving and law 

enforcing authority- 9,130 

Sovereignty is also not the k d o m  h m  regdation h m  international law of 

those matters which are traditionally Left up to domestic jurisprudence. As Morgenthau 

states, 'the relation between the rnatters international law regdates and those which it 

does not concem itseif is  fluid It depends upon the policies pursued by the individual 

nations and upon the development of international law."13' What becomes most important 

to consider is whether or not a particuiar policy had been consented to - i.e. if 

international laws that concem matten nomaiiy coosidered the jmisdiction of domestic 

law, sovereignty remains intact if these laws have been consented to.'" 

Sovereignty also does not concem the equaiity of nghts and obligations under 

international law. This can be demonsrnited in the obvious example of peace treaties. 

which ofien impose large disabiiities on the vanquished One-sided treaties place certain 

obligations in tenns of limitations on capacities of states, but do not affect their 

sovereignty . '" 
Sovereignty also has nothing to do with actuai independence in military, political. 

economic or technological maners. As Morgenthau states, "the actuai interdependence of 

nations in those matters and the a c W  political, rnilitary, and economic dependence of 

certain nations may make it difficult or impossible to pumie independent domestic and 

foreign policies, but it does not norrnally affect their supreme lawgiving and law- 

13* Ibid., 3 1 1. 
13' Ibid., 3 12. 
13' Ibid, 
'33 Ibid. 



enforcing authority within their own territory."'" Capabiiities of nations will affect the 

kinds of options states have in detemiiaing policy, but the authonty to make such 

decisions is stU intact As Morgenthau concludes, "the actual inequality of nations and 

their dependence upon each other have no relevame for the legal statu called 

~overei~nty."'~~ 

With what sovereignty is not adequately established, Morgenthau goes on to 

describe wbat a d y  would affect sovereignty, aamely, when, somehow, the nipreme 

authority to make and enforce laws is somehow removed, either intemdly or 

e ~ t e r n a l l ~ . ' ~ ~  As he states, " a nation cannot lose its sovereignty by limiting its fieedom of 

action through the conclusion of a great number of intemationai treaties, it will have lost 

its sovereignty if its fieedom of action no longer extends to this fiuidameutai law giving 

and law enforcing fwictions without which no govemment c m  under contemporary 

conditions maintain its authority within the national temtory.""' 

Morgenthau's elaboration of the concept of sovereignty is primatily undertaken to 

show that obligations to intemationai law do not necessdy violate the idea of 

sovereignty. He explicitly demonstrates that sovereignty entails nothing more than having 

lawgiving and enforcing authority over a specific temtory, and therefore, sovereignty has 

nothing to do with the actual abiiities of states to act, or in tenns of what kinds of actions 

they can perform. Furthemore, some obligations are essential to the possibility of the 

existence of sovereignty as a legal principle, for example principles of non-intervention 

'% Ibid. 
13s Ibid., 3 13. 
13' Ibid. 
13' Ibid., 3 16-1 7. 



and respect for the temtory of other nations. What this essentially means, though it is not 

made explicït, is that sovereignty has to be a social concept, and cannot properly exist 

without other sovereign states that also recognise and legitunise its existence. 

Waitz, as the exemplar of neo-realism, attempts to provide a more scientifically 

rigorous theory of international politics, which leads him to examine international politics 

specifïcaily fiom a structural perspective. Waltz's view is, basically, that international 

relations theory has too often relied upon reductionist accounts in its attempts to 

understand international politics. By this he is specindly referring to the examination of 

causes at the level of the state, or, by examining unit level causes.13s Waltz believes that a 

more rigorous theory would describe international politics from the level of structure. the 

international system, and would leave out unit level causes entirely. Sovereignty plays a 

crucial role in this h e w o r k ,  which will emerge fiom a discussion of his theory, but is 

not addressed itselfat any length. 

Waltz begins his examination by describing what he means by a system: "a system 

is composed of a structure and interacting units. The structure is the system wide 

component that makes it possible to think of the system as a ~ h o l e . " ' ~ ~  He then goes on 

to describe the three important amibutes of structure: the principle by which it is ordered; 

the specification of f o d y  dinerentiated units; and the distribution of capabilities 

arnong the units. ''O 

13' Kenneth waitt, Theory of International Poiifics (Boston: Addison-Wesley, 1979), chap. 2 
passim, 
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In the context of international political structure, the fim dimension, ordering 

prinfiples, is chcterised by anarchy, in that the= is no authority above the units 

themselves. As Waltz States, '?he parts of the intemationai political system stand in 

relations of co-ordination. F o d y ,  each is the equal of all the others. None is entitied to 

corninand; none is required to obey. International systems are decenuaiïsed and 

anarchic.""' In order to explain this idea, and the problem that seems to corne about. the 

idea of order without order, he relies upon a microeconomic arialogy- Microeconomic 

theory assumes that markets (Le. structure) are created through the interaction of self- 

interested 6mis (i.e. units). Markets, once developed, then constrain h s  to act 

according to market principles. In international politics, unit interaction (self-interested 

units) also creates stmcture that constrains them through organisinp principles. in this 

case anarchy. As Waltz States, 'lfrom the coaction of iike units emerges a structure that 

affects and coostrains al l  of them."'" The main structural constraïnt imposed by the 

ordering principle is, therefore, the idea that states must fend for themselves; it is 

essentiaily a "self-help" system. '" 
The second structurai feature is that of unit differentiation. Waltz contends that 

this refers to the fhction perfonned by the units within the systems. An anarchic ordering 

principle assumes the sameness of the units involved, and therefore, according to Waitz, 

this second dimension "drops out", in that he believes that structure can only change 

through a switch in organisïng principies (e.g.. a switch fiom anarchy to hierarchy).'" 

"' Ibid., 88. 
'" Ibid., 90. 
'43 Ibid., 104. 
Ier Ibid., 93. 



Thou* this dimension "drops out" in Wdtz's adpis, it is important because it is where 

as WJa states- "to cJI states 'Wre units' k to say tbpt each state is like d other strtes in 

~overeign.""~ W&z d a s  aot dabonte much upoa tûis notion of sovdgnty, ex- in 

order to maLe a point similrr to Morgenthau's commahg SOVCteignty as '%dom of 

The sovereignty of states hs never d c d  thar hsdation h m  the &ms 
of 0th- staes' actions. To be sowre@ and to be dependent arc not 
wntradictory cunditio m..... To say tbit 8 state is sovereign mins that it 
decides for itselfhow it wiii cop with its i n t d  aud extemai pmbIems, 
includïng whether or not to seek usistina h m  othas and in doing so 
ümit its aeedorn by mdOng a commhment to tbem." 

Sovereignty, for W a i ~  plays a &er imporiant roie, cvea if it is understateci. 

Sovereignty? in e&ct is the foundational concept of bis theory, in that it needs to be 

present, in some mamer, for the ordering priaaple of anarchy to be cohennt. The 

sovereign state must be the agent who interam to mate the concept of structure that 

Waltz postuiates. Thah, to some d m ,  s~vereignty, and the dimension of 

"differentiations" in gmcrsl, phy a larger role in bis theory thn he @es due." 



Bull situates himseif in the Grooan tradition descnkd above. As stated, it is a sort 

of middle g r o d  between the Hobbesian and Kantian, foc it recognises both the fact of 

contlict between states, as weil as the neces* of the existence of some unimg 

principles between states - not just h m  the demands of ethics, but in tems of the very 

existence of an international system. With this focus on the states also cornes the 

recognition of sovereignty as an important concept, even though it is not discussed at 

great length. 

Bd's theory is primarily concemed with the idea of order, and of how order 

exists at the international level. As bas k e n  demonstrated, this was also of concem to 

Waitz, who shows the only sense of order that exists intemationally is anarchy. Bull 

thinks this is a bit misleacling, in that basic d e s  of coexistence must also exist, but not 

only at the level of international law, but as more genedy accepted principles. As he 

states 

order . . . does depend for its maintenance u p n  d e s ,  and in the modem 
internationai system (by contrast with some other international systems) a 
major role in the maintenance of order has been played by those d e s  
which have the status of international law. But to account for the existence 
of international order we have to acknowledge that the place of d e s  that 
do not have the same status of  la^.'^' 

Bull believes that the international order is not just a system, which is merely a tenn 

"employed simply to ident* a particular kind of intemational constellation," but a 

"society of suites", where there exists conscious common values between the participants 

in the system of 

148 Bull, xvii. 
149 Ibid., 1 1. 



Buil's idea of order is quite specinc, in that it does not merely mean that social 

Iife has a methodical pattern. Order refers to a certain way of organising social life such 

that it promotes certain goals or values.'" He goes on to List the goals or values which are 

particularly important to social Me - or at least minimum nquirements for it to exist as 

such: life should be secure a g a  death or bodily harm.* promises or agreements mut  be 

kept; property must remain stable within Limits, i.e. it is subject to challenge. but not 

without h t  15' With this definition, international order thm is "a pattern of activity that 

sustaias the elementary or primary goals of the society of mes ,  or international 

~ o c i e t ~ . , " ~  

When Bull intmduces his idea of bbintemational society". he also first mentions the 

importance of sovereignty. This is brought out in his discussion of what constitutes a 

state: "independent political cornmunities each of which possesses a goverment and 

asserts sovereignty in relation to a paaicular portion of the eaah's surface and a particular 

segment of the human population."'n He goes on to make the usuai distinction between 

intemal and extemal sovereignty, internal king supremacy over al1 other authonties 

within a territory, and external meaning the independence fiom outside authorities. He 

aiso makes a m e r  distinction between normative and facnial sovereignty. Normative 

sovereignty refers to a political community which makcs a claim to the right of 

sovereignty, and may even have e x t e d  support in this claim, but cannot exercise it in 

practice. Factuai sovereignty is what '?rue" States possess, in that they can acNally 

IM Md., 3-4. 
lS1 Ibid, 4. 
'" Ibid., 8. 
Is3 



exercise their supreme authority. As Bull claims, a state which " c a ~ o t  assert this right in 

practice, is not a state proply so-called- ,Y 1% 

With what a state is established, Bull continues to describe the featwes of 

international society: "A society ofstates (or international society) exists when a gmup of 

states, conscious of certain common interests and common values, form a society in the 

sense that they conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of d e s  in their 

relations with another, and share in the woikings of common instituti~ns."'~~ Buil M e r  

mentions that a common feature of historical international societies is that 'Ney were dl 

founded upon a common culture or civilisation, or at least on some of the elements of 

such civilisation: a common language, a cornmon epistemology and understanding of the 

univene, a cornmon religion, a comrnon ethicai code, a common aesthetic or artistic 

traditi~n."'~~ BuU thinks it is possible to see a common culture in contemporary 

international society, which is essentidly the Western cultue of modernity that has been 

forced on much of the rest of the world. As Buil states, "it is important to bear in mind . . 

. that if contemporary international society does have any cultural basis, this is not any 

genuinely global culture, but is r a t k  the culture of so-cailed 'modemity'. And if we ask 

what is modemity in culture, it is not clear how we m e r  this except by saying that it is 

the culture of the dominant Western powers. Y¶ 157 

Bull describes some of the common niles that are part of the contemporary 

international society. He offers examples that are drawn directly h m  the minimal 

Ibid 
''' 1 bid., 1 3. 
'% Ibid., 15. 



preconditions for society described above: the limitation of force agaiast each other 

(promise of safety) - wars must only be waged for just cause and when fought. within -7 

iimits; the honouring of agreements - pacta sunf servcmdo is the principle in international 

society which fulfils this fiinction; respect of each other's claims to independence (respect 

for property) - sovereignty represents the protection of propeity.'s8 He also includes a 

number of other goals that are part of international society: the preservation of the system 

itself; maintaining the independence or sove~ignty of individual states; and peace. Isg 

It is important to show that Bull has specificdy included sovereignty as a 

principle of international society. It is essential for the existence of international society, 

as it represents one of the main features such a society would need to exist: the 

preservation of stable property rïghts.160 AS B d  states, %e goal of stability of 

possession is refiected in international society not only by the recognition by states of one 

another's property, but more fiindamenta& in the compact of mutuai recognition of 

sovereignty, in which states accept one another's spheres of jurisdiction: indeed, the idea 

of sovereignty of the state derived historically fiom the idea that certain temtories and 

peoples were the property or patrimony of the 

Buil goes on to answer some objections to his theory, through a demonstration of 

historical international societies that have existed, and by providing some examples of 

" Ibid., 37. fhis comment &O importantly recognises that concepts like sovereignty are 
specifically Western concepts that have ken accepted, in some manner, by the rest of the world- 

"' Ibid., 13, 18. 
Ir> Ibid., 16-1 7. 
la> It is interesthg that Bull malces the cornparison of sovereignty to pmperty rights, as this is an 

argument expanded upon by Ruggie, who seeks to demonstrate how new thinking about property rights, 
developed to its fullest by Locke, was a tactor in the transition fiom a heteronomow system of authority to 
the sovereign system. See Ruggie, "Continuity and Transformation," 142-146. 

''' Bull, 18-1 9. 



d e s  that do hc t ion  weil in contemporary international sociery. Nonetheless what is of 

main interest hem, since it is clear he concepnialised sovereignty as a nile of sorts, is to 

establish how he theorised the hct ion of d e s  and shared institutions that are essentiai 

for international Society.'" Buil c l a h  that the maintenance of order presupposes 

common interests amongst those involved. Rules provide guidance to the type of 

behaviour which promotes common interests, and common institutions provide an 

effective regime of des. 

For Bd, 'hiles are general imperative principles which require or authonse 

prescnbed classes of persons or groups to behave in prescribed Bull is carefül 

to demonstrate that d e s  shodd not just be thought of as formai entities like international 

law. As he states, 'hiles may have the statu of law, of momlity, of custorn or etiquette, or 

9,164 simply of operathg procedures or 'des of the game . Furthemore, d e s  can be 

worked out without formal agreement or verbal communication For example, d e s  

commoniy start off as operational principles, then slowly develop into the status of 

international 1aw.I6' 

Bull describes a number of Werent "complexes of rules": the normative 

constitutive d e s  of society itself, which identifL the international realm as a society of 

states; d e s  of coexistence; and d e s  that regdate ~o-o~erati0n.l" It is important to note 

that Bull considers sovereigaty to be a part of the 'hiles of coexistence", and particularly 

a part of the mies that stabilise the state's jurisdiction: "at the heart of this complex of 

16' See Md., chap. 2 passim, for these arguments. 
ibid., 52. 
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d e s  is the p ~ c i p l e  that each state accepts the duty to respect the sovereignty or supreme 

jurisdiction ofevery other s*ue over its own citïzens and domain, in retum for the right to 

expect simila. respect for its own sovereignty firom other states."'" 

Rules must be e f f i v e  and generally foiiowed or else are not of much use. Bull 

contends that most effective des are d e d  out by institutions. Institutions must not be 

thought of as a merely fonnal organisation. As Bull States, "by an institution we do not 

necessdy imply an organisation or administrative machiaery, but rather a set of habits 

and practices shaped towards the realisation of some cornmon goals."168 According to 

Buii, institutions should perform the foiiowing fiinctions in order to make d e s  effective: 

rules mut  be made; d e s  must be communicated; d e s  must be administered; d e s  must 

be interpreted; d e s  must be enforced; d e s  must to be legitimised; d e s  mwt be capable 

of adaptation; d e s  must be protected.L6g Some important institutions he lists as 

examples: balance of power, diplomacy, the managerial system of the great powen, and 

international Law. 

Bull regards sovereignty as something crucial to international society itself, for it 

fulfils the cnteria of protecting properly nghts in some manner. Mat is not made 

explicit, however, is how sovereignty, or these cnteria that fom the basis of society, fit 

into his scheme of common interests, des, and institutions. Though it is conceptualised 

as a particular type of de, it is not redy established how it is developed as a mie. 

Sovereignty seems to be taken as a given in some manner, in that it seems to pre-exist in 

'66 Ibid, 65-66. 
'" Ibid., 67. 
la ibid., 7 1. 
169 Ibid, 54. 



the state, and thcD comapenîly has des built tnniad it for its protection intendonallyy 

Howevcr, wtut is cruciaüy importaas about B a s  theory D tbat sovdgnty, and 0th- 

nilesangivenaniDbacntlysociil~,inthaitissho~~~thtthyue~~mmondes 

tbat n d  to Cast fbr the con~cnrparary o o ~ o n  of Soacty to a c û d y  ais&.  As Bull 

puts it, and institua'ons are part ofthe cfûcient 4 o n  of internatiod orda, that 

t h y  are among the ncassuy and d c i e n t  conditions ofits ~ccumaa.'''~ In this sense, 

Buii's theory is in some ways an QdCllSion of Morgemhu's, m that k is acplicit about 

how conmon des are vitai to i n t ~ * o a P I  order, that niks that ümit the action of the 

states are not d m  or mima@abtc, and thcy am aecauuy for the vay possib'i 

of order i tdf 

Janes is one of the ralist thhicen to ddnss sovercjguty in great detail. His 

study of sov~rcigaty~~' attempts to ddress the problans he has seen in traditionai 

examinations, which he beüeves arc pmnrrüy deriveci from politicai philosophy. James 

believes th most of the problms cuIICQmD$ soverdgnty stem fiom the Eici tkt most of 

the theorising has conccrned the intemai nature of the state. Sovereignty ftom this angle 

mems "the prescncc, witbin a g o v d  political conimumty, of supnme legd authority - 
SO thnt aich 8 c 0 ~  Cm be d d  t0 pOaresS SOVdm, Ooi t0 t# SOv&@l, if it d a  

not look kyoad its own borden for the ultnMe source of lesitmiicy."" He üies to 

approach sodgnty f b m  a M i  angie. For James, sovereitgnty is Wia 'essential 

"O lad, 71. 
"' Alan J- Sbvecici~ Slrtztehtwâ: The Bmis of fntemationaf Sixicty RooQn: AUsn d 

Unwin, 1986). '" bid, 3. 



qualification for fidl membership' in international society, or, . . . the qualification which 

makes the state eligible for membership."'" 

James betieves that examining the actual practices of states is the bea method for 

discovering the importance and reievance of sovereignty in international relations. As he 

states, "it is state practice that provides the basis for the daim that sovereignty is what 

rnakes an entity eligible for admission to international ~ociet~.""~ By this he specifically 

means that one must examine what occurs to d o w  m e s  into international society - Le. 

what changes in a state when it gains an international capacity - to detemine what 

sovereignty entaiis. 17' 

The states that make up international society have severai cornmonalties: they are 

al1 temtoriaily based - each exclusively represents an area of the globe; each state is 

occupied by a popdation; and each is occupied by official representatives - a 

govemment.'76 What clearly delineates actors that are part of international society and 

those that are not is the fourth comrnonality: sovereignty. As James states, "there is a 

clear iine between the two gmups and that the distinguishing characteristic of the 

international group is their unanhous claim to the individuai possession of 

,, r n sovereignty. James goes on to examine some examples of territorial entities that 

become sovereign, in order to see what they gain in order to receive this attribute. in 

examining this question, James determines that "constitutional independence" is the 

In Ibid., 7. 
"' Ibid,. 8. 
['* Ibid., î2. 
'" Ibid., 13. 
'" lbid., 15. 



requked situation for membership in intemational society. He therefore concludes that 

'koverei' e p a h  constihrtiona~ sepamteness. ,9178 

James goes on to qualify this mernent somewhat He states that constitutional 

independence merely means that states have the right to decide upon their own intemal 

policies, as weii as decide what they want to do in the intematioaal realm. As he states. 

%ey may take advise and assistance nom outside, and may make promises to other states 

or international organisations about their intemal behaviour. But, there is no question of 

another state taking decisions for them or didiowing their decisions by virtue of that 

3,179 other state's superior constitutional tact Sovereign states may make links to other 

entities, as long as they are not coastitutianal ones. However, as James points out. this 

does not imply that sovereign states are fiee to do whatever they want: "That is not to Say 

that they, more than any other, have Iegai fkedom to do what they Iike. They have 

obligations under international law, just as they have rights."'80 Sovereignty entitles a 

state to the fieedom to make its own decisions, but does not fiee it from its obligations 

under international law. 

Sovereignty as constitutional independence has three main feanires: it is a legai. 

absolute, and unitary condition. It is a legal condition in that the creation of a constitution 

makes sovereignty a legal mattet; it is founded on a legai condition. As James points out, 

sovereignty "expresses the point that the state's constitution is not subordinate, in law, to 

that of any other statel'"' Sovereignty is an absolute condition in that a nation is either 

ln Md., 24. 
Ibid. 
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sovereign or it is not: it is a qualitative not quantitative position. James points out that the 

idea of sovereignty as "absolute" has been ofken misinterpreted to mean absolute control 

or authority, which he beiieves is misguided As he states, it is '%ery ciifficuit for people 

to get away fiom the idea that the phrase 'absolute sovereignty' only refers to a relationai 

context, where its use wouid indeed be inappropriate in that it implies that the sovereign 

state concerned is able to manipulate its international relationships in accordance with its 

~ r I 8 2  own will. Absolute sovereignty merely refea to the idea that states are 

constitutionally independent, with no qualincatio~~~ attached to this independence. 

Sovereignty is aiso, a unitary condition, in that it cannot be divided. The internai and 

extemal dimensions of soveteignty merely irnply that it is iike a coin, with two different 

faces, none the less, indivisible.'" 

James' purpose is to firm up the concept of sovereignty to give it a more tangible, 

legai basis. By conceptuaiising it as the criterion for entrance «, international society, 

thereby making it foundationaI for the very idea of international society (though this is 

never made explicit - Le. international society seems to exist before sovereignty in James' 

work), James is able to look at how, or by what practices, states do become members of 

international society. Through a usew look at actuai practices of states (indeed this is one 

of the greatest virtues of this work), James concludes that corlstitutioaal independence is 

essential for sovereignty- In some ways he is building on Bull's foundation, in that he 

utilises the idea of an intemational society, and then nnds a concrete basis for 

sovereignty. Though his conceptualisation of sovereignty as constitutional independence 

Ibid., 49. 
Ibid., 50. 



is defhitely diffèmt fiom urit of most traditional thinkers, the 0th- ideas containecl 

within are not. Sovercipnsy is essentiai tw §&ates7 participation in the intemational system, 

sovereignty does not bave aq&@ to do with the sttea' bQae abie to do WbMever they 

want, and states arc rcstficted by obliga!ions to inmutionai tiw. 

The commonaities bctween the wiiten duaia#d above arc of aicial  import. They 

allh.vtsmssedoaepuriailariyimportantpoiiit;~~vereigntydoesnotmeui~g 

about the actuai &dom of action tht States h a .  This maiis the aaual cap8biüties of 

states obviousty can mr, anâ, pehaps mon importantiy, the idea of consentin8 to legal 

agreements does wt aitril a 'loss" of soveteignty. This latter point is taken West by 

Bull, and those infiuenced by him, in that he demonstrates tbt cornmon des  of action are 

in faa essentid to international society? Sovereignty is a more abstract priaciple that 

merely has the coimotatioa of "cquîity" or "iudepadence". Sovdgnty is a necessary 

precondition for the existence ofthe internationai system, and thedore bas an inherdy 

social charactet. As He@ said, over a cmtury ago, m u t  relations wÏth other states, 

the state cm no more be an actuai individuai than an individual cm ba an aaual person 

without a reiationship with another pason."" For a sharcd legai principle of sovereignty 

to exist, it entails a mutual m e n t  of some sort that it d a s  exist: sovereignty requires 

cornmon undCtStBL1C1YIgs. 

Sovertignty as L%J Condition versus Sovereignty u Freuîom of Action 



With this exposition of traditionalist thoughts on sovereignty, the ciifference 

between the views of traditionalists and "decline of sovarigntf' proponents are made 

expiicit It is a question of sovereignty as fkdorn of action versus sovereignty as a legal 

condition. What needs to be M e r  explicated is why the reaiïst critique has much ment. 

Fowler and Bunck, in their recent contribution to the examination of sovereignty 

in international relations, corne to a similar conciusion about the different 

conceptuaiisations of sovereignty in the field of internationai relations.'" They make a 

conceptual distinction between "chunlr" and "basket" theories of sovereignty. Chunk 

theones correspond to the traditional view discussed above, in that they are "absolute" in 

the sense describeci by James: sovereignty is something a political entity has, or it does 

not.'" Basket theories, ccassociates sovereignty not so much with fond juridical equality 

,9188 as with degrees of practicai political inequality. The basket view, then, corresponds to 

the conceptions held by the decline of sovereignty writers, in that sovereignty is viewed 

as a particular b d e  of cornpetencies that cari be removed and added. Sovereignty is 

thus a quantitative property, that can be increased and lessened by degrees. 

Where the basket approach fails is that sovereignty ceases to be an important 

principle in ordering the international system, and becomes merely a question of powers a 

state has or doesn't have. Whether a state had or is losing sovereignty is almost aiways 

posed in a manner that examines whether or not "absolute authority" holds in some 

manner. As Jaws has demoi~sttated, this absolute nature is misunderstood when thought 

1 O6 Michael Ross Fowler and Julie Marie Bunck, h, Power, and fite Sovereign Stare: The 
EvuIu~ion and Application of the Concepl of Smereignty (University Park, PA: University of Pennsyivania 
Press, 1995). 
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of in this fashion. He is right to see the absolute as a property, rather than a particular way 

the state fhctions. 

However, this argument ne& to be taken a bit M e r .  6'Absolute authonty" is not 

ody mï~derstood in this manner, it is also misrmderstood in ternis of how authority 

shouid be concepnialised The absolute authority which is posailated with any definition 

of sovereignty is ofien seen in operative te=: that absolute authority means absolute 

control, not just the power to make authoritative decisions concerning r~ le - rnakui~ - '~~  As 

Connoiiy points out, authority has often been misconstrueci as a ab-category of power - 
one form of the equation A gets B to do something they would otherwise not do.'" As he 

demonsttates, authority is more about the idea of "voluntarily obeying a command 

because one thinks it is the proper thing to do even if it is against one's inter es^."'^' 

Absolute authonty then concems an ultimate arbitrator of d e s ,  and not necessarily an 

uitimate coercive power. 192 

The actual empincal problem with conceptuaiising absolute authority as absolute 

control is that it ignores the fact that the cornpetencies of sovereign states have changed 

hi~toricall~.'~~ As Biersteker and Weber point out, %e modem states systern is not based 

on some timeless principle of sovereignty, but on the production of a normative 

conception that Iinks authority, temtory, population (society, Nation), and recognition in 

'" Ibid., 70. 
189 Janice Thomson, "State Sovereignty and international Relations: Bridging the Gap Between 

Theory and Empirical Research," Internationul Smdies Qumterly 39 (1995): 2 16. 
'" William Conaolly, The Terw of Political Discowse, 3rd ed- (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1993), 107. 
19' Ibid., 109. 
ln It cm be seen here how Onufs conceptuai antecedents, mentioned above, corne into play, 

especially the idea of majestar and hperium. 
In Thomson, 2 16. 



a unique way and a particuiar place (the nate)."'" The idea that what -tes have control 

over is changing does not necessdy pose a challenge to state sovereignty. As Thompson 

States, "Wh some observers take as signs of eroding sovereignty are merely changes in 

the noms or d e s  d e b t i n g  the Iegitimate forms of functional authority and means of 

enforcing those d e s .  rr 19s 

As can be seen h m  the above discussion of sovereignty in the interna1 redm. in 

the classical politid theory elucidation of the concept questions of scope of authority 

have long been problematic. Absolute authority merely means that there is some son of 

final place for political decisions to be made. It does not necessitate control or power over 

everything. The traditionai view of sovereignty, then, has the ment of recognising how 

Unportant sovereignty is as an abstract legal principle that provides a precondition for the 

existence of the internationai system, instead of merely king the provider of a bundle of 

competencies that c m  be removed with the consequence of diminishing the importance of 

sovereignty. 

Conclusion 

A re-examination of traditional theories of sovereignty yields some important 

insights, especially conceming the ideas of fieedom of action and the social nature of 

sovereignty. Once sovereignty is seen as a concept that is essentiaily social, in that it 

requires obligations fiom other actors in the in t edona i  reah for it to exist in any 

manner, it also becomes clear that sovereignty is not about k d o m  of action; it is about a 

191 Thomas 3. Bierneker and Cynthia Weber, "The Social Construction of State Sovereignty," in 
Smte Sovereignry os Social Comtmct, ed. Thomas I. Biersteker and Cynthia Weber (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 3 .. 



recognition of equaiity or independence tbat is essential for the very idea of the 

international (whether conceptuaiised as a "system" or a "society"). 

The challengers of sovereignty have consistently not represented the traditional 

position of sovereignty accurately (or ai dl), and as a conseqyence, their commentaries on 

the C O ~ M U ~ ~  relevance of the sovereign state need to be re-evaluated. The ùisights of 

the traditionai theories must be included in such an analysis, as this wili contribute to a 

better understancihg of the problems at hand However, it cannot be taken for gnuited that 

the traditionai theories are entirdy unproblematic, especidy since, as has k e n  noted. 

often the conceptualisations of sovereignty that are put forth are hardly explicit. This 

necessitates a fiiirther critical examination of these theories before the issue of 

giobalisation and sovereignty can be rehimed to. 

19' Thomson, 225. 
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SOVEREIGNTY9 RULES AND INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL STRUCTURE: 
SOVEREIGNTY AS INSTITUTIONAL NORM 

Sovereignty, as seen by traditionaiist intemational relations scholars, is an 

essentially social principle that provides the basis of intemaiional relations, or, more 

forcefully stated, is the precondition for the existence of the inter-natiooal. Sovereignty 

exists as a principle which provides a basis for the independence or equajity of states, and 

as such, requires obligations form other actors for it to be meaningfbl in any way. 

However, the idea that sovereignty must be social in some mamer is ofien ignored by 

these writers themselves. Nonetheless, it is impiicit in their work, and, furtbermore. is 

their essential insight into the nature of sovereignty. 

However, the traditionalist position has some problematic drawbacks. The mon 

aoublesome stems fiom the necessarily social nature of sovereignty, which cannot be 

adequately conceptualised by the writers in question. As Kratochwil and Ruggie have 

pointed out in the context of reaiists and international regimes, an ontology that requires 

an inherently social or intersubjective nature dso requVes an epistemology which can 

allow for intersubjective meaning9 which none of these writen have.lg6 This leads to a 

general problem in conceptuaîising d e s  and noms themselves, particularly in terms of 

their creation and their compelling power. 

This lack is often reflected in the problems traditionaiists have with 

conceptuaiising how sovereignty iîself hctions within their theoretical heworks .  As 

'" Friedrah Kratochwil and John Gerard Ruggie, "intemationai Organization: A State of the Art 
on the Art of the Suie," international ûrgankation 40 (1986): 764. 
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has ken shown above, ail of these wrïters mention sovereignty as king essential in some 

manner, but generally end there in finiag it into thek conceptual scheme. This is 

especidy tnie with Waltz, who does not even attempt to explain how cmcial sovereignty 

reaiiy is to his hmeworl. Sovereignty is just assumed to be there. This is where the 

charge of ahistoricism lodged by postmodernist critics oaen cornes ia" It is not that 

traditionaüsts are insensitive to history, which is completely inaccurate if one Iooks at 

BuIl's work. It is diat the way sovereignty is wnceived leaves no room for the possibility 

of change. Sovereignty is shown to be essential for the existence of an international 

system or society, but is usually assurned into the hnework described: it is prior to their 

theorising. This assumption ignores an examination of how sovereignty came into being, 

how it fiinctions as a d e ,  and how it can change and itseif absorb changes in the 

practices of actors in the international system. 

The essential problem that needs to be addressed then is to elucidate a more useful 

conception of sovereignty, and to demoustrate a theoretid viewpoint that allows for 

intersubjective ontology, and, as a consequence, intersubjective meaning : a version of 

international social structure that ailows for intersubjective meanings and a 

transformational logic. This wiii then permit an examination of how international society 

could be better conceptuaüsed to d o w  for a clearer understanding of d e s ,  noms and 

practice in international poiitics. Finally, this wiil dso aiiow for a clearei understanding 

of sovereignty itself; an essentially sociaily constructed institution, consisting of the 

constitutive d e  of exclusive temtonality, and a number of regdative d e s  that account 

'" See for example: R B. I. Waiker, ImiddOu~side: Internationai Relutionr as Politicof Theory 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), chap. 4. 



for how understandings of sovereignty have changed throughout its history. Sovereignty 

can then be properly conceptuaüsed as the preconditiion of the very existence of the 

international, but a concept which is not itseifimmune to change. 

Internationai Social Structure and Interpretative Social Science 

Charles Taylor has quite thoroughly demonsûated that common values and 

understandings are essentiai for a society to exia As he states, 

common meanings are the basis of community. hter-subjective meaning 
gives a people a common language to talk about social reality and a 
common understanding of nonns, but only with comrnon meaning does 
this common reference wortd contain significant common actions, 
celebrations, and feelings. These are objects in the world that everybody 
shares. This is whin makes c ~ m m ~ t y . ' ~ ~  

It has k e n  shown that reaüsts or traditionaiists conceive sovereignty in such a mannet. in 

that they demonstrate that it must exist as a shared rule or nom, i.e. a cornmon 

understanding between states for the very possibiiity of the existence of international 

relations as hinted at in the subtitle of James' book. Ruggie and Wendt fbrthermore both 

note that sovereignty implies a condition of sociality between members, because it 

requires mutuai recognition for it to mean anything at all.'" As Wendt and Friedheim 

state, "the institution of sovereignty is maintained by state actors treating each other as if 

d m  they were sovereign, and to that extent depends on a social process. Sovereignty, then, 

is not only important for international relations as a principle that allows the very 

'* Charles Taylor. "interpretation and the Sciences of Man," in Phifosophy and the Human 
Sciences: PhifasophicoL Papws vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Prcss, 1985). 39. 

lR Ruggie. "ContSiuity and 146.; Alexander Wendt, "Anarchy is What States 
Make of It: The Socid Constnictr'on of Power Politics," Infermational ûrgcmkation 46 (1992): 4 12- 1 5. 

2m Alexander Wendt and DanKi Fnedheh, "Hierarchy Under Anarchy: informa1 Empire and the 
East German State," Inremutional Organriafion 49 (1995): 699. 



possibility of inter-national relations, it aiso impiies a condition of sociality between 

S0vereigr.l States?O1 

The question then becornes how does one conceptualise such a society. Waltz and 

Bull provide two answers; one that conceives sociality as a structure that conditions 

actoa towards certain behaviour, and one that demonstrates the actors roies in creating 

these meaningfid sets of d e s .  A more thorough examination of these alternative 

conceptions of intemational social will demonstrate some of the fidamental 

problems with th-, and wiU lead to an examination of a third perspective, provided by 

an interpretative social science that can rectifL the important limitations of the traditional 

theories? 

Waltz postdates a notion of structure that places certain constraints on the actors. 

Le. the ordering principle of anarchy. This should be considered, in some sense, a social 

structure, because, in accordmce with the microeconomic analogy he utilises to explain 

structure, unit intexaction creates structure. As Waltz states, "sûuctures emerge from the 

coexistence of states. No state intends to participate in the formation of a structure by 

20 1 This fact creates an odd methodologid problem: the concept of sovereignty itself demonstrates 
that there is such a thing as intemational society, yet some examination of international society, or social 
structure is also necessary for the analysis of savereignty. The manner in which it is approached here is that 
the demonstration of what an adequate theory of social structure is requircd first, because it will assist in 
understanding how a socicty of States without sovercignty could perhaps be examined - that is, how a 
structure with agents shouid be conceived needs to be conceptualiscd before the actual propeities of the 
structures and agents themselves. 

'02 The tecm "intemafional social structuren is here used m order to distinguish it somewhat from 
BuIl's "society" and Waltz's "structuren, or perhaps, mon accurately, to combine the nvo concept into 
somethin more usefil.. 

Anothcr m*bodologiesl poblem encountcrcd is the pmbkm with makng an analogy between 
States and individuals as agents in a social theory. Though this anthropomorphism is at times problematic, it 
seems a justifiable method, in that, as Wendt has stated, "substantivcly, states are collectivities of 
individuals that through îheir practices consthtes each 0 t h  as 'persans' having interests, fears, and so on." 
Wendt, "Anarchy," 397, n- 2 1. States and their representatives are ail1 coIlecâvities, and the community of 



which it and others will be constrahed, International-politicai systems, like economic 

markets, are individualist in ongin, spontaneously generated, and ~nintended."~~ Waltz's 

conception of social structure, then, is the unintended result of the interaction of states; 

the outcome which is a structure which constrains actors bebaviours. 

Waltz's notion of structure is important as an anempt to bring a strict structurai 

theory to intemational relations. However, it has some serious flaws, two of which are 

important here. The first entails the nature of the structure, which Waltz explains in terms 

of a microeconomic analogy. The problem with this way of looking at structure is that it 

entails that actors are constituted pnor to the structures that they exia in. That. 

essentiaiiy, the sovereign state is in existence before the structures that constrain it. As 

Ashiey points out, Wie state is onfologically prior to the international system. The 

system's structure is produced by defining states as individual unities and then by noting 

the properties when several such unities are brought into mutuai reference. For the 

neorealist, it is impossible to describe intemational structures without fint fashioning a 

concept of the state-as-actor. ,9205 

Hollis and Smith point out that it is not really a problem that Waltz sees structure 

as being defined by pregiven uni& as long as the structure, in a sense, takes on a "life of 

its own", in that it is imbued with causal powers.206 As they state, "it is no obstacle in 

state leaders and others who participate in international relations are substantively what make up the 
comrnunity, and thcrcforc, the analogy is îhitfil. 

2w waiw 91. 
los Richard K Ashley, "The Poverty of Ncoreaiism," InternotromI Organitation 38 (1984): 240. 
'06 Whether or not Waltz imbues his structure with casd  p o w a  is debatable. since he tends CO 

rely on an examination of what States do instead of what structures do. in order for his theory to be mly 
structural, as Holtis and Smith argue, it m u t  have structure as a causal mechanism, See Martin Hollis and 
Steve Smith, Explaining and Understanding International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 199 I), 1 14-15. 



treating a system as an entiîy with causal powers that it emerged nom an original set of 

units and their rcl~011s."~~' This seems to be correct, but it leaves in question whether or 

not the given unïts need to have some sort of social relations in order to exist in the first 

place - sovereign States do not corne out of nowhereto8 

This pmblem of sovereign states king prier to theorising is essentiaily important. 

because it demonstrates that though Waltz sees sovereignty as something that is 

fùndamental to bis conception of social structure, he provides no basis for how 

sovereignty could possibly be established as a p ~ c i p l e  of international society. As 

Wendt notes, conceiving social structures as such "sees system structures in the marner 

in which they appear to states-as given, extenial constrahts on theu actions-rather 

than as conditions for the possibility of their To conceptualise structure as 

something that provides a "condition for possibility" of action (which is how sovereignty 

needs to be concepnialised) rather than a conscraint on action requires an ontology that 

provides for intersubjectivity, which Waltz, by theorising states as atomistic individuals 

before he concepnialises structure, obviously does not have. 

The second important criticism 

conceiving structure as something 

essentially extends from the nrst one, in that by 

created by pce-existing units, and then by 

2* Martin Holiis and Steve Smith, "Bcware of Gum: Structure and Action in International 
Relations," Review of Internationai Studies (1 99 1): 40 1. 

Kratochwil ha9 d c d  that Waltz's constant use of the minoeconomic analogy is also rather 
spurious, in that ''mukmatkcts are probably the social Uisanrtion which are most dependent upon normative 
underpinnings. While matkets are anarchical in the sense of lacking central decision-making institutions, it 
is unimaginable that tbey could hction without the common acceptance of the convention of money, 
without the protection of pmperty rights, and withaut the instinitions of promishg and contracting, 
governed by practice type rules." Friedrich Krasochwil, Rules N o m  and Decbions: On the Conditions of 
Practical and Legal Remoning in International Reiatz*om d Domestic Affaiis (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, l989), 47. 



conceptuaiising structure as a consaaint on the actions of actors, there is no room for the 

possibility of system change. W d a  conceives change as only king able to occur at the 

fint principle Ievel of system, that of ordering prin~i~les?'~ The problem is that there is 

no way for an organisiag principle to change d e s s  the agents can affect it in some 

rnanner. As Ruggie points out, "ihe problem with Waitz's posture is that, in any social 

system, structurai change itself uitimately has no source other than unit-level processes. 

By banishing these fiom the domain of systemic theory, Wala also exogenizes the 

uitimate source of systemic change. . . . as a result, Waltz's theory of 'society' contains 

only a reproductive logic, but no transformationai l~g ic - '~"  By having a strict notion of 

structure, Wala  banishes the importance of the practices of actors in changing structures 

even though, essentiaüy, his theory is based on the premise that agents created structure 

in the fïrst place. 

Waltz's conception of sociai structure is fiuidamentdy flawed because it has no 

way to account for the state, its main unit analysis, either in te- of how it is constituted, 

or in tems of its own practices. Structurai change is essentially impossible, because state 

practice is entirely restrained by structure, and the state itself is assumed to exist before 

the system, and therefore is an ontologically primitive agent; an agent that itself cannot 

change. If social srnichire importantiy relies on the existence of common principles that 

need to be understood intemibjectively by agents, W h ' s  theory definitely cannot 

encompass such an understaadingt in that common understandings, such as sovereignty, 

m~lexander Wendt, "The Agent-Structure Problem in International Relations Theoiy:' 
Internarionai Orgrnikation 4 1 (1 987): 342. 

210 This is becaw he has banished the second level. the differentiation of units, as king imponant 
in any way. 



are assumed into agents, instead of king principles that agents are socialiy engaged in 

defmhg. 

Bull has pmvided an altemative conception of social structure that ciiffers 

hdamentaly h m  Waitz, in that he explicitly wants to detennine the pre-conditions for 

the existence of the intemational system, primarily in terms of the existence of 

international ocder. As he States, '%O account for the existence of international order we 

have to acknowledge the place of d e s  that do not have the status of  la^."^'^ This of 

course is an explicit c d  for a concephialisation of common understandings which make 

up any sort of society. Bull recognises the need to be able to conceptualise common 

institutions of intemationai life (e.g. balance of power, diplomacy, and of course, though 

ody bnefly mentioned, the concept of sovereignty) to be able to understand the idea of 

international order. 

The main problem with Buil is that he has a similar ontological cornmitment to 

atomistic individuaiisrn as Waltz, and ends up wt king able to account for such shared 

principles. This is exempüfied by his ~e~proclaimed "Grotian" approach to international 

politics, which is meant to fonn a middle ground between the Kantian and Hobbesian 

conceptions. The Grotian approach sees sovereign states as the principle actors in 

international politics, however, not in terms of confiict but in terms of the society they 

f ~ n n . ~ ' ~  Though the d e s  and institutions of society are seen as the most fbndamentally 

" ' Ruggie, 'Continuity and Transformation," 152. 
"' Hedley Bull, TIe Anarchical Socieîy: A of Order in World Polifia, 2nd ed. (New York: 

Columbia University Press, I995), xvii- 
2'3 Ibid., 25. 



important part of international relatiom, the sovereign state is still conceptuaiised as an 

unpro blematic agent 

ï h i s  can be primarily seen in Buii's account of this main agent Bull claims that 

"the starting point of intemationai relations is the existence of stares, or independent 

poiitical communities each of which possesses a govemment and asserts sovereignty in 

relation to a particular portion of the earth's surface and a particular segment of the 

human population.'aL4 The problem with this account is that latter on, he declares that 

sovereignty shouid be considered a "nile of coexistance"; that it is "the principle that each 

state accepts the duty to respect the sovereignty or supreme jurisdiction of every other 

state over its own citizens and domain, in retum for the right to expect similar respect for 

its own sovereignty fiom other  tat tes.''^^^ This creates a contradiction in Bull's 

framework. Sovereignty exists before international society, in that it is a major 

constitutive principle of the state, but it is later given an explicitiy social nature, in that it 

requires tacit acceptance by other States for it to mean anyuiiag. 

To restate this, the problem is not necessariiy with the idea that sovereign mites 

are the moa important 'kality" ia international politics, it is the idea that they are to be 

assumed into the fhmework of common d e s  and noms. Kratochwil has pointed out that 

Bull and other Grotians grounding was in international law, and in particular natural law, 

which is what fiindarnentally creates this problem. The problem came when, as 

Kratochwil puts it, "this perspective became disengaged fiom its intektuai roots when, 

214 Ibid., 9. 
Ibid., 67. 



in jurisprudence, a shift to a voluntaristic conception of law oc~urred. '~ '~ The idea that 

law is "v01~11taristic" bas idy  meaus tbt  agents have to be seen as creating the law and 

other institutions and consenthg to them. This is why it is understandable that Bull pays 

so Little attention to the development of background n o m  like sovereignty: they just 

cannot be accommodated by bis individuaiist fbmework. So, although Buil does have a 

cornmitment to the kind of society that wouid accommodate common understandings, his 

rather fuzy conceptualisation of how such understandings corne into king reveais a 

cornmitment to a form of atomistic individualism, where units take priority to social 

structure. 

Wendt has been a major cntic of previous attempts to create an adequate 

conception of social structure in international relations. Wendt also provides a third 

example of a theory of social structure t&at attempts to rectify the problems that both of 

the above examples contain. He tries to get out of the bind that both of these theorists are 

in. Waltz, on the one han& provides a structure that evolves out of already sovereign 

States, which leads to the establishment of a strict, causal structure, that is essentially, 

unchangeable. On the other hand, Bull gives emphasis on the actors constructing 

meaningful institutions that are part of any society, but ends up not able to give the 

institutions as much force as they require. Wendt, through the use of structuration theory, 

tries to provide a middle grounâ, by dowing for the mutual construction of both actors 

and social structure. In effect he is tryuig to create a situation where actors are not 

*'%riecirich Kratochwil. The Embrrasmieent of Changes: Neo-realimi as the Science of 
Reaipoiitik W ithout Politics," Reuiew ofInternational Studies ( 1 993): 75. 
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pregiven. in that they can be constnrcted by structures, while also granting that agents 

have the abiîity to change structures through their own pIaCtices. 

Wendt staas his analysis thugh an examination of the "agent-structure 

problem"; the proHem with deciding whether or not agents neate the structure they are 

in, or if structures fùndarnentaiiy ctrate and coerce the agents acting within them. Wendt 

believes that the most important aspect to resoiutions of this problem is ontological, in 

that once one decides which is more important to examine, an implicit epistemological 

viewpoint cornes with h2" AS Wendt states, making one of the elements ontologicaily 

primitive, as Buil and Wala do, tends to lead to causai explmations of unit behaviour. 

either through structures that constrain action, or tbrough agents whose identities are 

predetemiined. The opposite to this are socid theories which put equal emphasis on 

agency and structure, and therefore tend to "gewrate agent-explanations that are. broadly 

speaking, 'interpretive9-that is, cast in ternis of the goals, beliefs, and self- 

understandings of agents. ,3218 

Wendt broadly categorises the latter theories as "constructivist", who "share a 

cognitive intersubjective conception of pmcess in which identities and interests are 

endogenous to interaction, rather than a rationalist-behaviodst one in which they are 

e ~ o ~ e n o u s . ' ~ ' ~  Such a theory cm therefore provide the basis for the conceptualisation of 

"' Wendt, uAgcnt-Stnicturc," 339. This is almost exactly wbst Taylor says conceming the social 
sciences inability to account for ïntcnubjective meaning. Ilhis is due to a focus on problerns surmunding 
episternology - tbat the assumed mode1 of inquiry rets f h i y  on a notion of atomistic individualism. For 
example, he states, "the issue at root herc is an epistcmologicai one, and, hence, cannot but be relevant to 
our conduct of enquiry. We might say that it is an ontoiogical issue that bas k n  argucd ever since the 
seventeenth century in terms of epkmological considerations which have appeand to some to be 
unansverable." Taylor, "Interpretation," 17. 

218 Wendt, "Agent-Structure,," 340. 

'19 Wendt, "Anarchy," 394. 



intersubjective nomis - in essence it can provide an adequate founhtion for the type of 

theory that Buii was aying to create. 

Wendt goes on to demonstrate his own particuiar brand of constructivsm, through 

the use of structuration theory. This theory takes agents and structures to be fimiamentai 

to the social world, yet tries to concepnialise their relations a manner that makes neither 

one a static entity. As he States, Ustrucniration theory says something about what kinds of 

entities there are in the social world and how their relationship shouid be concepbialised, 

and as such provides a conceptuai fiamework or meta-theory for thinking about real 

world social systems, but it does not te1 us what particular kinds of agents or what 

particular kinds of structures to expect in any given concrete social systern.- 

The basic premise of this h d  of theorking is an emphasis on the practices of 

agents as king essential to social structure. Agents are defined by structure, gain their 

self-understanding through structures, but also affect structures through their own 

practices. As Wendt summarises, "stnicturation theory, then, conceptualizes agents and 

structures as m u W y  constitutive yet ontologically distinct entities. Each is in some 

sense an effect of the otheq they are 'co-determined'. Social structures are the result of 

the intended and unintended coagequences of human action, just as those actions 

presuppose or are mediated by an irreducible structurai ~ontext.'~' 

Wendt's theory is an excellent starting point to create a social theory of 

international relations that is essentially interpretative, in that it can adequately 

conceptualise the idea of common meaning, because its ontology of agents as engaged in 

" Wendt, "Agent-Stnicture," 355. 
"' Ibid., 360. 



practices which determine their identities ailows for such a conception. Wendt's major 

failing, however* is due to a contradiction in his own hmework. He relies upon the 

theory of "scientific realism" for the philosophicai background to his approach. Scientific 

realism is basicaiiy a naturalistic philosophy d o s e  main premise is that unobservable 

entities, such as social structures or the intemal structure of atoms, can be postdated as 

ontologicaliy mai if their effècts can be seen.= 

Wendt beiieves this important in orâer to back up his conception of structure. in 

that it gives a background for conceiving structure as ontolopically r d ,  and gives it firm, 

causal powers. However, in so doing, it belies the ability to conceive of intersubjectivity, 

through a cornmitment to a rather mechanistic and causal version of structure. As Hollis 

and Smith point out, "practices show themselves in the actions whose meanings relate to 

practices. However this relation is adysed hermeneuticaily, it is not the relation of cause 

and e ~ e c t . ' ~  Essentiaily, one camot claim to have a nahuaiistic version of social 

structure and still claim that this structure has an intersubjective c h t e r .  As Holiis and 

Smith fiuther state, 

scientinc realisrn, king geared towards an ontology of mechanisms, 
makes such accounts [of social worlds with intersubjective meaning] 
relevant by treating them as crucial stages in the mechanical processes 
which make the world go round. . . . To preseme naturaiism, the scientific 
reaiia must e i t k  subordinate the interpreted social world to externa1 
rnechanisms and forces or inject simiiarly henneneutic elements into 
'outsider' accounts of nature, . . . contmy to the initial notion of 
O bjec t i~ i ty .~~  

* Sec Wmdt, "Agent-Stnictwe,'' 350-55. 
Hollis and Smith, "Bewate,'' 410. 

ru Ibid., 407. 



The abandonment of scientSc realism, however, does not limit the possibilities of 

the type of theory that Wendt has wggested. Boutdieu, who is incidentally described by 

Wendt as a "stmcturationist", and Taylor, have effectively argued for a quite similar 

version of social theory that does not d y  on the idea of naturalism, and in fact, are quite 

opposed to it. 

Taylor claims that Bourdieu's notion of "habitus" is ideal for explaining the types 

of n o m  that, as he states, are "quite UCIfonnulated, or only in hgmentary form.'"' 

Bourdieu's notion of habitus, as described by Calhoun, Lipuma and Postone, is 

remarkably similar to Wendt's proposed theory of structuration. As they state, "the 

habitus is at once intersubjective and the site of the constitution of the person in action; it 

is a system of dispositions both objective and subjective. So conceived, the habitus is the 

dynamic intersection of structure and action, society and the individ~al.'"~ 

Bourdieu demibes the habitus as a "system of stnictued, stnicturing dispositions, 

. . . which is codtuted in practice and is always oriented towards practical fiuictions. ,9227 

The habitus is itself strucnired by practices, but also itseif structures practices. As 

Caihoun, Lipuma, and Postone, state: "Bourdieu mats social life as a mutually 

constituting interaction of structures, dispositions, and actions whereby social structures 

Charles Taylor, "To Follow a Rule," in Phiiosophicaol Arguments (Cambridge: Harvard 
Iniversity Press, 1999, 1 7 1. 

" Moishe Postone, Edward LiPuma, and Craig Calhoun, "lnaoduction: Bourdieu and Social 
Theory," in Bourdieu: Criticaf Perspectives, e d  Caüioun et al. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1993), 4- 

Pieme Bourdieu, The LLogic of Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 52. 



and embodied (therefore situated) knowledge of these structures produce enduring 

orientations to action which, in tuni, are constitutive of social structures? 

What distinguishes Bourdieu's theory from the one that Wendt proposes, is that it 

does away with an analysis of cause and effect, which carmot incorporate intersubjective 

meaning, and, furthermore, leads to a mechanistic version of social structure. As 

Bourdieu states, c?hro~gh the habitus, the stnrcture of which it is the product governs 

practice, not dong die paths of mechanical determinism, but within the coIlStraints and 

limits initially set on its  invention^."^ Habitus, then, provides a way of governing 

practices that is not mechanical, yet does not aiiow for just anythhg to happea through 

the absolute tkedom of action of individuais. As Bourdieu fiirttier states: "because the 

habitus is an innnite capacity for generatiug products - thoughts, perceptions, expressions 

and actions - whose iimits are set by the histoncdiy and socialiy situated conditions of its 

production, the conditioned and conditional fieedom it provides is as remote from 

creation of unpredictable novelty as it is from mechanical reproduction of the original 

c~nditionin~.'"~ 

Boradieu's conception of habitus, a "generative principle of regulated 

improvisations,'~~' provides a social theory that can encompass the important elements of 

tacit noms and a reproductive and traosformational 1 0 ~ i c . ~ ~  However, this lads to an 

Caihoun et al., 4. Cronin's description of habitin is alro weful: "an immediate bodily awareness 
of the potentialities and constrahis o f  situations of action and an automtic adaptation to them." Ciaran 
Cronin, "Bourdieu and Foucault on Power and M ~ d c ~ t y , ' '  PhiIosop/ry andsocial Critlcism 22 (1996): 66. 

* Bourdieu, 55. 
t30 Ibid., 55. 
*' tbid.. 57. 
"' It is kportant to note that of course, like any theory, Bourdieu's hm its own pmblems, but does 

in fact seem to provide an improvement on Wendes structuration theory, as well as king a good swing 
place for analysing international sociecy. Hollis and Smith's warnings about guru should not be taken 



important question: what kuid ofmethodology is necessary for this kind of enterprise. As 

both Wendt and Taylor have suggested, ontology & i t s  the epistemology and thus the 

methodology that one must utiliseT3 Wendt, as stated above, demonstrates that 

ontologies that tend to îake either agency or structure as ontologically primitive tend to 

rely on positivistic modes of analysis, that camot and need not take into account the kind 

of intersubjective meanings necessary for the alternative to thku4 AS has been pointed 

out, Wendt's cornmitment to naturaiism also leads to a similar methodological approach, 

that sees the examination of cause and effect as the omega of explauation. Another 

approach, which has been mentioned margindy in the above discussion is needed. As 

Hollis states, "ifthe stuffof the social world is siinicientiy uniilce the aaniral, then casual 

explanation may have to yield to interpretative understanding.'"' 

An intersubjective ontology leads to a Merent kuid of fhmework of analysis, 

one that is essentially interpretative or henneneutic. This is due to the fact that the 

andysis of meaningful actions relies on a methodology that must attempt to interpret 

these action or practices in some rnanner. As Taylor states: 

Inter-subjective meaaings, ways of experiencing action in society which 
are expressed in the language and descriptions constitutive of institutions 
and practices, do not fit into the categoricai grid of mainStream political 
science. It aiiows ody for an inter-subjective reality which is brute data 
identifiable. But social institutions which are partiy constituted by certain 

lightly eithet, and it should be noted that thk is f k  fiom a systematic incorporation of Bourdieu's work into 
a social theory of international politics See Hollis and Smith, "Beware," 393. 

O3 See Charles Taylor, "Overcoming Epistemology," in Afier Philosophjc End or 
Tramfirmation?, ed. Baynes et al. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987), 471; and Wendt, "'Agent-Structure," 
340. 

Wendt, "Agent-Structure," 340. 
Martin Hollis, The Phihophy of Sociaf Science: An Introhction (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1994), 143. 



ways of talking about them are not so identifilable. We have to understand 
the language, the underlying meanings, which constitute them? 

What becomes important then is an examination of the meaaings which constitute social 

institutions. This m u t  be done through an analysis of the a d  practices of the actors or 

agents involveci, because, as Taylor States: "The meanings and n o m  implicit in these 

practices are not just in the min& of the actors but are out there in the practices 

themselves, practices which carmot be conceived as a set of individual actions, but which 

are essentidy modes of social relation, of muhial action. '3237 

The mode of analysis involves an interpretation of the meanhgs Uivolved in the 

practices of actors. As Taylor remarks, a accessful interpretation is one which "appeals 

throughout to our understanding of the 'language' of expression, which understanding 

allows us to see îhat this expression is puzzling, that it is in contradiction to that other. 

and so on, and that these dficulties are cleared up when the meaning is expressed ui a 

new way?* Neufeld clarifies this notion: '' 'Making sense' of the social world, then. 

involves a process of 'testing' the adequacy of a proffered 'reading', that is, (1) of the 

'web of meaning' in terms of the concrete social practices in which it is embedded, and 

(2) of the 'coherence' of observed social practices in ternis of the 'web of meaning' 

which consthtes those pra~tices."u9 

Hollis sums up the methodology 

"Methodologicaiiy, the intersubjective 

of the intqretative approach quite succinctly: 

route to understanding is to identify the 

" Taylor, "Lntcrpretation," 38. 
237 Ibid., 36, 
"' Ibid.. 17. 

M& Neufeld, "Interpretation and the 'Science' of International Relations," Review cf 
/nrernu~ionuf Smdies (1 993): 48. 



constitutive and regdative d e s  of the devant 'game' (institution, practice, 'form of 

Me'), exhibit the associated normative expianations and thus understand action as the 

doing of what is normatively expected in a situation structured by the r~ l e s . ' ' ~~~  What 

rernains, then, is to give an analysis of d e s ,  in terms of how they work and how they 

should be conceptuaiiised in international relations. 

Rules, Noms and Internationd Social Structure 

Rules and n o m  are a fiindamentai part of "social stnicture" as descnbed 

above? It is through the establishment of niles and noms that agents engage in 

meaningful behaviour, and, furthetmore, are even able to behave at ail. As Kratochwil 

states, " d e s  and n o m  Lurk individual autonomy to sociality. On the one hand they leave 

each actor f5ee to decide for himseWherseif which goals to p m e  - even to break the 

d e s  - while on the other hand they safeguard the conditions of social coexistence."242 In 

the context of  the present discussion, that of an examination of sovereignty, the type of 

d e  or nom that needs to be examined M e r  is one that has a "deep" basis, in that it 

accounts for much of c6inteniati~nal ~ e . ' ' ~ ~  This kuid of de, or set of d e s  is bea 

conceptualised in terms of an 'binsti~on'7, which are, as Giddens states, "the most 

deeply-layered practices constitutive of social  stems.''^^ 

2'0 Hollis, 159M). 
"' As Giddeas states: " 'structure' ccfm to structural pmpay or, more exactly, CO 'structuring 

property', stnichiring propcrties pmviding the bmding of time and space in social systems. 1 argue that these 
properties can be understd as niles and resourccs, rrcursively impiicated in the reproduction of social 
systems." Anthony Giddens, Central Problems im Sociaf Theow Action, Structure and Contradiction in 
Socid Anabsis (London: Macmillan, 1979), 64, 

" Kratocbwil, Rulat. N o m  and Decirio~~~, 70. 
*'' %eepn referrùig to the nature of these types of niks as comtitutive priaciples; that they are, in 

essence, preconditions for the possibility of certain social arrangements. 
214 Giddens, 65. 



As a starting point, it is useful to Ioolc at Wittgenstein's contribution to the 

conception of d e s .  Wittgenstein, quite basidy, comparecl the learning of language to 

leaming the des  of a game; for exampie, he States that "laaguage games are the forms of 

language with which a chiid begias to make use of w o r d ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  He M e r  points out that 

"the term 'language-game' is rneant to king into prominence that the speaking of 

language is part of an activityy or of a fom of This idea of CY~rms of He" is what 

usuaily iinks Wittgenstein's theory as haWig fiirther implications for social Iife in 

general, in that each 'Yom of We" has its own set of d e s  that are essentid for meaning. 

As Hollis and Smith state, "Wittgensteinians Nlieve] that ail social activities must have 

some constitutive d e s  because actions have a meaning which behaviour lacks. Social 

action can occur only where there is a d e  foilowed, thus identifLing what is going on. 

Rdes are constructed by agreement or convention, even if tacitly or, at the extreme, 

u n c o n s c i o u s ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  

Constitutive d e s  "define the game" king played, while regdative d e s  help to 

detennine possibilities within itT8 It is also quite important that niles are not created and 

then once and for al1 permanent; they are an ongoing resuit of practice. As Hollis and 

Smith state, "the d e s  are not fully specified in advance of aU situations that will arise. 

So, whether we are thinking of constitutive d e s  which define the game or of regdative 

'*' Ludwig Wittgenstein, "The Rejetion of Logid Atomism," chap. in Tho Wittgenstein Reader, 
ed. Anthony Ktnny (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1994), 46. 

''kudwig Wittgenstein, Phiiosophicai Inwestigations, 3rd ed., tram. E- M. Amicombe (New York: 
Macmillan, 1973), 1 1. 

247 Hollis and Smitb, ExpIaining und Understandimg, 179. 
248 Hotlis and Smith, "Beware," 405. 



niles which facilite it, the players are, to some extent, constmcting the d e s  as they go 

This notion of niles is a good starting point for the conceptualsation of the role of 

deep d e s  in intemationai tetations. However, it must be emphasised that this needs to be 

fit into the iaterpretative fhmework outiined above. For if d e s  are going to be seen as 

more than just "consûamn . - g" prescriptions, they need to be viewed nom an interpretative 

hework .  As Kratochwil states, 

rnany Iegal prescriptions are rather enabüng d e s  that set actors fke to 
pursue their own goals. Rule-following is therefore not a passive process 
in which the impact of d e s  can be ascertained analogously to Newtonian 
laws . . . . Actors are not only pmgrammed by d e s  and noms, but they 
reproduce and change by their practice the normative structures by which 
they are able to act, share meanhgs, communkate intentions, cnticize 
claims, and justify choices. Thus, one of the most important sources of 
change, . . . is the practice of the actors themselves and its concomitant 
process of interstitial law-making in the international a r e ~ l i i , ~ ~ ~  

The use of "constitutive" and "reguiative" d e s  has been put to use in 

International Relations Literature in the idea of "institutions". indeed, both Krasner and 

Thomson have utilised this notion for the purposes of andysing s o ~ e r e i p t ~ . ~ '  As 

Krasner states, "an institutionaiist perspective regards enduring institutionai structures as 

the building blocks of social and politicai Me. The preferences, capabilities, and basic 

U9 Holiis and Smiîû, Explaining <ad Understanding, 200. It m u t  k noted that Wittgenstein's use 
as a social theotist is sornewhat limitcd primarily due to the rather questionable nature of his own views on 
this aspect of his theory, in that it requires some ingenuity in applying his b e w o r k  to the social world, as 
he primarily analyses mcaning in language. Onuf provides a critique of Wittgenstein's social theory in: 
Nicholas Onuf; World of Oiu Making: Rules and Rule in Social Theoty and International Relations 
(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Ress, 1989), 43-52. 

Kntahwil, Rules. N o m  and Dec&iom, 6 1. 
25 1 Stephen D. Krasner, "Sovereignty: An lnstiMional Perspective?" in The Elusive State: 

International and Comparitive Perspectives, cd. James A. Caporaso (Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1989); 
3 anice E . Thomson, Mercenaries, Pirates, and Sovereigns: State-Building and Ex~raterritoriul Violence in 
Euriy Modern Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), chap. 1. 



sesidentities of individuais are conditioned by these institutional ~n 

institution should be seen as a set of constitutive and ceguiative ruies which govem 

practice within a specifïc domain. 

Though this framewodr for anaiysing institutions is quite usefbi (as will be shown 

in the case of  sovereignty) the manner in which Knisner utilises this conception is 

problematic. Krasner, though trying to go beyond a conception of international politics 

that does not "problematise" the state, fds back upon a notion of institution that 

essentiaily stiü dies upon a pre-existing state as actor creating the institution. This can 

be seen by the fact tbat Krasner primerily sees institutions in their restraiaing nature, and 

avoids conceptualising the mannet in which they are productive. For example, he States: 

the explanation for how institutions or enduring patterns begin is no 
different fiom explanations for policy change or other more transitory 
phenornena. Such explanations are not inconsistent with an insàtutionalist 
perspective. But an institutionalist perspective suggests that they must be 
supplemented with an examination of how pre-existhg structures delimit 
the range of possible options." 

This means that the origins of institutions can be understood through a traditionai "actor- 

orienteci" analyses, and, fiuthermore, the instituioaalist d y s i s  only adds on this aaalysis 

the conception of how institutions delimit the choices of actors. Institutions, then, are al1 

product and unproductive. 

Thus Krasner, and simiiar anaiyses, as Wendt and Duvaii state, "treat sovereignty 

in the same way they breat other intemationai institutions, that is, almost entkly as 

constituted by the choices of preexisting state actors, rather than as constitutive of those 



972% actors. Sovereignty, for Krasner, is concepaialised through an institutional framework. 

but one that will not allow sovereignty to be concepnialised as a productive institution, in 

that it is necessary for the precondition of the international, not the consequence of an 

already existing body of states. Whaî this leads to is a conception of institutions which 

ody c m  be seen as shaping the choices of individuai states, and not as fiindamental sets 

of intersubjective understandings which provide a basis for meaningfid behaviour. As 

Wendt states, 6csovereignty is an institution, and so it exists ody in Wtue of certain 

intersubjective understandings and expectations: there is no sovereignty without an 

~ther."~' The key is the idea of ccexpe~tati~~'', which is an essentially sociai 

understanding. Sovereignty is not just a constraint on an individuals action (though it can 

partly be this), it also provides a basis for the expectations of how others will act - and in 

this sense is a sociai nom. 

The fÎamework utiliseci by Thomson is definitely more usefbi, in that it explicitiy 

allows for a conceptuaiisation of "sovereignty as an institution that defines and empowers 

the  tat te.'^^ As described by Thomson, the constitutive dimension of sovereignty is ' a e  

claim to ultimate or f'inai political authority in a particuiar political ~~ace . "~"  The 

regdative dimension involves the scope of authonty claims made by the state. This 

dimension, as she states, "deliwates the specinc fimctions over which the state as 

* Alexander Wendt and Raymond Duval4 "institutions and International Order," in Global 
Changes and 7%eoreticuI Challenges: Approaches to W d  Politics for the 199Us, ed. Ems-Qtto Czem p ie l 
and James N. Rosenau (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1989) 57. 

Wenàt, "Anarchy." 4 12. 
s6 Thomson, 14. 
s7 lbid* 



legitimate authority can Iegibately ciaim auth~rity."*~ Thdore,  sovtfeignty as an 

institution bas a dscp consatutive - principle wtiich cemaîns rrlitivcly unmodified through 

tirne, a n d a ~ d m K n s i o n w b i c h r c o o u n t t ~ r h ~ n a û u c .  

An am@b of sovemignsy, thm. must aonime the basis of the conrtihtive 

dimension, and, hthmmre, bw it d d  p o s s i  u d as a description ofhow 

regulative rules arc instiaited. Wandt &ias that Whe sovctcign dm is an ongoing 

accomplisbman of @ce, not a once and fbt aU creation of mrms that somehow exist 

apart fkom pra~tice.''~~ In îine with thy the staRing point of an adysis of instiMions tbat 

is consistent with the idea of d -chue desaikd abov~  irrvoives an d y s i s  of the 

practices ofstates. As Wendt ad D u d  state, "the d y s U  ofiatemational institutions . . 

. must UltirnJitely ôegin witb la Baalysis of the p-ces and seKunderstandings of the 

agents. . . . aii practices presuppose institutions (otherwiSe they would be mere 

'behavioufs' d e r  tban 'practices'), and aU institutions presuppose practices (otherwise 

they would not exist at a ~ l ) . " ~  

Sovettignty u Exciusive TerritorWty 

Though ofta invoked as part of sovereignty, the idea of the WantoriJity" of 

sovereign states is a rarely examined concept in the Maiibne of International ~e1atior.u.~~' 

As mentioned rbovc, the importance ofterritoriaiity to sovctcignty, and, more speciscaiiy, 

exch* territoririüty, cannot be ovcrunphasised. Though it has 



received some notabie recent fo rm~la t ions~~~  it has yet to be properly worked into the 

framework of sovereignty as an institution? 

Temtoriaiity is a fonn of spatial organisation, and as such is fundamenraliy 

important to how people conceptualise theu world. As Sack suggests, "space is an 

essential h e w o r k  of ai i  modes of thought . . . space, in conjunction with t h e .  

provides a f'undarnental odering system interlacing every facet of t h o ~ ~ h t . " ~  However. 

as Harvey states, "we m l y  debate thek meanings; we tend to take them for grmted. and 

give them common-seme or self-evident amibutiotl~.'~~~ Space is an important 

dimension which determines how ùidividuals view their place in the world, and therefore 

requires fiirther examination. As Foucault states, "space predetermines a history which in 

tum reworks and sediments itself in i t  Anchorage in space is an economico-political form 

which needs to be snidied in detd.'dM 

The territorial form has been a dominant way of organising political life. 

However, the type of temtoriality associated with sovereignty, exclwive temtoriality, is 

This has b e n  most apparent in postmodernist discussions of international relations, the main 
shortcomings of which are that they tend to focus on the limitations of t e M a 1  spatiaiisations within the 
discipline of international Relations, instcad of wing it as a bmader social phenornenon- See, for example: 
Walker, Inr;SiddOu~ride, chap. 6; and John A. Agnew, "Timelss Space and State-Centrism: The 
Geographical Assumptions of hternatjonal Relations Theory," in T/re Global Economy ar Political Space, 
ed. Stephen Rosow, et al (Boulder, CO: Lynne Reinner, 1994). The account of temtoriality offered below 
relies extensively on Ruggie's incisive 1993 bbTemtoriaIity and Beyond: Pmblematizing Modernity 
in International Relations," International Orgmnation 47 (1993): 139-174, though it will be show that 
others, both in the field (Walker) and out (Harvey, Murphy, Sack), have also drawn similar conclusions. 

Thomson, for example, who utilises a shilar fhmewoik, oniy goes on to discuss a particular 
regdative element of sovemignty, the establishment of state control over organised violence. See Thomson, 
Mercenaries, passim, 

PU Robm David Sack, Conceptions of Space in Social Thought (Minneapolis: University Of 
Minnesota Press, 1980), 4. 

26s Harvey, 20 1. 
" Michel Foucault, Power/KnowIedge (New York: Pantheon. 1 98O), 149. 



specificaily modern?' Ruggie has demonstrated how the modem state system of 

mutually exclusive territorial entities, as developed in Europe, differed fiindamentallIy 

from previous state systems. As he states, "the distinctive featufe of the modem system of 

d e  is that it has dinerentiated its subjective coUectivity into tenitorially defineci, fked, 

and mutuaîiy exclusive enclaves of legitimate dominion. As such, it appears to be unique 

in human hist0qCda ûther types of politicai communities have existed, and, 

fiuthermore, the possibility of differently differentiated communities can be Magined. 

Ruggie notes that these can fall into (at least) three diffant possibilities: systems of mie 

that are not temtorial at ali; systems of d e  that are not temtorialiy fixed; systems of 

territorial d e  which are fixed, but are not m u W y  excl~sive?~ For example, 

Kratochwii notes that in nomadic comrnUI1itiesy organisation and rights are based 

territoridy, but not on a fked temtory: ''In such nomadic communities, the right to move 

prevails over the right to camp, and 'ownership means in effect the title to a cycle of 

9 3,270 migration . 

The question remains of how this conception of exclusive territoriality developed, 

especially in ternis of how this particular spatial ontology has corne to dominate modem 

political organisation. One of the most important devefopments was a series of 

357 A definition of territorialicy is provideci by Sack "the a#empt by an indiviàuaf or group ro 
a&ct, iqtluence. or con& people, phenomena, md relationshps. by delimiting and asserting comol over 
a geographic arcon R O M  David Sack, Humm Tvritriaiity:  IL^ î7teory und Hikto'y (Cambridge: 
Cambrid e University Press, 1986), 19. 

Ruggie, "Tcrritonnlty," I 5 1. 
M9 Ibid., 149. 

Frieûrich Kntochwil* "Of Systcmg Bouadsries, and Temtoriality: An Inquiry into the 
Formation of the State System,'* Wodd Politics 39 (1986): 29. Sack pcovides a fiirtfier example: "What can 
be said about Chippewa territorial organization? It is clcar that as an cntity the Chippewa occupied a vast 
area. But their habitation was never clearly bounded and fluctuated h m  year to year." Sack, Territorial@, 
7. 



fimdamentally new ways of concephialising social He. Ruggie points out the importance 

in shifts in the "epistemic dimension of social W' - &ch he refea to as "social 

epistemes"?" Ruggie adopts this idea h m  Walzer, who states that "symbolic systems 

set (rough) Iimits to thought, supporthg certain ideas, makiag others almost 

in~onceivable .~~ As Waizer M e r  states, "the image is prior to understanding or. at 

any rate, to theoretic understanding, as it is to articulation, and is necessary to b~th."'~' 

Social epistemes, then, entail new symbolic systems that set limits to thought, but do not 

necessarily constrain the possibility of thought, which enable the possibilities of new 

types of political organisation. 

In the context of this above idea, Ruggie states, ''the demise of the medieval 

system of d e  and the rise of the modem resdted in part nom a transformation in social 

epistemology.'a74 This is similariy noted by Walker, who states: ' l t  is in precisely this 

historical-inteiiecnia1 context that we can see the ernergence in post-Renaissance Europe 

of the iinkage between ideas of state sovereignty and a sense of inviolable and sharply 

delimited ~pace.'~~* Two trailsformations seem of particulai: importance in this change in 

social epistemology: the docbinal change of the 'kdiscovery" of Roman private property 

laws, and the perhaps more important introduction of "single point perspective" in the 

visuai arts, exemplified in the changes in mapmaking in the Reneissance. 

271 Ruggie, ''Temtoriality," 157. 
* Michael Waizer, ""Te Role of Symbolism in Politicai Thought," Pofiiic<f Science Qumrerly 82 

(1 967): ' 196. 
Walter, 194. 

" Ruggie, Tenitoriality," 157. " Waker, 129. 



Ruggie daims tbat the prïncip1e of exclusive tedorial nile can ody be seen to 

appear with the mdkovery of the conception of absohrte private property found in 

Roman iaw. Ru@e sutes t&t the "chia character of the modern coaccpt of private 

property is the right to acdude o h  h m  the possession of an objectnn6 This 

contrastecf with the medieval priaciple ofusdhcture, the p- concept of property 

ri&, which meant the "right of enjoying the use rnd admntagts of anothds property 

short of destruction or waste ofiu substaricennr Usdhctm d e d  d t i p l e  titles to the 

same piece of land, as wdl as caqing Spccinc d obligatio~~s. This merat that the 

this was cpbtessentially r system of segmentai territorial d e ;  it was an 
anarchy. But it was a fom of segrrmd territorial d e  that had none of the 
connotations of possessiveness and exclusiveae~~ convyed by the modern 
concept of sovereignty- It represented a hetaonomous organization of 
territorial righîs and ckims - of politicai space? 

Absolute property rights of the individuai were refiected in the idea of the 

exclusive territorial authority of States. What is important is that both of these concepts 

also entailecl new f o m  of rociiüty- They give rise to a sociai cdlective of "possessive 

i n d i v i d ~ s , "  for whom, as Ruggie states, "the s<)ct*aI colieaivity is merely a contrivance 

caldateci to msmtain the basic mode of ciülietentiation and to compensate 

n6 Ruggie, T o w  and Tfadbdon," 143. 
O=, sec lab, 142. 

* lad, 143. 
~ g ~ q u i t c ~ c o m p r i r o n ~ ~ & n t y d o b a r l ~ g n ~ ~ c p n k  

fosind ia- N .  InayaaiUab and David L. Blany, WeaüPng Sova#pty," RNiav of lntemationaf 
Shrdies 21 (1995): passh 



for the defects of a system so organized by facilitating orderly exchange relations among 

the separate parts. d 8 0  

Ruggie argues that even more important to the modem conception of sovereignty. 

to the concept of exclusive Wtoriality, was the invention of single point perspective in 

the v i d  arts. This was a hdarnental change in spatial differentiation, which 

represented a "much bmader transformation in sacial epistemology that reached well 

beyond the domains of politicai and economic ~ e . * ~ * l  The importance of "ways of 

seeing" is ably described by John Berger: "seeing cornes before words. It is seeing which 

establishes our place in the surrounding world; we explain that world with words, but 

words can never undo the fact that we are smunded by it. ,582 

Single point perspective Mered fiom former ways of visual representation. in 

that it contrasted with the previous method of representing images fiom various angles, as 

well as the practice of correspondhg size to social importance. As Sack describes the 

previous mode of representation, '?he concept of Wace in painting was overwheimed by 

position and size. The size of the object and its position in the painting indicated 

something of its importance but nothing of its location in a geographical reality.''2" As 

Berger States, describing the new, 'perspective . . . centres everything on the eye of the 

beholder. It is  like a bearn fiom a lighthouse - only instead of ligbt travelling outwards, 

appearances travel in. . . . Perspective makes the single eye the centre of the visible world. 

2aQ Ibid, 145. î h e  concept of 'possessive individualisrn" is h m  C B. Macpherson, The Poiitica& 
Theory of Possessive ~ndividitalkm (Oxford: Clarendon Rcss, 1962). 

" ' Ruggie, ccT~nit~riality; 158. 
a2 John Berger, Wcrys of Seeing (Harmondsworth: Penguh, 1977), 7-8. 
283 Sack, Territoriaiity, 85. 



Everything converges on the eye as the vanishing point of infinity.9d" Sovereignty was 

the political expression of the newly discovered single-nxed viewpoint, and the 

application of a new perspective to the spatial organisation of politics. As Ruggie states. 

'bpoiitical space came to be defined as it appeared h m  a singie k e d  vie~point.'"~' 

The effeft of this change in perspective in the v i d  arts can be fûrther seen in the 

change in mapmaking in the Renaissance. In h e  with the techniques of the v i d  arts. 

pre-perspective maps tended to attempt to place the viewer within a certain social context. 

rather than providing a somewhat empiricai representation. An example of this oid style 

of mapmaking is described by Sack: "ln one important series of medieval representations. 

. . . the earth was divided into three regions, Afiica, Asia, and EUT OP^^ and these were 

joined at the center in lerusalem. The import of this conception was that wherever one 

acnially is located in physicd space is immaterial uniess one is at the center in the 

heavenly city, ~erusalern-"'~~ This approach to mapmaking changeci, however, with the 

adoption of the single point-perspective. As Sack contends, ''within the context of 

perspective painting the events to be depicted were Literaiiy painted into a pre-existing 

coordinate system that represented space itself. Perspective painting and Renaissance 

cartography reidorced each ~ t h e r . ~ ~ '  

The effects of this switch were enormous. As Harvey states, "As a result, it 

seemed as if space, though infinite, was conquerabie and containable for the purposes of 

" Ibid., 16, 
hggie, "Temtoriality," 159. 
Sack, Territoriaiity, 85. 
ibid., 86. 



human occupancy and actiodaaa Maps could now provide the basis for delimiting 

temtory for certain ends, for, as Harvey descnï,  'haps, stripped of ail elements of 

fantasy and reiigious belîef, . . . had become abstract and strictiy hctional  systems for 

the factuai ordaing of phemmena in space. . . . They denned property rights in land. 

. . territorial boundaries, domains of admirilstration and social control, communication 

routes, etc. with increasing a c c ~ ~ a c y . ~ ~ ~  This new technid ability, based on a new idea 

of spatial orgam*sation, provideci the basis for a new way of ordering communities. 

W e  the changes in social epistemology were of great significance in the 

development of the exclusive temtoriality of the concept of sovereignty, the practices of 

states and their nilets of course also accompanied this transformation. As Waizer notes. 

"~olitical images and their d o g u e s  have, in fact, a double source and a double 

susceptibility: their rise and f d  are related fïrst to cuiturai change in the broadest sense, 

to new philosophies, theologies, and technologies; and secondiy to political change. to 

new social problems and new methods of organizing and controiiing human a c t i ~ i t y " ~ ~ ~  

A change in the conceptual fhmework only changed the possibility of envisaging 

ciifferent ways of organising political Me; this change is not a causal agent. 

Hen notes that "the transition fiom medievd hierarchism to modem 

compartmentaiized sovereignties was neither easy, nor straight, nor short.'ag1 Both Hen 

and Tilly note the importance that the consolidation of control over legitimate violence 

211 Harvey, 246. 
Ibid., 249. 
walm, 200. 
Hem 475. 



played in the developmeat of the modem statemM Hen emphasises this in terms of the 

creation of a "hard sheii," protecting the suite h m  externai invasion. As Herz states. 

"before old or new sovereigns couid c lah  to be recognued as ruiers of large areas, it had 

to be determined how fm, on the bais  of their new rnilitary power, they were able to 

extend their control geographicallyy'm 

T i y  demonstrates how the pursuit of power and control caused den to 

monopolise the control over violence, within their territories, whiie, Mermore, the 

pursuit of war caused d e r s  to set up systems of extraction in order to mise capital for 

these endeavom. This lead to the entrenchment of substantial bureaumacies to regulate 

taxation, police forces, courts, and account keepers, therefore solidiQing the existence of 

exclusive temtorial states? Therefore, one of the factors in the consolidation of states 

was the unintended comequence of the ders' search for power - that the need for capital 

to invest in warmaking inadvertentiy led to the elimination of ones rivals within a given 

territory , in order to have a greater capacity to extract r e s o u r ~ e s . ~ ~  

However, this is not entirely accurate, as the expansion of d e  was not the only 

kind of activity that was king engaged in. Ruggie notes that material changes to the 

environment in the mid-fourteenth century "altered the matrix of constraints and 

opportwiities for social actors, giving rise to different situation of strategic interaction 

among th en^.'^% This lead to a number of different possibilities for politicai 

" ibid.; Charles Tiily, "War Malang and State Maicing as ûrganiad Crime," in Bringing the State 
Back In, ed- P. B. Evans, et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Rcss, 1985). 

293 Hem 477. 
Tilly outliMS an "ideal sequence" of the classic Evmpean statc-building experience: Tilly, 183. 

m ~ i l l y ,  181. 
ai Ruggie, "Temtonaiity," 154. 



arrangements, one of which was the temtoriai -te. Spuryt notes the city-state and city- 

league were also poiitical forms that had developed during the eariy period of state- 

building, and that evennially, through a pmess of cornpetitive relations, the sovereign 

state became the doxninant poiiticai  institution.^' This is rnentioned to demonstrate that 

the modem state was not necessarily fùnctionally detetmiaed by an expansion of power. 

be it military or e c o n ~ m i c . ~ ~  

Exclusive territonality developed through a complex historical process, where the 

p d u a l  development of the consolidation, and the eventuai domination of the territorial 

was combined with a profound transformation of how individuals viewed their 

place in the world: it was a fimidamental shift it spatial ontology. This has established 

exclusive temtoriality as an essentiai n o m  in the background of international society - 

the constitutive dimension of sovereignty. As such, it has played a large role in the 

continuing relevance of  the sovereign state in the contemporary world. As Murphy States, 

"'the modem temtorial order pervades so much of our Lives that we rarely think about its 

d e s  in shaping our spatial imaginati~ns."~~ It is not just, as some postmodernists have 

suggested, that we have idealised a spatial fonn that does not exist in an empirical sense; 

Fn Hendrick Spuyî, The Sovereiign Sfafe and Ikr Cornpetifors: An Anabsk ofSysems Change 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, t994), chap. 8. 

" T '  point is emphasised by Ruggie: Ruggie, "Tetioriality," 156. 
a This is not meant to k a definitive statcment ofthe physical pmecss of the development of the 

modem state. NeedIcss to say, the litcrature on Eutopean state-building is quite enormous, complicated and 
contentious. Howevcr, despite disagreements amng schoiars, jmicuiarly concerning the exact causes of 
this new development, the territorial state did dcvelop during this period, and by sometime after Westphalia, 
was the dominant politicai actor in Euope. For excellent analyses of this process, see: Spuryt; Joseph R. 
Strayer, On the Medieval 0rigim of the Modem Sfate (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970); : 
Charles Tilly, Cwrcton, Capitai. and European States: ad 99û-1990 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990); 
Charles TiIly, "Réflectiotls on the History of European Statmiaking' in The Fornarion of Nolional States in 
Wmtern Ewope, ed. Charles Tilly -ceton: Princeton University Ress, 1975). 



it is that we view the world with this ideal in mind. To bomw a phrase fiom 

Wittgenstein: "The ideal, as we thinlc of if is unshakeable. You can never get outside of 

it; you must aiways turn back, Thap is no outskie; outside you cannot breathe.-Where 

does this idea corne hm? It is Like a pair of @asses on our nose through which we see 

whatever we look at. It never occm to us to take them 0 f Y 3 0 '  

The Regdative Dimension of Sovereignty 

The constitutive dimension of sovereignty - exclusive temtoriality - gives a basis 

for how agents are differentiated h m  one another- As Ruggie states, "the distinctive 

feature of the modem system of d e  it that it has differentiated its subject coilectivity uito 

temtorïally defineci, fixeci, and m u W y  exclusive enclaves of legitimate dominion.'"" 

Though this spatialisation has remained constant throughout the modem period, 

sovereign states have not. As Murphy states, "during the succeeding centuries, 

sovereignty as a systemic notion was repeatedy thrown into crisis when social, 

technological, and economic developments challengeci the theoretical and fiuictional 

bases of panicular temtorial arrangements. Understandings of the meaning of sovereignty 

as a principle of international relations changed with each of these crises."303 

The regdative dimension of sovereignty is what accounts for the changes in 

practices of sovereign states. As Thomson describes if this dimension "delineates the 

specific fûnctions over which the state as legitimate authority can legitimately claim 

Alexander B. Murphy, "The Sovc~ign State as Poütical-Territorial Ideal: Historieal and 
Contemporary Considecations," in Stace Sovereignty ar Social Commet, ed. Thomas J. Biersteker and 
Cynthia- Weber (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 103. 

' O t  Wittgenstein, Philosophicd Imestiga~iom, 45. 
Ruggie, "Tcrritoriality," 15 1. 



authority-y'M Therefore, the regdative dimension exists to detemine what a legitimate 

"move" in the game king played is. If the notion of d e s  and social structure are taken 

seriously, one can see that the regdative dimension is the part of social structure which 

determines what kinds of actions are legitimate within the institutionai limits (Le. 

exclusive temtoriality) that are given. This does not imply that the d e s  are static. As has 

been previously stated, des  are instituted tbrough the practices of actoa, within the 

confines of the hdamentals of the given social structure. 

An excellent example of this dimension can be found in the problem that officiai 

ambassadors f d  when the principle of exclusive territoriality started to become a 

reality. The probiem was that ambassadors were to represent their officia1 territory, but 

were to do so k m  within auother territory, thereby making their status rather 

questionable. As Ruggie states, "no space was left within which to anchor even so basic a 

task as the conduct of diplomatic representation without the fear of relentless disturbance, 

arbitrary interférence, and severed lines of c o m m u n i ~ a t i o n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  The problem manifested 

itself in medieval Europe, where embassies were cornmonplace; a privileged means of 

communication granted to groups of certain social status. The problem arose with the rise 

of the sovenign state, when the embassies began to be the representatives of particular 

states. The temporary solution was to gant more immunities to ambassadors, however, 

this came to be inadquate when religious values became at stake. This was the 

"embassy-chapel" question, which, quite basically, involved the question of what to do 

when the ambaissacior and host country had different religions; neither wanted to commit 

'O3 Murphy, 82-83. 
" Thomson, Metcenaries, 1 6. 



heresy by accepthg the other. The problem was solved by introduchg the idea of 

extraterritoriality. The ambassador resided on a space which was considered to be the 

home country% soil; small portions of &en soii existing within a CO- was the only 

way sovereigns could co~~~municate? Ruggie states that "what we might cal1 an 

'unbundling' of territoriality (of which the doctrine of exttaterrïtoriaüty was the and 

most enduring instantaîion) over tirne has becorne a generic contrivance used by states to 

attenuate the paradox of absolute individuati~d"~' 

Another example is found in the de-legitimation of extratemtorial violence. 

Thomson argues that an essential change in the institution of sovereignty took place in the 

nineteenth century: the clarification of the authority of the state over non-state violence. 

Before this institutional change, the state sanctioned or permitted non-state violence, 

which, at the time existed in many forms. Armies and soldiers were often multinational, 

and violence was basicdy a commodity. As Thomson states, "vioience. which for three 

or four centuries was an international market commodity, was by 1900 taken off the 

market" and fidermore, that "sovereignty was redef'hed such that the state not only 

claimed ultimate authority within its jurisdiction, defiued in geographic terms, but 

accepted responsibility for transborder violence emanating fiom its t e m t ~ r ~ . ' ' ~ ~ ~  

The hiring and legitimisation of nonstate violence - Le. actors such as mercenaries 

who would fight, but whom were not necessarily loyal to the sovereign - had proven 

highly effective in securing state înterests in the early p e n d  of state building (roughly 

Ruggie, 'LTemitoridity," 15 1. 
This account is takm brn Ruggie: Md., 164-65. 

307 ibid., 165. 
3os ïhornson, Mercenaries, 19. 



Eom the 16th to the 18th ~enaines.)~ Evemiuny, howevef, specîfic nonstate actors 

starteci to tbrrcitcn the uitbority of sovcnjgn states. As Thomson iadicrtq Wie 

unintendeci C O L L S C Q U ~ ~ ~  of authorinag nomate violena arlis the empoweriag of 

individuals to aa indcpeadaaiy oftheir home state.n310 

Thomson fouPd tbpt statcs began to mget cccraïn fbrms of nonstate violence once 

they becrmc problems ktwaii sirtes: "the mate's right to BUfhOrize nollSfZLte violence per 

se was wt addressed. Iilstmd, pwicular pmtices w a  diminrtd as t h y  provoked 

interstate o o n a i ~ t s ? ~ ~ '  The targeting of spe&c fOmu evmturlly led to the establishment 

of a nom again# the w of mnstatt violence. As Thomson states, Unonstate actors may 

have been el imked on m individuai, ad hoc basis, but the state's acrJumption of Buthority 

o v e  one aspect of n o m e  violence Id to an upward spirai in which the -te gaineci 

controI of otha foms of violence beyond its bordas. Once this pracess did not 

allow fiir the masal of state control, oniy its The notion that a nom was 

est8blished through the practices of strnes, leads Thomson to conclude tbat this particular 

example has important collse~uences for the shidy of international noms. As Thomson 

states, "it sugeests tbat Mporbnt noms are unintendeci cousequeaces of interstate 

intera~tion."~~ 



Another example of the reguiative dimension of sovereignty can be seen in the 

changing nature of principles of legïtïmacy of states. Legitirnacy is a crucial aspect of 

sovereignty, and is also a pari of one of the most o h  asked questions conceming 

sovereignty how does a territory becorne sovereign?. Buii and Wight have importantly 

documenteci the ways legitimacy has changed throughout the dinerent eras of 

international society, though not explicitly through the framework of sovereignty as an 

institution which is utilised hm.  When sovmignty is seen as a social institution, which 

relies on the reciprocal actions of other actors for its composition, it is obvious that 

legitimacy is incorporated into the institution of sovereignty itself. The principle of 

legitimacy is a part of the reguiative d e s  of sovereignty, which nicely demonstrates how 

the constitutive p ~ c i p l e  of exclusive temtoriality is need of other d e s  in order to 

determine legitimate "moves" in internationai politics. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Christendom began to have less 

influence on international &kirs, and internationai society began to develop. As Bull 

states, "references to Christendom or to divine iaw as cementing the society of states 

declined and disappeared, as did religious oaths in treatie~.'"~ The state was also more 

fully articulated, and quite importantly. as Bull states. in this period, the concept of 

sovereignty became a "basic d e  of coexistence within the states  stem.'^^'^ As 

demo~l~frated above, the rise of the territorial m e  was a rather complex process, 

involving new conceptions of politicai space, as weii as the accompanying move towards 

the realisation of this conception. Sovereignty was onginally "grantes" to states with 

I4 Bull, Anmchicd Society, 32. 



actual power. Hert uses the example of Philip the Fair, whose lawyers stated that the king 

was to be "emperor in his tealm" (rex est imperutor in regno m) and could no longer 

"recognise any superior" (superiorrm non recognoscem). This was the beginnulg of the 

course in which, wentuaiiyy (as Heiz quotes Charles McIiwain as saying), "Independence 

de facto was ultimately translated into a sovereignty de This can be seen in the 

writings of Leibniz, writing sooa after the Peace of Westphalia, describhg how to 

properly conceptualise sovereignty intematiody, he states 

The French too, 1 think, when they are discussing matters conceming the 
law of nations - peace, war, treaties - and c d  some pmons sovereigns, are 
not speaking of fiee diesy or of lords of tiny temtories which even a 
wealthy merchant might easily buy for himself, but of those larger powers 
which cm wage war, sustain it, survive somehow by their own power, 
make treaties, take part with authority in the affâirs of other peoples?'7 

The formation of sovereign states was based on a state's actual capacity to involve itself 

in international affairs. As Herz states, "the decisive criterion thus is actual control of 

one's 'estates' by one's military power, which excludes any other power within and 

Two types of international legithacy existed during this the. Clntil the French 

Revolution, the p ~ c i p l e  of legitimacy was dynastie, concemexi with the status and claims 

of the niler~."~ This was the principle of prescription, the "ancient custom viewed as 

3 15 Ibid., 35. 
316 Hen, 476. 
'" Leibniz, Camwiviw F&stenerius, in The Politcaï Writings ofLeibn&, e& and trans. Patrick 

Riley (Cambridge: Cambridge Univmity Press, 19î2), 1 16. The importance of Leibniz was noted by Herz: 
Hem, 478480. Hen uses "a litîie known t e e  of Leibuiz', the "Entrtims de Philarete et d' Eugene sur le 
droit d' Ambassade," which is a French summary of his major work on sovereignty, Caesarinus 
Fürsteneriw. 

"' Herz, 479. It must be noted that Herz usa chis historiai information to try and demonstrate that 
this idea, that military power is of primacy in sovereignty, is still applicable. 

'' Martin Wight, Systems ofStates (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1977), 153. 



authorïtative c l ah  founded on long use.'d20 As Martin Wight states, "nothing is more 

remarkable about international history up to the French Revolution than the regard for 

prescriptive right.'g2' Af&r the Revolution, the pfescnptive principle became superseded 

by a popdar principle, concernecl with the consent and the claims of the govemed; as 

Wight states, "the sovereignty of the individual prince passed into the sovereignty of the 

nation he This was the p ~ c i p l e  of selfaetermhation, the instrument of which 

became the plebiscite. This principle of legitimacy has continued to this day. 

One crucial point to make, is that these principles of legitimacy concerning 

sovereign states, only applied to the states of Europe. Sovereignty is a European 

invention, and the conventions sunoundhg it were developed in the context of the 

European internationai society (and this is also why Buil refers to it as '%uropean"). As 

Bull states, "as the sense grew of the specificaily European character of the society of 

states, so also did the sense of its cultural differentiation nom what lay outside: the sense 

that European powers in their dealings with one another were bound by a code of conduct 

that ciid not apply to them in their dealings with other and lesser ~ocieties.''~~ EvenNally, 

however, the Eumpean society of states did expaud itseIf, in terms of extending the idea 

of international society to other state systems. Europe had been expanding since the 

fifieenth century, however, this expansion did not resdt in the development of an 

international society untii much later. The European states were expanding for purposes 

of trading, for the spread of Christianity, and, occasionally, for the formation of military 

"' Wight, 158. " fiid, 153. 
Bull, 32. 



alliances?24 This led to the evennial exchange of diplornatic representatives, recognition 

of common interests, and the eventual acceptance in non-Euopean states of the principle 

of ~overeignty?~~ 

After World War II, a new principle of legitimcy developed, still based upon 

selfsetermhtion to some extent, however, made somewhat simpler. As Wight states. 

'%e new principle appeals essentidy neither to history, laaguage or culane. . . . The new 

principle of legitimacy has two elementa It asserts fïrstiy the right of the majority within 

the fiontiers prevailing at the given moment, and secondly the nght of temtorial 

~ i c i n i t ~ . ' ~ ~ ~  Basically, this makes selfsetermination dependent on existing borders. 

therefore decreasing the di&rent types of ciaims to sovereignty various groups can have. 

This principle only, makes seme, however, when it is put in the context of a fhdamentai 

new principle of the international society: anti-colonialism. 

The pst-WorId War II anti-colonial principle that was adopted by international 

society can be seen in the acceptance of many states that did not d y  fiil many criteria 

traditionaliy associated with statehood. Wight states that '?he tendency of international 

law has been to make recognition of new states dependent upon ascertainable fact, 

namely whether the community has a govenunent exerting effective authonty throughout 

the whole of its temtory, and for it to be granted on considerations of expediency, not of 

principle.'J27 However, in this anti-colonial context, this ceased to becorne important. As 

Robert Jackson states, describing the quite recently founded suMahanui f i c a n  states, 

Hedley Bull, "The Emergence of a Univeml International Society," in The Expansion of 
Internationaf Society, cd. Hedley Bull and Adam Watson (Oxford: Claredon Press, I9û4), 1 17. 

" This is skctched out more thoroughly by Bull: Ibid., passim. 
" Wight, 168. 
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they are "jwidical artefacts of a highly accommodating reghe of international law and 

politics which is an expression of a mentieth-century anti-colonial ideology of self- 

determinatior~~~~~ A new principle of legitimacy that is consistent with the anti-colonial 

principles of international society had developed 

The legitimacy of sovereign states, as documented by Bull and Wight, has always 

depended upon common understandings of other states, and is borne out in practice 

through their reciprocai actions. It is not dBcult  to see how this principle fits into the 

institution of sovereignty. Legitirnacy is an important feature of sovereign states. 

explaining how =tes become sovereign as weii as how they continue to justiQ 

themselves, that has changed throughout the centuries, but has not changed the essential 

nature of sovereignty; exclusive territorialif~ remains of utmoa importance. 

These examples indicate some ways in which the regdative dimension of 

sovereignty makes it a dynamic institution, in that it adapts to changes in the practices of 

actors that are within the bounds set by the institution - i.e. they do not violate 

constitutive principles. They demonstrate specific examples of how the institution of 

sovereignty has adapted to changes in practices of the actors, and as a consequeme* 

changed the collective meanings of actions as weli as the expectations for the mors 

involved. 

Conclusion 

3" ibid, 158- 
Robert H. Jackson, "Quasi-States, Dual Regirnes. and Neoclassical Theory: International 

Jurisprudence and the Third World,'* Inremutional Organization 4 1 (1987): 5 19. 



Sovereignty, as a mode of social differentiation, requins a social analysis, and. 

thcrefore, a societai approadi to intemationai politics is necessary for its proper 

conceptualisabon. Sovereignty requires the intersubjective understanding of agents in 

order for it to be meaninm. As a consequare of this type of ontology, it bas been 

demonmted that sovereignty needs to be d y s e d  through an interpretative anaiysis. 

which emphasises an analysCr of the des that structure meaningful behaviour. 

Sovereignty exists sociaiiy as an institution which provides a basis for the identities ot  

actors, and rneaningfully structures theü behaviom. 

The constitutive dimension of sovereignty developed through a series of social 

relations of the actors, initiated through a conceptuai shift and, reciprocaiiy made real by 

the actions of miers. The constitutive dimension of sovereignty is, therefore, a social 

construction, in that it was established through practices of the actors interacting within 

an older structure, who, through a seria of materiai and conceptual shifts recreated 

political Mie, by codtuting a new actor, the sovereign state. This principle is maïntained 

through the reinforcement of practices in which agents act as if they were sovereign. As 

Wendt has stated, "if states stopped acting on those n o m ,  their identity as 'sovereigns' 

(if not necessariiy as states) wouid disaPpeaP9 

Since this p ~ c i p l e  of exclusive territoriality automaticaliy entaiis a social nature, 

the regdative dimension mereiy shows the resuits of a society of sovereign states 

interacting, and the need for the institution of sovereignty to rrspond to the practices of 

actors, thugh  the development of new n o m  of conduct which arise within the context 

Wendt, "Anarchy," 4 13. 



of sovereignty. As has been shown, this can primarily be analysed in temis of what the 

state has reguiative c m 0 1  over. However, this notion essentially has to do with agents' 

expectations. Exclusive territorial units assume that their sovereignty wiii be respected, 

and when new events aise that challenge, or change this relationship, new sets of noms 

arise according to how actors deal with these pmblems, within the framework that is 

given. 

This provides an excellent fiamework with which to d y s e  contemporary 

problems involving sovereignty. For it needs to be demoasûated how new events affect 

the meanings and p d c e s  of political actors in t m s  of sovereignty. In essence, it must 

be demonsrnitecl that a new set of events that are supposedly eradicating the importance 

of sovereignty are, somehow, changing fiindamentaliy the constitutive nature of what 

sovereignty means. This would have to entail a demonstration that exclusive temtoriality 

is fundamentaily cballenged as an organising principle, that, such a challenge could not 

be incorporated into a set of institutionalised, reguiative n o m .  



SOVEREIGNTY AND THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBALISATION: THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INSTITUTIONAL RULES AND THE PRESERVATiON 

OF EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIALITY 

The conceptuaiisation of sovereignty as aa institution, a set of institutiooalised 

constitutive and regulative nonns, allows for a better anaiysis of the d e  of sovereignty in 

the modem world. Since sovereignty, as a mode of political organisation, is often 

conceptuaiid as king Mder attack in the modern (or pehaps more accurately, 

postmodern) world due to the forces of globalisation, the way in which sovereignty as an 

institution copes with the phenornena of globalisation is essential for understanding the 

role of the state in intemational poiitics. 

In order to examine the effects of globalisation on the institution of sovereignty, it 

is essential to examine the practices of states. An examination of state practice in the 

development of globalisation, as weli as reactioos to it demonstrates not only the role 

states have played in creating and legitimising globalisation, but ais0 demonstrates the 

changes in reguiative d e s  that determine the scope of legitirnate action in which states 

engage. An examination of reactions to globalisation a h  indicate whether or not the 

constitutive d e  of sovereignty - exclusive temtoriality - is effected. An analysis of 

sovereignty in the modem world tbrough the framework of sovereignty as an institution 

has the advantage of king able to concepnialise the possibility of changes in the 

lepitirnate behaviour of states (Le. changes in regulative mies) without necessarily 

diminishing the importance of sovereignty as a mode of political organisation (i.e. the 

continuhg importance of exclusive territoriality as a constitutive de). 



It is in this context that an examination of the effects of the globaiisation of 

economics wiiI be examine& Though giobalisation should be seen as a larger 

phenornenon, which also encompasses culture, the effets of the world economy on the 

institution of sovereignty WU k focused upon, due to the k t  that the greatest number of 

daims about the demise of the sovereign state emanate h m  concems about economics. 

It wiii be argued that though the giobalisation of production and finance have had 

profound effects on the -te, these effects are not the mere products of forces beyond the 

state that they must acquiesce to. The giobalisation of the economy was legitimised by the 

-te, and involves a senes of new ways in which the state deals with economic power 

that is incorporated into the regulative rules of sovereignty, and, therefore, does not 

chailenge the constitutive d e  of exclusive tenitoriality as a political organising principle. 

This examination demonstrates the dynamic nature of sovereignty, its ability to 

shifi as cucumstatices dictate, especiaily in the abseilce of new metaphors of politicai 

Without such new ways of haginhg political Me, the essentid core of 

sovereignty, the constitutive nile of exclusive territoridity, remains fairly stable, while 

the regulative niles which determine legitimate state actions change as new arrangements 

in world politics necessitate. 

Sovereignty and the World Economy: Chaages in the Regdative Dimension 

'30 It is of course ùnportant to note that globalbation as a discome in fan provides new metaphors 
of spatiai organisation. Interestingly, howevet, thme are rarely political metaphors, they are merely 
postulations of the new spatiai realities of the world economy, the posailaion of the existence of a secluded 
space where footloose capitai dwells. This could indicate that giobaiisation does not neccssarily help to 
provide new ways of hagining the way people occupy space, or, even more practicaily, could possibly be 
organised. 



The idea of an increasingly globaiïsed economy, where transnationalised capital 

and production uin k shifted on a whun, is often put forward as causing a decline in the 

sovereignty of states. G e n d y ,  what this meaus is that the -te has lost or divested itself 

of cenain powers, essentially leaving it powerless to control one of its most important 

fiinctions, the national economy. In other words, micro pmcesses (transnational econornic 

links) are h a d g  a destabilising effect on m a m  structure (sovereign -tes). This 

argument c m  also be extendeci to demonstrate that the globaiisation of firms and finance 

is not only Aamaging to the power of the state, but also chaiacteristic of new forms of 

spatiality, thereby eroding the borders o f  the state as w e ~ ? ~ '  

However, when sovereignty is seen as an institution whose regdative noms can 

be transformed by the ptactices of state actors, some dinerent conclusions may be 

reached The globalisation of the econorny has indeed been a profound force in the 

contemporary world, and also had some effect on the state. However, it is questionable 

the degree which the state is effected by this force, in that it was a key player in the 

globaiisation of the world economy. An examination of the practices of states in ternis of 

the creation of the world economy and how certain goveming bctions have been given 

up by states and been invested in new international regdatory bodies will help to 

demonstrate that sovereignty is still a crucial institution in contemporary world politics. 

Cornmentators generaliy point to the expansion of international finance in the past 

twenty-five years in oder to demonstrate the creation of a global market; one which purs 

uuavoidable constraints on states and d e s  sovereignty. However, the importance of 

"' A characteristic argument cm be found in Eüüm' w o k  See E b ,  passim. 
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international finance is neither an inevitable consequence of giobalising forces nor 

unprecedented. As Thomson and Kraseer state, "it is critical to recognize that this is not a 

new development and that these markets have oniy been able to develop within a broader 

institutional structure deüneated by the power and policies of p ta tes.'^" The role of states 

in promoting and legitimating such an order must not k discounted, and in fact is crucial 

for demonstrating the continuing relevance of sovereignty. 

Examining the pst-World War II era, Heiieiner notes thne ways in which nates 

promoted and assisad the globalisation of financial markets: through the liberaiisation of 

capital controls; thugh refraining to impose more effective controls on capital 

movements; and by preventing major financial crises?33 States played an obvious role in 

easing controls on capital movements. An example of this was the US and British support 

for the Eurodollar market in the 1960s. Aithough this market is usuaily descnbed as 

"stateless", as it is a place where fhancial operations are conducted in non-local 

currencies without national restrictions, Helieiner notes the importance of state 

involvement: 

Britain provided the physical location for the market, permitting it to 
operate in London fke of regdation. U.S. support was equaliy important 
because A m e h  banb and corporations were a dominant presence in the 
market in the 1960s. Aithough it had the power, the United States chose 
not to prevent them h m  pinticipating in the market.334 

"* Thompsan and Krasner, 203. 
333 Eric HeIleiner, States md the Reemergence of Global Finance: From Bretton Woods to the 

1990s (Ithaca: Comll University Press, t994), 8. 
334 Ibid., 82. 



Though the use of capital controls in the 1960s was stül cornmonplace, as they had been 

prescribed in the Bretîon Woods agreement, the promotion of the Eurodollar market by 

the US and Britain led to a move away towards a less restrictive fiaancial order- 

The fintha Liiraiisation of finance in the 1970s can be seen as essentiaiiy a result 

of the failure to put in place a more effective system of capital contmls. Though there was 

a drive by Japan and Western Europe to mate such a system, it was politically acult to 

implement, as it faced opposition by a major state: the US. The US opposed the 

irnplementation of such contmls due to the fact that poticy makers saw the promotion of a 

liberalised fiaancial system as a way to retain its position in the world. As Helleiner 

states: c'administration policy makers hoped to take advaatage of U.S. dominance in 

international financial markets to encourage govemrnents and pnvate investors to 

undenmite U.S. policy aut~norn~?~~ ûther opportunities to impose capital controls 

occuned in the 1970s, however, similar politicai reasons prevented their implementation. 

Along with the US reluctauce due to its d o m h c e  in international hance, there was 

also a broader shift in policy-making and business circles away fiom Keynesianism, 

towards neo-überalism and financial opemess? 

Financial markets have always been unstable, and prone to major fluctuations that 

are potentiaily devastating to the system. As Cox states, "globai finance is in a parlously 

hgiie condition. A calamitous concatenation of accidents couid bring it down. 9,337 

HeUeiner notes that this vuherabiiity in intemationai finance is countered by the fact that 

ibid., 122. 
336 Md., 144, 
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states underwrite the system by providing assistance when crises occur. As he comments. 

"states have prevented such aises through international lender-of-last-resort activities as 

,9338 weil as international regdation and s ~ p e ~ s i o n .  The recognition of the importance of 

states in cmderwriting the intemaîional financial system attests to the fact that states 

themselves are active promoters of cimmt globalisation trends. 

The recognition that states have played a crucial role in supportiag economic 

globalisation is meaat to demonshite thst the state has relinquished certain regulatory 

powers in order to promote such an order. It is not that states have been d e c t e d  by 

globalisation, it is that certain powers have been divested and placed in other institutions. 

This points to a change in the nguiative d e s  of sovereignty. Certain powers of 

regulation that states have been relinquished in some sense7 for better or worse. It is 

obvious that this means that the state has lost some of its former powen to regdate the 

economy- This can particulariy be seen in ternis of nationai debts. As Cox States, "as the 

proportion of state revenue going into debt service rises, governments have become more 

effectively accountable to extemai bond markets than to their own publics. Their options 

in exchange rate policy, fiscai policy, and trade policy have become constrained by 

financial intetests iinked to the global e c o n ~ m ~ . ' ~ ~ ~  However, despite this fact, the state 

still retains important powas related to the economy. As Harvey summarises, ''the nation- 

state, though seriously weakened as an autonomous power, nevertheless retains important 

powers of labour disciplinùig as weii as of intervention in financial flows and markets, 



while becoming itself much more VUlIlerable to fiscal crisis and the discipline of 

international r n ~ n e ~ . ' ~  

Much of the power that states autonomousiy held in terms of financial discipline 

bas been invested in multilaîed institutions. Though effectively î ke  of the state, finns 

still require sociai institutions for their basic bctionings, a weli as other systems of 

reguiation and arbitration, that states bave partiaiiy provided througû a number of 

muitiiated institutions, aud through the formation of new legal institutions. 

In tenns of social uistitutions, one of the most essentid for ecoaomic exchange is 

the estabiisbment of secure property rights. As Thomson and Krasner state, "without 

secure property rights market activities wodd be constrained because of uncertainty about 

the possessor's nght to seU the commodity and the threat to achieve m e r s  thmugh 

force and coercion rather than voiuntary e~chan~e."~' private property rights need to be 

upheld by states, as they contain the most developed set of legal mechanisms for handling 

such nghts - which are often prescnid in collsfitutions (as in the example of the US). 

Though some pwer over the world economy has been divested and placed in muitilateral 

regimes, these regimes nonetheless owe their existence to states upholding and 

maintainhg stable property rights. As Sassen states, deregdation is "a crucial mechanism 

for hanàiing the juxtaposition of the interstate consensus to pursue globaiization and the 

fact that national legal systems rexnain as the major, or crucial, instantation through which 

guarantees of property rights are e n f ~ r c e d . ' ~ ~ ~  As Thomson and Krasner m e r  state, 
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'~i thout stable property rights enforced by nationai governments, international regimes 

wouid have been rneaningle~s.'~~ 

However, Uus is not to suggest that tnuisnational legal regimes that are not under 

the jurisdiction of the state do not ex*st. In fgct, the globaiisation of cenain economic 

bctions has also entailed the creation of "globalid" legd practices which help to 

regulate business practices at this level. Sassen points out that these funaons can be 

readily seen in international commercial arbitration, as weii as in the different institutions 

that provide c d t  rating and advisory fiinctions? Intemationai commercial arbitration 

now provides the leaàing method of resolving transnational business disputes, by 

providing, in essence, a pnvate justice system. However, it is still interesthg to note how 

this legal regime is based on specifically Amencan legal principles, which have been 

tramferreci, primarily through the prepondemce of Amencan involvement in the world 

economy and the Muence of Amencan corporate l a ~ y e r s . ~ ~ ~  In some ways, this 

demonstrates how these legal regimes stiii need to be entrenched in some kind of system 

that is legitimated by the state (or perhaps in this case, at the very least, dominated by the 

legal culture of a particular staîe). Fwtbennore, the existence of international arbitration 

does not really challenge state authority that extensiveiy, as it merely provides an easy, 

and less messy way of settling legal disputes. It is, in essence, a minor regdatory shift. 

The existence of credit rating agencies Ue Moody's also provide a way the world 

economy remaiils regulated beyond the Level of the state. Sassen points out that they have 

become a crucial mechanism of governarice in the world economy, in that they fullil an 

Thomson and Krasner, 2 16. 
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important role in contributhg to "the effort to mate viable systems of co-ordination and 

order among the p o w d  ecowmic actors now acting globallYY'7346 Rating agencies are 

important in their role in providing a form of govemance to the world economy. 

However, it should be noted that this is not a new phenornenom Moody's has existed for 

quite some tiw, and in fact, in 1920 rated the bon& of 50 dinerent govemments for 

raising money in US capital markets? This merely demonstrates that the use of credit 

rating agencies by national govemments is not unprecedented, and should merely be seen 

as a smail regulatory s h i q  not a major challenge to sovereignty. 

In addition to transnational institutions and the social guantatees provided by 

states, there are also important multilateral institutions in which states have invested 

regdatory power. These kind of institutions provide govemance that is legitimated and 

indeed backed up by the state, even if it entails the disempowerment of states' capacities 

to perform certain regulatory fhctions over the economy unilatedly. This in itself is also 

not a new development As Hint and Thompson note, "govemance mechanisms for the 

intemationai economy have been in place over aimost the entire twentieth century, in one 

fonn or another?* 

The International Monetary Fund (MF) provides an example of such a 

mechanism. The M F  was set up as a key institution of the Bretton Woods agreement, 

whose m6 fûnction was to help in the sxnooth operation of the pst-war financial 

system, and as well provided a central symbol of the "liberal internationalkt approach to 

Y' ibid., 19. 
" ibid., 26. 
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wodd order, an approach that airned at a happy medium between unregulated global 

capitalisxn and nationalistic rnercanti l i~m.~~ AAer the breakdown of the Bretton Woods 

fixed exchange rate system, the IMF rem;iined an important institution in the international 

system; an indication that though the Fund was perhaps not as powemil as it was intended 

to be, states still saw it as playing an important d e  in helping to regulate their vision o f  a 

liberai internationalist economic system. As Pauly states, 66national-policy makers decided 

not to abandon Fund surveillance in the post-Bretton Woods monetary system. To the 

con-, in the context of an extensive revision of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, they 

significantly expanded its formal scope, even if. once again, they did not match that 

mandate with substantive or exclusive political auth~r i ty .~~~~  

This suggests once again that globaiisation in the economic sphere (which in this 

instance would be represented by the k i n g  up of intemational finance in the post- 

Bretton Woods era), is legitimised by the practices of states, who through- the 

estabLishment of intemationai institutions have put certain regulatory hctions outside of 

the authority of tbc state. This was not done because globalisation was imminent. It was 

the comequence of pursuhg policies that promoted the iiberalisation of international 

fmance. Though there is often a weak cornmitment to thïs regime, its continuing presence 

" Paul HÙst, and Grahame Thompson, Globalbation in Question: nie Internationai Economy 
and the Possibilt'ty of Governonce (Oxford: Polity Rcss, 1996), 49. 
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and expansion demonstrates %at the noms pomoted by the Fund remained preferable 

to the most obvious al te mat ive^.'^^' 

Another important example of a mechanism of govemance is provided by the way 

intemationai banking and securities are regulated. Though these are ofien seen as 

unregulated areas of international finance (particuiarly by those who promote theories 

about the end of sovereignty), as Coleman and Porter point out, %cent developments in 

international h c i a l  markets have led nation-states, working thtough several key 

international organhtions, to coostnrçt intemationai regimes for international banking 

and international securities marketst3* In these areas, two institutions are of 

hciamentd importance: the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) which provides a 

forum for central bankers of the ~ l d "  and banking regulators to deal with problems of 

international banking (particularly in the Basle Cornmittee on Banking Supervision); and 

the intemationai Organisation for Securities Commissions (IOSCO). 

The Basle Cornmittee was formed in 1974 to respond to banking crises in Britain, 

Gemany and the US in the early 1970s, and is centred amund the BIS, set up in 1930 to 

help to reduce intemationai financial instabiility that could possibly be caused by a 

deregulated global niianciai order? The regdations and n o m  that were set up in this 

fhmework, as Heiieiner points out, "did much to diminish problems of collective action 

involved in maintainhg global financial stability by changing expectations, providing 
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information, and iastitutionaiinng cwperation among centrai bankerdds5 The Basie 

Committee, though often seen as weak when compared to a ceneal hierarçhical goveming 

mechanism, nonetheiess has managed to secure widespread adherence to its regulations. 

by both states and banks. As Coleman and Porter state. "the Cornmittee's strength and the 

institutionalisation of the intemational regime are indicated by the widespread 

cornpliance despite considerable cost for some banks, especially those from the US and 

~a~an."" 

The existence of the BIS centred regime for international banking supe~s ion  

provides another example of states' support and legitamation of gîobalisation. By 

relegating some regulatory powers to a multüated organisation, states have promoted the 

existence of the world economy that is stili partially on their own t e m .  As Hirst and 

Thompson state, ''the Basel Committee responded to demands made elsewhere - by both 

govemments, through theK central banks, and commercial companies involved in the 

financial intermediation activity itself.'' The financial innovation that was udeashed in 

the liberalisation of financial markets was a response to a seme of loss of control that was 

felt by financiai institutions coping with tbis new envir~nment.'~' States which had 

played a role in the unieashing of this financial openness needed to assist in providing a 

way to make it more stable by putting some of their power into a mdtilateral regulatory 

institution. As Hirst and Thompson mer state, "what we have then is not totally 

' ~ 3  The GIO refers to the United States, Canada, Japan, the Feâeral Republic of Gcmiany, France. 
Italy, the United Kingdom, SWCdcn, the Ncthetiands, Belgium, and S~itzeriand (whicb joined afier the 
initial forrnaîion of the group). 
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unregulated markets but an elaborate system for the detailed management of international 

financial transacti~ns.'~" 

Wbiie the BIS provides a fairly strong fkamework for regulating intemationai 

banking, the IOSCO is not quite as succeshi. ïhis regime includes over 91 different 

regrilatory agencies h m  around the world who are dedicated to co-ordinating the 

regdation of intemational securities markets?" This regime is not quite as successful as 

the BIS due to a numkr of deficiencies: primarily that it has had to rely too heavily on a 

single state, the US; and also, because so many different organisations are involved in its 

operation, it ofken lacks a coherent strategy for adding new projects to its fkme~ork.'~~ 

Despite some ofits weaknesses, IOSCO has "contributed to a sisnificant strengthening of 

regdation, . . . . and there is every reason to assume that d e s  wiii continue to deveiop 

39362 and enforcement mechanisms provided. This nascent regdatory reghne provides 

another example of a way in which regulatory powers of the state are invested in 

multilateral institutions, which provide a means to continw to promote and stabilise the 

world economy. 

The above analysis demonstrates that globalisation is not a force that exists on its 

own, and forces the state to change in order to encompas it. Rather, globalisation has 

been actively promoted by States; the consequence of which has been for states to relegate 

certain regulatory powen, i.e. pieces of the regdative dimension of sovereignty, to other 
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places. These have included both multilateral international institutions such as the MF 

and BIS, as well as market based institutions exempliEied by ratings agencies and 

transnational legai enterpnses. The primary types of regdatory powers that have been 

"given up" concem the complete controi over the national economy, primarily manifested 

in the idea that macroeconomic adjustments are ciifXicuit for govements to engage in 

unilaterally. Certain regdatory powers that once were under the soie surveillance of the 

state have been invested in muMateral regdatory regimes that con& of a nurnber of 

dSerent agents, not just suites. 

In more abstract t e m ~ ~ ,  this means that essentiaily, stasta have coliectively agreed 

to give up certain powers, wbich in tum change expectatiom conceming vaiid actions in 

the international system. Economic globaiïsation has changed the expectation that states 

are the sole regdators of economies, that new markets and h c i a l  mechanisms have 

developed, through a permissive environment provided by states, and as a consequence, 

states are expected to act in accordance with the news d e s  of sovereignty; certain 

specinc regdatory hc t iom are handled through new mechanisms. 

Sovereignty and Challenges to Exclusive Temtoniiity: The Dominance of the 
Constitutive Dimension 

The discussion of the globalisation of the economy and its relation to sovereignty 

has so far focused on the role that states have played in the process of globalisation and 

the ways in which states have relegated certain regdative dimensions of their sovereignty 

to other mors and multilateral organisations. Though this is an important part of the 

andysis, what is hdamentally important is to demonmate that exclusive temtoriality is 

not affected as the organisïng principle of the state. Essentid to this is a demonstration 



that while certain elements of conmi have been given up, exclusive temtoriality still 

remains the way the state expresses authority. 

It is important to note that the world economy needs to be concephdised as a 

"space", which in some ways exists separately h m  the territorial space of the nation 

state. The existence of transnational miclwconomic ünks creates a spatial area that is 

tied to the nation-state, but exists differently. As Ruggïe has desaibed it, "these iinks 

have created a non-territorial 'region' in the world economy-a decentered yet integrated 

space-oGflows, operating in d the,  which exists aiongside the spaces-of-places that we 

cal1 nationai ec~nomies."~~ 

Though this region does indeed exist, it does not necessarily pose a challenge to 

sovereignty, in the sense that it is possible for exclusive temtoriality to remain as the 

ordering political principle while other spatial foms exkt As Ruggie states, "the long 

term significance of this region . . . may reside in its novel behavioural and institutional 

forms and in the novel space-time constructs that these fonns embody, not in any direct 

challenge it poses as a potentiai substitute for the existing system of de."64 As has been 

demonstrated, there are a number of interesthg (perhaps "novei") international 

institutions that have corne into being in order to deal with such a space, but it remains to 

be demoastrated that exclusive temtoriality itself stili remains the dominant way of 

conceptualising poüticai We. 

The primary criticism of the view that the exclusive territoriality of sovereignty is 

stili important is that the existence of transnatiod space fliindamentally punctures the 

'" Ruggie, ''Temtoriali~,'' 172. 
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exclusive temtoriality of the state, ailowing for fomerly impossibie "flows" of 

information, money, ideas and people. As Agnew states, "both states and non-state acton 

now operate in a world in which national boundarïes have become cuiturally and 

economically permeable to decisiom and flows emaoating from networks of power not 

captured by representations of space? There are several problems with this kind of 

view. First, as has ken already been demonstrateci, it confuses the state initiated 

relegation of powers to international and transriatioaal regdatory regimes with the loss of 

authority- The shifting of regdatory powers to digerent agencies that are outside the state, 

thereby Iimiting autonomy over certain issue areas does not necessarily indicate a loss of 

exclusive temtoriality as an organising principie. 

Second, and iinked to the nrst point, is that this is a spurïous way of 

conceptualising the social space of exclusive territoriality. This conception does not 

imply that the state occupies an inviolable realm, i.e. cTiows" do not necessarily 

undermine the social space of the state. This becomes especially ciear if some historical 

perspective is taken. A number of scholars have noted that in t e m  of the amount of 

flows, both in internationai trade and finance, are quite similar to those in the late 19th 

~entury?~ As Knigman puts if "it is a late 2ûth-century conceit that we invented the 

global economy yesterday.'d67 As Thomson and Krasner m e r  point out, 

hugë increases in the absolute volume of world trade, intemational capital 
movements, and multinational rnanufacturing are taken as Uidicators of 
decIining state control. If these observation are put into the context of 

3 6 s  Agnew, 103. 
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domestic activities, it is not clear that international flows are relatively 
more important today than they were a century or more aga? 

Though in some ways thïs point is contentious (primariiy because intelligent observers of 

the world economy o h  point to the k t  that it is not the quautity of transactions that is 

important, but the quality):69 it Still leads to the important fact that 'Ylows" have existed 

in other penods of the, and these flows did not undemiine the state in any fashion. States 

have continuously have had to deal with such flows. As Thomson and Krasner state. 

"states have aiways encountered dïflicuities in trying to control at least some transboarder 

movements.yy370 

The final problem with such an analysis is that it tends to ignore the ways in 

which transnational economic spaces need to rely on nationai social spaces for political 

underpimings. As Drainville points out, especiaily referring to the analyses of observers 

on the le& "spatiaily idormed anaiyses of the world economy have remained incomplete. 

indeed, . . . these analyses have continually focused on transnational capital itself, and 

they have assumed that where it exists as a class for itseIf, a comsponding social space 

3a Thomson and Krasaer, 198. 
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also exists."" What this basically impiies is that though there is indeed a "space" where 

transnational capital dweiis it is not a sociai spacee Drainville notes that the problem in 

such analyses is tlzat the conceptualisation and recognition of transnational capital often 

assumes that it exists as a social space without actualiy examining it m e r .  It shodd be 

added that this is ais0 pmblematic with other d y s e s  that see the sovereign state as 

disappearing. This view implies that new social spaces have taken place of the nation- 

state when nothing of the sort has o c c d  

One way of examining this is by noting that the global economy lacks an idea of 

citizenship; a specificaiiy politicai way of being a member of a comm~ni ty .~~  As 

Drainville notes, "there are, in the age of the new world order, no citizens of the world 

economy, only national citizens in the world ec~norn~ ."~  This is due to the fact that the 

world economy relies on the politicai underpinnings of national states for its existence. 

As Drainvilie states, "although tnily o r g h d  globaily as a productive venture, the world 

economy remaias sociaily rooted in the space of the nation-state, and politically 

dependent on the ability of states to strike sociai ~ o r n ~ r o m i s e s . ~ ~ ~ ~  

The importance of cituenship is also discussed by Sassen, but in tenns of how a 

conception of c6econ~mic citizenship" has the potential to transfom the space of 

transnational economic links. As Sassen states, "as an institution crucial to goveming and 

accountability in national states, citizenship may also play a aucial mle in goveming the 
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global economy.y~375 This points to the fzt that though the global economy exists as a 

new space, it is the exclusive space of certain financiai actors, and not a space where 

citizemhip exists. Drainville takes this to fiindamentally mean that the globai economy is 

"built as a private preserve of the bourgeoisie, a walled enclave with no political points of 

d76 access. Sassen argues that by creating a fonn of economic citiPnship the possibilities 

of this space could be tmnsforxned, that couid d o w  for accountabiiity the way citizenship 

in national States provides simiiar powers. However, the necessity of this kind of 

citizensbip is perhaps overstated, especiaiiy if one believes that the importance of this 

realm is in, in some ways, exaggerated. As Drainville notes, 'tiansnational capital is no 

more hegemonical than Orange County suburban houseowners hiding behind electrified 

fences and protected by private security g~ards.'"~ 

Another way this issue can be examined is through the way citizenship manifests 

itselfthrough the relationship between state and society. One of the most important shifts 

in the relationship between state and society in this century was the recognition that the 

state should play some role in the weIfare of its citizens. Though this idea of the ''welfare 

state" is cunently under attack, it is interesting to note the relationship between the 

expansion of social safety nets and the expansion of the world economy. As both Rodrik 

and Heilbroner note, the expansion of social services goes hand and hand with 

globalisation - they are complementary forces?'* This is due to the fact that nations that 

are highly open to the globai econorny have had to cmte safety nets in order to reduce the 
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impact upon their citizms. As Heilbroner points out, "even in those nations. nich as 

Sweden, where policies of substantiai income redistribution and social welfare were 

introduced, the aim of its 'socialistic' measurrs was always to test the outer limits of 

capitalism, not to cross over into the uncertain terrain of a molutionary postcapitalist 

,9379 society. The expansion of m i a l  spending complements the globalisation of the 

economy. 

However, as govemments start to cut back on social spending in a time when it is 

politicaliy unpopular, societai support for globalkation is also chailenged. As Rodrik 

States, "if the vitai role that sociai insurance played in enabiing the postwar expansion of 

trade is neglected and social safety nets are allowed to dwindle, the domestic consensus in 

favour of open markets wi i i  be eroded serïously, and protectionist pressures wïli soar. 7380 

Ruggie has poiated out that this problem has not gone umoticed, even in circles that are 

usuaily not in favour of increased social spending. He points out that both the Economist 

and the Financial Times have recently supported policies that increase benefits to workers 

(Le. social spending) in order to maintain the current era of capitalist growth. As Ruggie 

notes, "both &se that the extraotdinary success of post-war international liberalisation 

has hinged on a domestic social compact between state and society. Both see that this 

sociai compact is everywhere fiaying; and both fear that if it unravels altogether, so to 

will international ~iberalisation.'"'~ These ideas meiely point to the fact that globaiisation 

Heilbroner, 66; Dani Rod& "Sense and Nonsense in the Globalization Debate," Foreign 
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is indeed dependent on the state for striking social compmmises with its citizens. and 

therefore aiso m e r  exposes how socially vacant the "space" of the global economy is. 

These three problems with the idea that transnatiod micro-economic links are 

underminhg the temtoriality of tbe state, lead to the conclusion that exclusive 

temtoriality still remaias the dominant way of organising political Me. Since exclusive 

temtoriality is a form of spatial organisation, it is primarily manifested in a certain way of 

thinking about the world, what Ruggie has refmd to as a 66social episteme.'d82 Though 

the existence of new spatial forms may contribute to a transformation of collective social 

imaginations, the indications above are tbat these spaces have not emphasised a new way 

of thinking about political organisation, which would be hdamental to such a shifi. 

Conclusion 

Two important ideas emerge h m  this discussion of sovereignty and the 

globalisation of economics. First, the view of globalisation as an autonomous force. 

primarily manifested in technological changes that threaten the authority of the state, is 

far too simpiistic to describe what is going on. A cufsory glance at the role of the -te in 

promothg the world economy suggests that a more nuanced approach is necessary. Such 

an approach recognises that States are involved in social processes by which certain 

regdatory powers an given up and invested in transnational and international multilateral 

3 ~ 2  Ruggie, "Temtoriality," 157. 



regimes, in accordance with the change in priaciples guiding intemationai economic life: 

namely a switch h m  Keynesidsm to the promotion of liberal intemati~dism?~ 

The second and related idea b that the sovereignty of nation-states is d l  an 

important principle in world poütics, and that the core of this principle, exclusive 

temtoriality, is a mode of poIiticai organisation that is not threatened by the existence of 

new micro-level transactions in the world economy. This is particularly exernplified in 

the fact that though transnatiooal economic links provide a new way of conceptuaiising 

space - as a deterritorïalised region - it does not do much towards creating new metaphors 

for the reorgdsation of politid We. This is particularly manifested in the ways in which 

transnational economic actors rely on the spaces of nation states for the legitimation of 

their social fiin~tions?~ The institutional transformation of sovereignty (i.e. a change in 

regdatory d e s )  is demonstrated by the actions of states, which act in accordance to these 

new regdatory des, but still within the fhnework of action delimited by sovereignty; 

that is, they still act in ways which dernonstrate that sovereignty matters, the "game" is 

stiii being "played". 

Whiie this analysis bas emphasised that globalisation has implied changes in 

capacity of states, while still recognising the continued importance of exclusive 

temtoriality, it also aiiows for the possibiiity of the transformation of the concept of 

' ~ 3  This does not mean that the statc can just "decide" tbat it no longer waats to promote these 
principles and shut dom the world economy. It is suggcsted here that the promotion of globalisation has 
changed certain capabilities of the state, and cannot easily get them back 

Another eumpk of th&, not discussed above, is the interesthg research donc by Pauiy and 
Reich, indicating diat MNCs arc profoundly affectcd by their national culturai institutions, primarily in the 
ways that their business is conductcd (e.g. in terms o f  their appmachcs to rcsearch aud development, 
overseas investmcnt, and mtrafh trading). For M e r  details, sec: Louis W. Pauly and Simon Reich, 
"National Structures and Multinational Corporate Behaviour: Enduring Differences in the Age of 
G lobaikation," International OrganUation 5 1 (1 997): 1-30. 



sovereignty (or more accmtely, ?he abolishing of the concept). If the rhetoric of 

giobalisation succeeds in providing a trarisfonnaton of the way in which individuais view 

their world, the= is of course the possibility that political life could undergo a radical 

change. However, despite the pmalence of the rhetoric of globalisation, there still 

remains quite a gap in the possibilities of such a transformation of political me, not only 

due to the lack of interesting metaphors, but also due to how reliant upon the politicai 

structure of the state globalisation seems to be. -4s Drainville states, cbpolitical 

aaosfomation in the world economy is not only uicomplete, but it d i e s  both on the 

confinement of poiitical and social relationships to the space of nationai social formations 

and on the capacity of states to structure politicai p~cipati~n."8s 

The analysis of the globalisation of ecowrnics is also equally (and perbaps more 

SO) applicable to other areas of giobalisation, especiaiiy those conceming culture. This is 

primarily represented by the fiow of ideas and people across borders. It has been shown 

that such micro-links do not necessariiy have a profound effect on exclusive territoriality, 

in the sense that exclusive territoriality does not concem the absolute control of access to 

its space; exclusive temtoriaiity is not meant to imply an inviolable realm of control. It 

concems a particda. way of organising poiitical authority, that political authonty is 

exclusive to a certain temtory, k t  there is a place where nnal decisions are arbitrated. 

This is essentidy a question of mthorify, not of conrrol. The question one must ask 

conceming such flows is whether or not they contribute to a aew way of organising 

political authority, and fiirthermore, to a new social (and spatial) ontology. This is indeed 



open to debate, and obviousIy is a great deai more dificuit to m e r  than the question of 

whether or not certain 6'ûows" permeate the state. 

Globalisation has definitely influenced changes in the institution of sovereignty. 

but not in the way that is usually put forward. Globalisation exists as a force that has been 

legitimated through state practice, which initiates a change in the institution of 

sovereignty. It is not that globaiisation cawd States to change or that States caused 

giobalisation. There has been an dialectical interaction between the ~ W O  that has caused 

the institution of sovereignty to undergo a transformation that does not challenge its core 

principle. The exclusive temtoriality of the state has not ken undermined - and perhaps 

bas ken reiafod. 

Such a conclusion has severai implications study intemational politics. It has the 

obvious implication that it is possible to conceptualise sovereignty as a dynamic 

institution, encompassing both a transformationai and reproductive logic, therefore being 

better able to demonstrate the ways in which sovereignty has swived over the centuries. 

The anaiysis of the effects of globaiisation on sovereignty can easily be extended to other 

areas that posit similar theses about the "dedine of sovereigntf due to some force or 

another. 

Perhaps even more importantly, this study of sovereignty has demonstrated the 

importance of the use of a social theory of international politics. Through re-examining 

some of the important traditionai theories of international politics, it has k e n  

demonstrated that internationaï poütics ha3 been primdy conceiveci as a social realm, 

that relies on the importance of cornmon understandings h t  are provided by the rules 

and noms embedded in social institutions. When combined with a methodological 

130 



approach tbat ailows for the proper conception of social Me (ie. an interpretative one). 

such an approach allows for new ways of understanding continuity ami change in 

internationai politics. The importance of intersubjective social institutions lies in their 

dynamic ability to shape actors expectations as mil as provide the means for actors to 

engage in practices that could fiurdamentally change such institutions. 
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